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Elizabeth E. Knowlton. He attendand after about two years
in the High school went to Philips Exeter at
Andover, Mass., where he graduated in 1887.
He then took a four years’ course in the Harvard Medical school, graduating in June, 1891,
and that fall began the practice of medicine in
Cambridge, Mass., where he had a large and
lucrative practice. While in Cambridge he
met and married Miss Mary Dacey of Worcesand Mrs.
ed the
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ex-

means

visit to Belfast of many boys and
mean a lot to the merchants of

rapidly

Royce Miller,Donald Plaisted,Bertram

Leroy Thomas. From the town of
will be Vere Barker, Homer KeyGeorge Hillman, Holland Danforth,
ee Bagley and John Gray.
Names of
•ys are coming in with every mail. To
^re of these boys
the Board of Trade
that the residents of the city
ng
see that they have dinner and lodging
day and breakfast and dinner on Saturd

•.nere

1:>.
|»ptist
—

banquet

lay morning

Friday evening.

solve. I ask you, men of all classes, to come
forward voluntarily and take your share in
these

companied by

Another place
mg shoes in operation.
ited will be the Mathews Brothers sash

factory, where

the

visitors will have

methods of
working. A visit will also be made to
•Mortimer Fertilizer works, where the
»i see what is done from the mixing of
ilizer to the shipment of the goods to
rtunity
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to see

the various

during the forenoon for the beneboys who come in from the country
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be a favor on the part of the managethese factories never before accorded,
al rates have been allowed on the Maine
railroad for the benefit of those who
ine city via that route. So well have the
tee planned that all the available time

1

*

taken from the arrival of the boys in
at 10 a. m. Friday until the departure
ast train on Saturday afternoon.
With
'ures, banquet, and entertainment offerw
ry boy who attends this convention will
ne of the best times he has ever had,
i:
: ’ie does not, it will not be the fault of
mittee who have the matter in charge.
TiS who will open their homes to one or
t oys for lodging or entertainment
during
-lay in the city, are requested to commu*
with Morris L. Slugg or Orrin J. Dickey,
the committee may know as soon as possiist how many boys will be cared for and
there may be no hitch in the proceedings.
operation of every resident in the city
'Tuested. The school committee hasgrant-ave of absence to boys in the Grammar
ugh schools who desire to attend the
'ctures, and all Boy Scouts will be excused for
rGay that they may assist in the program.
of the principal speakers will be State
^rintendent of Schools, Payson Smith of
Auhurn. All the lectures will be open to the
:
c, and grangers and others are invited.
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following

transfers of real estate were
r'ied in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
■' he
week ending October 27, 1915:
^Hther G. Davis, Belfast, et als, to Eugene
<nnor, do; land in Northport.
arles A, Orcutt, Northport, to Emery
(Jo; land and buildings in Northport.
ma A. Moore, Belfast, to Samuel Smith,
wn; land and buildings in Belfast.
'Win
P.
Treat, Winterport, to William
>'in, do; land in Winterport.
n F. Wilkins. Washington. D. C., tc John
nd Frances S. Mitchell, Philadelphia, Pa:
'■

••

la ; m

Islesboro.
-'jith M. Southworth, Belfast, to Arthur
hie, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
James B. Bryant, Freedom, to Charles B
I
nipson, do; land and buildings in Freedom,
■yan E. Norton, et als, Liberty, to Roj
A'oodward, do; land and buildings in Free1

\

A. Small, Belfast, to Lucy A. Redman,
and in Belfast.
‘-ta Bowdoin, Prospect, to Lizzie Moore
and in Prospect.
-yerett L. Goodrich, Burnham, to Arthui
■' Goodrich, do; land and buildings in Burn-

wn
J

Warren Frederick, Pittsfield, to Arthui
oirich, Burnham; land in Burnham.
Albert L. Green, Katahdin Iron Works, ti 1
C. Dean, Sebec; land in Burnham.

j

State Of Trade.

Active.

weather retards retail trade
business, industry and transporta
Railroad car shortages accom
New records in bank clearing
exports. Spring wheat movemen
lumber
and jewelry, hithert
Coal,
|8«‘‘gging, now more active. Immense expor
in munitions, supplies and foods. Brea
&
hog prices on large receipts. Wheat, cot
corn, oats, hogs and cattle lower. Suga
harply advanced on reduced world’s produc
l0®« Stock market bullish. Exchange weake:
^Eradstreets’ Oct. 28d,
h

Warm

jobbing

1,,n ^peed
up.
i' ^hed facts.
*r‘fJ wheat

painting

original colors,

white with green blinds, were retained, and
the numerals on the clock faces were regilded.

The interior work was under the direction of
Mr. Martensen of Boston,who recently redeco-

for the occasion with green and
white, autumn leaves, and bouquets of sweet
peas and dahlias. The bride was dressed in
white crepe de chene with bridal veil and

decorated

bouquet

pinks.

of

The groom

dress suit with white tie.

wore a

black

After the ceremony

evening they
amidst

Mr.

They

a young man went to
had been very successful in the real estate business
He is survived

by

his

a

widow, formerly

youth. Miss Flora E. Gray,
Henry G. Gray of Belfast.

a
a

visits in Pigeon Cove and Salem, Mass.
Horace

Grant,who

accidently

was

hunting and taken
hospital, returned to -iis
Saturday.

out

shot when

Waldo County
home in this city last

to the

weeks,

here

plication. The

c

nd

was

unexpected

and peace-

The two daughters, Mrs. C. E. Cronkite
and Mrs. Edward Green, both live in the beautiful family home. He is also survived by one
brother, Mr. Wilbur Pitcher of Portland, and
two sisters, Mrs. lsaphine Patterson and Mrs.
Annie F. Hetzel of Los Angeles, and all were
present last September at their first family reunion for years. The funeral was held at his
late home October 18th.
ful.

their

auto

for

Bangor,

liberal shower of rice and confetti.

first they will be at home in West Hampden,
where they are to begin housekeeping. Mrs.
Barrows is one of our most popular young
ladies and is the fourth of our Sandypoint
young

visited

a

left in

nurse

of

making
up in

the

Waldo County

underwent

recently

serious

a

rapid recovery
bed Tuesday.
a

and

hospital, who
operation, is

was

able to sit

Miss Hattie Bates has bought the dry and
Bangor by early morning train for
Molunkus and will spend their honeymoon at fancy goods of Miss Annie C. Twitched in Liberty and will conduct it. Miss Maude B. Stewthe sporting camps of Mr. and Mrs. E.
Knight
Miss Bates as bookkeeper in
(called the biidal camps), After November ard will succeed

sister of the late

They

very successful teacher in this

left

neighbor ,of his

about six years ago. For the past year he had
been ill with a severe heart trouble and a com-

a

for the past three years taught in
the Dirigo school, Brewer.
The last of the
town and

Lake

Boston, and when still
Los Angeles, where he

c

1

Services were resumed in the Unitarian
church last Sunday. It had been closed since
the last of July for minor repairs, painting

people to be married in the last
and they all have the love and

few
best

wishes of their friends in their different
homes. Among the out of town guests were
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barrows and Mr. and
Mrs, Robert G. Barrows of West Hampden,
Mr.

and Mrs. George Barrows of
Newport,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wing of Bangor and Rev.
and Mrs. E. S. Drew of
Kenduskeag. Mr and
Mrs. Barrows received a large number of useful and pretty presents.
Before leaving the
bride threw her bouquet from the top of the
stairs and it was caugbt by Miss Dora Shute,

the

Ben. D. Field grocery

upon her duties

store

and

will enter

to-day, Thursday.

Cochran Chapter, D. A. R., will be held in the Woman’s Club
room Monday evening, Nov. 1st, with Mrs
Amos Clement and Mrs. Elbridge S. Pitcher
hostesses. The rod-call will be answered by
A paper on
names of Noted American women.
the History of the fcWhite House and its Noted
Women will be given by Mr6. Evelyn C. Frost.
The report of the Maine State D. A. K. Council
will be given by the Regent, Miss Amy E.
Stoddard.
The

regular meeting

of John

Sheriff Cushman made a seizure of 30 quarts
of liquor last Saturday at the office of the
American Express Co. There were two boxes,
consigned to A. Christo and M. Pane, each
All present pronounced it one of the pleasantcontaining 15 quart bottles of whiskey. The
est events of the season, the writer being one
consignees are Albanian fruit dealers and live
of the number.—M. G. P.
! in the house on Market street, formerly owned
Mr». Wealthy Gilkey, widow of Thos.
by the late Andrew Jr Stevens. Complaints
irnn
W. Gilkey, died suddenly Oct. 22d in Isles- MAI'UC' ROV’C ClA/FC'T pAdv
had been made to the sheriff against them and
boro at the home of Mrs. Elisha W. Penthe boxes aroused suspicion.
Members Should Piow Now.
dleton, where she was visiting. She had
The boys interested in growing sweet corn
Mrs. Alfred E. Nickerson of Swanville is iu
nearly reached her 83d birthday. She was
apparently in her remarkably good health for 1916 should prepare their one quarter acre in a serious condition from taking bicloride of
when*she was stricken with an ill turn. She plot this fall. The plot should be located on mercury by mistake last Saturday nighc. Dr.
an elevation to afford good air
recovered ^somewhat but died a short time
drainage, there- Foster C. Small of this city was called, and
later. She was the last of the family of 12 chil- by preventing late and early frosts.
Sunday a consultation was held with Dr. E. D.
dren of Deacon James Hatch, one of the earlier
The soil should be well drained;,
preferably Tapley and Dr. Elmer Small. Tuesday Dr.
residents of Islesboro, and was twice married. sandy loam having a good subsoil that does not Samuel W. Crowell of Boston, a specialist,who
Her first husband, Albert Pendleton, was kill- allow too much leaching. Barnyard manure had been called here, was in consultation with
The case at this writing
ed in the Civil War. She is survived by one should be applied at the rate of 3 to 5 spreader the local physicians.
one with little
son and
twokdaughters: Alfred P. Gilkey. Mrs. or dump cart loads to the plot and plowed un- is regarded as a very critical
Wendall Boardman and Grrce R. Gilkey; by a der to a depth of 6 or 8 inches according to the hope of recovery. Mrs. Nickerson is the
stepdaughter, Mrs. Rose Kent, wife of Capt. depth of the surface soil. Do not plow more widow of Hon. Alfred Emery Nickerson
A. L. Kent of Brewer, a stepson, Benson Gil- than one-half inch deeper than the land was who died Sept. 30th at their home in Swanville.
! key, and by three
grandchildren, Howard, plowed before.
If there is danger of washing, furrows should
The Boy Scouts held their first open air drill
| Reginald and Frrzel Boardman. Mrs, Gilkey
be plowed from a point in the middle of and last Tuesday afternoon on the Congress street
was widely known and generally beloved for
her kindly and charitable qualities and her
eight or ten feet above the upper end and ex- base ball grounds under the direction of Orrin
tend down to and along the sides of the plot, J. Dickey.
death will be generally regretted.
Weather permitting they will
These furrows should be turned in towards the
make their first hike today, Thursday, in
Capt. Charles C. Glover died at 2.30 p. m., plot. Washing to any degree will be
preventec charge of Mr. Dickey, going to his cottage,
Oct. 24th, at his home, No. 32 High street,
i Tarratine Lodge, at Temple Heights, where
by this means.
after a long illness. The immediate cause oi
Fall plowed land will absorb more moistu n they will have a hot dinner and a rest before
his death was a shock sustained Oct. 19tfc and will be in a better condition
for corn thar
returning home via Priest road for a visit to
from which he did not rally. He was born it
land plowed in the spring. Manure applied ir Northport’s famous mineral spring, continuing
son
of
the
South Thcmaston, the
late Charles the fall and
plowed in has a chance to decom- on the back load and coming into Belfast by
and Almira Glover, and followed the sea dur
pose, making the plant food available to the the way of lower Congress street. There will
ing his active years and was master of vesselc crop. Manure applied in the spring is likelj be about 34 scouts on the hike.
in the foreign trade. For the past 15 yean not to
decompose very rapidly and the cori
Mrs. J. J. Walker of Liberty and West Park,
his home has been in Belfa8t,2having marriec
crop would suffer from lack of available plan
Hannah Jane Cottrel
as his second wife Mrs.
N. Y., has given the Belfast Home for Aged
food.
Women a check of $250 in memory of hex
of this city, iwbo survives him. He is als<
It should always be borne in mind that lam
Mrs. Sarah Carleton Brookman and
survived by one brother, Mr. Kent Glover o
well prepared is half hoed, that a little extri aunts,
Rockland, and by two Bisters, Mrs. Frank Shas time spent in plowing may mean a successfu I Mrs. Harriet Carleton Durkee, natives of this
of Cambridge, Mass., and Mrs. Lucy Thompsoi 1
city and daughters of the late Col. Carleton.
crop.
of Rockland^ As long as able Capt. Glove
Both died at West Park on the Hudson, theii
If the instructions are not clear, please writ
attended|aervices at the Universalist church immediately to the State Leader of Boye summer home, in March 1912. They were
The funeral service was held at his late horn !
always interested in Belfast and their specia!
Agricultural Clubs, Orono, Maine!
work was for aged women, and Mrs,
Wednesday at 1 p. m., Rev. Ashley A. Smitl I
Watch the paper for further announcement ( charicy
of Bangor and Rev. Arthur A. Blair of Bel
Walker was pleased to remember the Home on
sweet
corn
clubs.
I regarding
fast officiating. The remains were taken o: i
this account. The last of their girlhood friends
the afternoon boat to Rockland for intermen II
Miss Ellen P. Frothingham, was a director o:
Capt. and Mr*. U. H. Colby of Sunset ai
in the familyjot.
he Home for|Aged Women.
i rived Friday to visit Belfast relatives,

|

_

panel style and as borders
windows, with‘[a like dewider, on the pulpit arch and in

white is used
over

Mr. and

Park, Lus Angeles, Calif. aged 70 years.
Pitcher was the son of the late Calvin
Pitcher, 2d, and Lydia Winslow Pitcher, and
was born in the old Pitcher homestead in West
Belfast, rle was in the clothing business with
his brother Wilbur in Portland and later in

pen

I

IN 1818.

was

mony

and has been

armer.

ne

his

Belfast relatives received word Saturday of
the death, Oct, 15th, of Mr. Anson Pitcher at
his home on Grand View street, near West

The Thompson Mfg. Co., plant
visited and the boys will be given opiy to see the methods of cutting cloth
big output of overalls. These places

'•

at

UNITARIAN CHURCH, BELFAST, BUILT

and congratulations, lunch, consisting of harleDr. Ernest s. Webber, who has been taking
ice cream,assorted cake, saltines and fruit a vacation on account of ill health, is again at
quin
Mrs. O’Conwidow,
was served by two
young ladies. The his office in Masonic Temple and feeling much
ner and Mr. and Mrs
Shepard, and the funeral punch,
wedding cake was served by the bride. Mr better for the rest,
was held at the Coombs
undertaking parlor
Borrows was a student at Hampden Academy
Messrs. M. R. Knowlton, Charles E. Stevens,
Tuesday at 2 p. m., Rev. Haraden S. Pearl of
the North Congregational church officiating. and Higgins Classical Institute and after com- J. K. Dennett and C. L. Wright motored to
his
studies
entered
the
firm
pleting
of C. L. &
His brother also came to attend the service.
Ellsworth yesterday afternoon to attend the
The interment was in the family lot in Grove R. G. Barrows as junior partner. Mrs. Bar- District convention of the Knights of Pythias.
rows was also a student at
Hampden Academy
cemetery.
Miss Helen M. Sanderson, superintendent

the program will include

Leonard & Barrows shoe factory,
the management have given permission
boys who are visitors to the city to
tuur of the factory and see the manner

to the

u

end.

wife, Miss Alice Mason of East Belfast, who
was with him in Boston,
survives, also one
brother, Frank W. Mitchell of Bangor. Mr.
Mitchell wa3 a member of Timothy Chase
Lodge, F. & A. M., and ot Belfast Council
Royal Arcanum Lodge of Belfast. His remains arrived in Belfast Monday
evening ac-

will be tendered them at the

church

the

by trade and

pretty wedding Wednesday evening, Oct.
20th, at 8 o’clock, when their only daughter,
Faustina Howard, was united in marriage to
Charles Robert, only son of Mr. and Mrs. RobertG. Barrows of West Hampden. The cere-

Castanus M. Smalley went to Boston Monon a business
trip.

day

Mrs. Clifford J. Pattee left Wednesday for
visits in Portland and Boston.
Isabel Ginn will leave today, Thursday,

Miss

pleasure trip

on a

to

Boston.^

to Gorham last week.

days the darkest moment has ever
produced in men of our race the sternest re- j

and interior decorations. This is the oldest
church edifice in the city and stands today as
originally constructed, both as to exterior
and interior. The frame was raised June 13,
1818, men from the adjoining towns accustomed to handling heavy timber coming to assist.
The plan, somewhat modified, was taken from
that of the church of Rev. Dr. Tappan in Augusta. On the 15th of November the house
was dedicated.
The bell, from the Paul Reyere foundry, the first church bell here, was
hung in the belfry the latter part of April or
early in May. In 1836 the town voted to buy
a town clock to be
placed in the tower of the
1 Unitarian
church and Messrs. Timothy Chase
and P. P. Quimby were employed to manufacAN AUTUMN WEDDING AT SANDY- ture it, and on the third of October, 1836, it
was put in operation.
'The works were made
POINT.
i in a machine shop at the Head of the Tide.
Barrows-Griffin. The home of Mr. and Bell and clock are
doing good service today.
I
Mrs. Henry Morris Griffin was the scene of a
In
the exterior the
very

!

ancient

rated Fanuel Hall,and used practically the same
performed by Rev. E. S. Drew, I colors that were used in that historic building.
pastor of the Baptist church of Kenduskeag, The main walls are of a soft French gray, with
an intimate friend of the family, who used the
a few shades
deeper in the pulpit recess, A
single ring service. The couple were attended 1 narrow stenciled conventional design in ivory
by their parents, and the wedding march was
Miss Laura Blanchard. Only the
two daughters—Mrs. Harriet Edith O’Connor j played by
The News of Belfast.
immediate relatives and a few invited friends
of Roxbury, Mass., and Mrs. Bessie M.
Shep- were
The rooms were tastefully
present.
ard of Ashmont, Mass., survive.
His second
Mrs. Esther G. Davis has returned from

of Belmont will send a delegation
will include Maurice Cobb,
Howard

B

until

Mr. Mitchell was a
three different times
had been in company with Elisha Sherman in
this city.
He also worked about 20
years in
the Quincy House and Parker House,
Boston,
He was twice married, first to Miss Annie A.
of
the
late
Cook, daughter
Jacob Cook, who
died in Boston about two years ago. Their
barber

own

l,

in

Boston, where he had been for the past four
weeks for treatment.
He had been ill for
some time with diabetes, which had resulted in
an infected foot, and went to the Boston
City
hospital in hopes of an operation, but his physical condition would not permit and he failed

1

county have taken hold of

with much enthusiasm and it is

.• ter

city died Oct. 23d

Mrs. Margaret F. Gray is visiting in Camden.

Mrs. Nettie Merrithew returned Saturday
of campaign be inaugurated under a new commander is a matter of conjecture. On the from visits with relatives in Boston and Proviwestern front trench fighting continues with dence, R. I.
losses on both sides and no practical gain to
Mrs. Ada Mudgett of Stockton Spring* is
the Allies. In Russia the Austro-Germans ! the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Edward M.
Crocker,
are making a determined attempt to capture
Union street.
that
if
has
declared
officer
German
and
a
Riga
Mrs. Wm. B. Swan, Miss Caroline E. White
they fail and are obliged to retreat they will and Misu Annie Bean will leave tomorrow,
burn every village they pass through. EngFriday, for Boston.
land is still talking conscription and King
Miss Annie Knowlton of Boston arrived
George has issued an appeal to his subjects in
Monday for a short visit with her sister, Mrs
which he says: "The end is not in sight.
George I. Keating.
More men and yet more, are wanted to keep
Mrs. Roilin T. Hack, who had been the guest
my armies in the field, and through them to
of Mrs. E. J. Moneon, Court street, returned
secure
victory and an enduring peace. In

Boys

vs

PERSONAL.

danelles campaign has resulted in a loss to the
British alone of 96,890 men and six battleships— French losses not given—and has accomplished nothing. Whether the forces now
there will be withdrawn or a different method

college, Pennsylvania.

From Mrs. Flora Sherman Rankin of Mansfield, Mass., we have received news of the
death, Oct. 12th, of Mrs. Helen N. Packard.
She died of heart trouble on the boat between
The News of Belfast.
Los Angeles and San Francisco. She had
Seaman’s Bill at Sea.. Maine Farms
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Morrison, in Los
for Sale. 1915.. The Northport Chapel.
Angeles and was returning to San Francisco
.Thanksgiving Proclamation. .Linter, Mass. About tne year 1907 his health to visit her son Walter, Mrs. Packard was
coln Colcord.
Some “Chestnuts”. .County Corre- failed and he suffered a nervous break- ! for years a frequent and ever welcome condown which
compelled him to give up tributor to The Journal and was widely known
spondence”.. Big Steam Colliers.
practice, and with Mrs. Knowlton j and highly regarded in this section, and we
Searsport. .Stockton! Springs. .Ship his
News..The Belfast Price Current..
to California, where
he went
they re- regret our inability at this time to print a
Born. M arried.. Died..
mained until 1911, coming to Belfast
in merited tribute to the memory of one so
September of that year. While here Dr, beloved.
Convention Next Week. Knowlton’s health seemed to improve. In the
fall of 1914 Mrs. Knowlton returned to CaliNathaniel Myrick Hosmer died suddenly
Many Waldo County Boys Will Spend fornia and Jan 6, 1915, he left Belfast to join Oct, 22nd at his home in Mechanic street, CamTwo Days In Belfast,
her there. He had suffered the past year with den, aged 71 years.
He is survived by a wife
week will see the gathering in this blood poisoning caused by the prick of a cac- and four sons, Guy of
Providence, R. I., Harry
a large number of boys from different
tus thorn, but his
letters home indicated
of Arlington, Mass, and William and Arthur of
the
the
to
attend
of
Boys that he bad practically recovered from that. Camden. Mr. Hosmer had been at work as
s
county
non, given under the joint auspices of No particulars of his last illness have been re- usual and had given no indication of illness.
fast Board of Trade and the University ceived at this writing.
From early boyhood
He was for several years road commissioner in
for awarding the prizes in the pota- he was a base ball enthusiast.
He was the Camden and was a man highly honored and retest in the county under the direction of catcher of the Belfast team from 1882 to 1887
spected among his fellow citizens. A kind husmversity of Maine and an effort on the and though the youngest of the fifteen con- band and father, the surviving relatives have
Board of Trade to interest the boys in nected with that famous aggregation was the the
deepest sympathy of all. The funeral serBelfast their headquarters and becom- first to pass away. He was the catcher for vices were held on
Sunday, Rev. L. D. Evans
n-r acquainted with this city as a trading
three years of the Phillips-Exeter team and
officiating.
tenter as well as one of the progressive cities did field work one year at Harvard. In the
Ntw England.
summer of 1914 he was the financial
Maitland B. Smith of Hartford, Conn., died
manager
make this convention a success it is ae- of the Belfast team and also coached the Belearly Wednesday morning at his summer
by the committee that the people or Bel- fast High school team. He was bright, genial home in this city, aged 50 years and 1 month.
V. so far as they are able, will open their and companionable and a
general favorite A more extended notice will be given in the
and places of business to the visiting wherever known.
He is survived by his next issue of The Journal. The funeral will
of
the
these
stay
ct;ations and make
young
wife, his mother, one brother, Charles E. be held at the Head of the Tide church tors in the city one long to be remembered.
Knowlton of Rutland, Mass., and Belfast, and morrow, Friday, at 2 p. m. Rev. David L.
mmittee need places for entertainment one
half-sister, Josephine Knowlton, wife of Wilson of Bath, formerly of the Congregap assistance of residents in caring
for Charles P. Hazeltine of this
i:
tional church of Belfast, will officiate.
j
city.

WAR.

To those who believe that the Allies are
fighting the, battles of the civilized world
against militarism and barbarism, and who devoutly hope for their success, present conditions appear far from reassuring. The Dar-

now Oakland
spent the greater part of
where for many years he
was a clothing merchant. He served through
the Civil war in the third Maine regiment,and
since 1898 had been connected with the Bangor
customs house as special deputy collector and
deputy collector. He was commissary general
on the staff of Governor Plaisted in 1881-2,and
aide de camp on the staff of Governor Edwin C.
Burleigh in 1882. He is survived by his wife;
by a nephew, Horace M. Pullen of Bangor, and
a stepson, Prof. W. O. Sawtelleof Haverford
was

43“

NUMBER

Col. Frank D. Pullen, a veteran of the Civil
war and long connected with the customs service, died suddenly Oct, 24th at l\is home in
Bangor of heart disease. Colonel Pullea

in

the doors and

sign, a trifle
the vestibule. The woodwork is ivory white.
A new cornice 2 1-2 feet deep above the windows in the balcony, conforming in style with
the balcony rail, is one of the most noticeable
improvements. The black walnut pulpit furniture and the library and main doors have
been refinished and the pews of chestnut with
black walnut finish look like new. The church
parlor is in the same style and tones. Ivory
white shades for the windows were ordered,
but when received were not satisfactory and

fights.”

Miss Lulu H. Smalley went to Augusta
Wednesday to visit Mrs. Ralph H. Herrick,
j formerly 01 Belfast.
Mrs. W. C. Vose returned by last Saturday

Interest now centers in the Balxans. Serbia night’s train ;rom a two weeks’ visit with her
j
has been invaded by the Austro-Germans and daughter in Norwood, Mass.
the Bulgarians, in pursuance of the German |
Mrs. trank Clifford of Stockton was the
plan for reaching the sea of Marmora and Con- guest for a few
days recently of Capt. and
stantinople. The Serbians are making a gal- Mrs. Cleveland Downes, Union street.
lant defense, but unless reinforced by the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burr of Auburn, who
Allies their defeat is inevitable and the suchad been the guests for a few days of Mrs.
cess of the German
must
turn
the
campaign
Fred N. Savery, returned home last Friday.
scale heavily in favor of the Kaiser. French
ihomas W. litcher, Mrs. K A. hichaide
and English forces have already gone to the
Miss harnet P. White were guests at
aid of Serbia and later reports indicate that and
Point cottage, Pitcher’s Pond, last
to the
Italy and Russia are
but Kocay

coming
rescue;
they be in time to avert serious reverses?
Already the Bulgarians have destroyed, or
hold, a section of the railroad needed by the

Allies

to

reach the

Mrs.

Egyptian

Mgdgett-Sanborn.

jamin

The

marriage

of

Ben.

H. Muderett and Miss Winifred Johnson

Sanborn took {.lace at their new home in the
Hall house, corner of Franklin and Cedar
streets, at 11 a. m., Wednesday, Oct. 27th.
Rev. Arthur A. Blair of the Universalist
church officiated, using the double ring serMendelssohn's wedding march
vice.
was
played by Miss Florence D. Chaples. The
parlor was decorated in green and white, the
bridal couple standing in front of a banking of
potted plants and green vines from which
white ribbons extended to the molding, where
they were caught in clusters with five bunches
of the beautiful Belfast chrysanthemums. The
bride’s gown was white crepe-de-chene, the
double skirt hemstitched and accordion plaited, the waist hand-embroidered in a rQse pattern, a white plush bodice completing a faultless toilet.
She carried a shower bouquet of
bride

roses.

The

couple were unattended.
the family and intimate

Only members of
friends and four members of the S. S. S. Club
of which the bride is
a
member—Misses
Leverne D. Whitten, Alberta Farnham, Florence M. Brown and
Florence D. Chaples—
were present, with the following out-of-town
guestB: Mr. and Mr*;. Cecil Clay and Miss
Essie M, Sanborn of Portland, Mr. Albert P.
Mudgett and Miss Jessie Gartley of Bangor.
An informal reception followed the ceremony,

when

about

twenty signed the
gift of the officiating clergy-

guest book, a
man.
The dining room was attractively
decorated with daybreak carnations
The
bride cut her cake and waB assisted in serving
by her sister Essie. The thimble went to Miss
Whitten, (who also caught the rose thrown by
the bride) the coin to Miss Essie Sanborn and
the ring failed to put in an appearance. Punch
was served by the bride’s sister. Miss Mildred
Sanborn, assisted by Mrs. Clay. The bride
and groom, Mr. Albert P. Mudgett and Miss
entertained at a wedding breakfast at 11.30 at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. M*
Sanborn, Miss Lena A. Sanborn assisting. They
left immediately by auto for Bangor,with Mr.
Albert P. Mudgett and Miss Gartley, and took
the night train there for Moosehead lake,
where they will later be ioined by Mr. and
Mrs. Clay in a hunting trip. They will be at
home after Nov. 15th.
The young ladies in
the S. S. S. club motored after the bridal party
and gave them a merry chase
Mr. and Mrs.
Mudgett were the recipients of many beautiful gifts, including sterling Bpoons from the
officials of the City National Bank, where the
bride was employed; from the clerks of the
bank, a cut glass fern dish; from Mr. C. W.
Weacott, cashier, a cut glass dish, and from
the &. S. S. Club, a copper chafing dish. The
groom is a member of the firm of C. F. Thomp& Co., a member of Unity lodge of Masons
and of the Maine Travelling Salesmen’s Association. Both are popular young people and
have the best wishes of a host of friends.
The bride’s going away gown was a dark blue
suit with black fur trimming, a French gray
hat with fancy ostrich ornaments of the same
shade.

Gartley

were

fronts

Mrs. Harriet

uurs.

our

empire. We have spent
ships in trying to force

our

hereditary

enemies

mu.,

ouj',

went to

W omen’s Clubs.
Miss Mabel Spear of the Rockland Telephone
exchange arrivtd Saturday to visit the family
of her brother, Eugene K. Spear, of the Belfast exchange,

W. M. White and her daughter, Miss
who spent the summer at the
White homestead on Primrose Hill, will leave
today for Florida.
Mrs.

Margaret,

y Mr. and Mrs O.E.Frost and daughter Kathtrine and Mr, and Mrs. James C. Durham left
last

Friday in the Frost
Tuesday.

They

for Boston.

car

returned

Mrs, J.

Fessenden, Mrs. L. W

A.

Pendle-

ton, Miss Maud Gammans and Mrs. Annie B.
Pitcher are among those who intend spending

California.

the winter in
Ella

Miss

Saturday

returned

Smalley

i.

from visits in

Boston, Lynn, Mass., and Port-

land and resumed her office work

in

tne Tele-

phone exchange Tuesday.
Airs. Ralph D. Southworth returi eu
Monday from Portland, where she \:.sited

last
ner

daughters, Alice and Martha, stuuents at the
St. Juseph Academy, Deermg.
Air. and Mrs. Charles E. Bicknell uni Mr.
and

Blanchard

Mrs.

1

Air.

and

daughter of

and

Smitn

Rockland spent Sunday

Bel last, guests jf
Mrs. Norman A. Read.
in

her

M. Kittridge left Wednesday by
spend Sunday in Beverly Mass with
niece Miss Helen Kittridge, a student at

the

Salem, Mass

Miss Arne
boat
1

to

Normal school,

Duncan, Mrs. H. N. Wuodcock
and Miss Mary Dodge of Camden were deleMrs.

L.

E.

gates from the Methodist
btate Convention in Bath

is

Pwalph

Prof.

Sunday School
last

Mitchell of the l

P

to

the

of

M.,

week.

Beliast last evening to consult with the
committee from the Board of Trace n regard
was in

blood

to

the

marching

rucuuiu&e

meeting of the Maine State Federation of

the

the

Boys’ Convention

Vt.,

where

and Otn.

employment.

he has

Barre,

Mrs'.

Hall

daughter Caroline will join him

and little
he

soon as

Nov. 5th

E, Hall leit Monday for

Clarence

monly held, and assuming that Serbia may be
overwhelmed he asks.
"What next could they advance upon? Constantinople, with a strong allied force intrenched upon their flank at Salomca? Would
the Turks really welcome an army of Bulgars
other

01

S. Hardman and Mrs. Amos
BiduelorU Tuesday to attend

Mrs. James
Clement

gates
which close her in.” He does not regard the
Balkan situation as so serious as it ie com-

and

xiuugn

oeue

sonage.

it has united us with Russia as nothing
could have done. She cannot say now as
she might have said, that we thought only of
own

spend the

to

Saturday and in the guest of her sod.
Rev. Horace B. Sellers, at the Methodist par-

that

and

P. Adams, who spent the past
at No. 3 Court street, isjn

arrived

else

our

on

Boston and vi-

Newton, Mass., where she plans

in the Caucasus against the RusAnd further; "But the greatest of all

expedition

to

winter.

Mesopotamian

the results from the Dardanelles

Belfast

in

year

or

sians.”

pleasure trip

cinity.

not

against

and Alta Huff left Oct. 20th

business and

a

H. Staples, and Misses Mil-

William

Darby

dred I.

of

action, and reof atrocities such as characterized
scene

ports come
the last Austrian invasion of Serbia, when
hung.
there were towns in which every house and
The committee on repairs was Messrs. Elmer
building was looted and burned, and men,
A. Sherman, James H. Howes and Charles W.
women and children were herded together in
Frederick, and the committee on the decorathe churches and murdered without
mercy.
tions, etc., Messrs. Sherman, Howes and FredGreece and Roumania remain on the fence,
erick, Mrs. Albert C. Burgess, Mrs. Bancroft
and Greece has refused Great Britain’s offer of
H. Conant, Miss Charlotte W. Colburn and
the important island of Cyprus for her aid;
Miss Marian Hazeltine,
but it is believed that if the Allies send a sufThe attendance at the service last Sunday
ficient force to Serbia to defeat her enemies
was
the
for
and
the
morning
largest
years,
both these countries will join them in the near
sermon by the pastor, Rev, Arthur E. Wilson,
future.
on “The Glorious Church," taaen from Paul’s
An article Dy fcir Arthur l onan Doyle, caletter to the Ephesians, was appropriate to
the occasion. Speaking in the renovated and bled from London and published in the Sunday
restored church edifice he urged the renewal i papers, takes an optomistic view of the situation and predicts the triumph of the Allies.
of church duties as members of the old church
whose founders builded so well in structure He says: "Germany can make a good showing
and in Christian influence. The choir—Mrs.
up to date against the coalition. Against
Great Britain she hrs been beaten at every
Clement W. Wescott, Miss Carolyn G. Hatch
and Arthur N. Johnson, with Mrs. Louise Den- turn;” and he then tells what his country has
nett Becawith, organist, furnished delightful
done in the past 14 months:
We have annexed the whole great German
music.
colonial empire, with tne exception of East
and a district in Karneruns; we have
Africa
WEDDING BELLS.
swept the German flag, both imperial and mercantile, off the face of the ocean; we have
Bryant-Leyanseller. Everard A. Bryant completely sterilized her fleet; v.e have reand Jennie G. Levanseller were married at pelled her serious submarine attack; .played
our game so skillfully that the flux of time
the home of the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
shows us stronger, not weaker, in comparison;
Gilbert C. Levanseller, Waldo, Oct. 6th. Rev
we have conquered Mesopotamia from the
A. A. Blair of the First Universalist church Turks; we have completely repelled their atinvasion of Egypt; we have helped to
officiated, using the double ring service. The tempted
save Paris; we have, with French and Belgian
bride’s dress was of white silk trimmed with
assistance, but mainly by our own exertions,
lace. They were attended by the bride’s sister stopped the advance upon Calais, inflicting a
and Henry A. Chase as best man and the im- loss of several hundreds of thousands upon
the Germans; we have, by our intervention at
mediate relatives of both were present. They
Antwerp, helped to extricate the Belgian
received many beautiful and useful gifts, inarmy; finally, and greatest of all, we have
cluding silver, china, cut glass and money. In raised an enormous voluntary army, which is
the evening a reception was given to Frederick
large enough to turn the scale between the
and we have converted ourRitchie Grange, of which the bride is a mem- European forces,
selves, with wonderful adaptability, into the
ber, and 50 were present. A merry evening great factory and munition store of the allies.
was passed, and before leaving for their several
He does not agree with the general sentihomes they presented the bride with a beauti- ment that the Dardanelles campaign has been
ful clock as a token of their esteem. Tne
failure. If the British losses have been
a
happy couple left Thursday for their new home 100,000 he maintains that the Turks must have
in Portland, where the groom has a responsible
met with at least a like loss, and says: "We
position in the freight office of the M. C. R. R. have held up a great body of their best troops,
They will reside at 524 Stevens avenue, Port- who would otherwise have been operating
land, Maine.
or
us on the
were

Monday.

will

can make

Alphonso T.
two Belfast

arrangements for

as

them.

Ritchie and Thomas G. Randall

boys

on

the U.

i>.

S.

Virginia,

now

Ncvy Yard, arrived VVednesday morning lor a hve days’ visit at home.
Joseph E. Thtmbs and bride arrived Satur-

in

into

their capital at the expense of her hereditary
friends? And if we assumed everything and
suppose them at Constantinople, what then?
How will they cross the Egyptian desert and
meet the quarter of a million whom we could
line up on the Suez Canal? What will it profit
them to be strong in Asia Minor by the time

the Charlestown

day morning from Boston, where they were
married, and are housekeeping in the Thumbs’
house

at

the

corner

of

Church

and

Grove

streets.

Jessica Haskell of hallowe 1, w ho read
at the State meeting of the D. A. 1C
in Farmington last week, was formerly of thia
Another writer says that whatever the recity and a graduate of the Belfast i.»igh
sult of this campaign Turkey is doomed. Jn
i scnooi.
case of German success she would become a
M. W. Lord, jucge of the Belfast Municipal
vassal of that country, and if the Allies win
court, was in town Friday and called at City
there will be an end of Moslem rule and of the
Hall to p .y his respects to Judge Blanchard,
wholesale murder of Christaina.
judge of the Bangor Municipal court.—Bangor
The situation in the Balkans is
| Commercial.
that attrition has worn them down
west and the ever-thickening allied
pushing inward for Berlin?

Miss

east and

lines

are

a

paper

worrying

Messrs. George E. Bicknell of Meriden,
Serbians will be
Conn., Sherman W. Freeman and William
defeated before the Allies can give efficient
King ol New haven. Conn., were in Belfast
There are again rumors that Germany is
aid.
over Sunday.
They left' Monday fur Bangor
1
ready for peace and may submit terms to on their return home.
President Wilson, but they are sure to be
Capt. A C. Batchelder returned from Boston
terms which would noi be accepted by the ; Tuesday for a lew days to look after his house
on
Mrs. Lois Dickey, who has
Court street.
Allies,

England,

as

it is

feared the

JNLW3 Uf

been occupying the upper rent, has taken the
Fletcher house o.» Bay View street.

IHt UKAlNVjto.

Mrs. Belle Kiiiman and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Warren of Newport were in Beiiast last
week, making the trip by auto to visit their

Tranquility Grange, Lincolr.ville, has changed
its night of meeting from Thursday to Saturday.

sister,

Union Harvest Grange, Center Montville, is
a prosperous condition.
Three young ladies
took the 1st and 2nd degrees last Saturday
night. Nine more young people are to join
in

very

soon.

of Progress Grange, Jackson, held a
regular meeting Saturday, Oct. 23d, with
Worthy Master J. H. McKinley in the chair.
After the regular routine of business the
Lecturer presented a fine program, followed
by a topic, which was ably discussed by the
members. Nov. 4th will be children’s night
and the young people will furnish the entertainment. The Grange will have a harvest
feaBt for young and old and a general good
time is being planned for.
Star

Mrs. Llewellyn Powers of Regent Circle, Brookline, Mass., announces the engagement of her daughter, Margaret Llewellyn Powers, to George Elbridge Dunn oi
Houlton, Me. Miss Powers is the youngest
daughter of the late Governor Powers oi
Maine.

Mrs. KillMrs. Chailes Fi. harriman.
had not met tor

man and
Mrs. Fiarnman
twenty years.

!

Miss Georgia S. Pratt, who had been the
guest of Mrs. M. B. Wadiin for several weeks,
returned to her home in Montville ia&t Ihursday. She will leave early in November lor
her new home in F-pringheld, Mo., anu plans to
visit en route Miss Abbie O. Stoddard in Boston and her cousins, Mr and Mrs. Frank Bannon, in Providence, R. I.
deer

laws in the eight southern COUNTIES.

Open

season on

roscoggin,

deer in

Cumberland,

the counties of

Kennebec,

Lincoln, Sagadahoc, Waldo and York
the month of November; therefore it

And-

Knox,

is during
is unlaw-

ful to hunt deer in either of these counties before November 1st.
The law also makes it
unlawful for any person to kill more than one
deer in either of these counties in one season.
The Commissioners, at this time, wish to
call the attention of the Public to the special
deer laws which are now in force which prohibit the hunting of deer absolutely in the town
of Isle au Haut, Knox county; on Cross or
Scotch Island, so-called, in Washington county;
Deer Isle and in the town of Stonington, in
Hancock county; and in the town of Perkins,in
Sagadahoc county.

An

the Winter

in

Experience

f and

grin

ot 1873.
M. H. Kiff Walks

on

Ncrthport.

Haven to

the ke From North
Early Cays in Maine.

Distinctive Frocks.

then came back and got me and m f
and landed me on the east shore o r

I put

he bade

good bye,

me

Models of Famous Makes

$5 bill into his hand

Islesboro.

a

Beaded

Bracelets.

lost to my sight in a blinding snoi r>
squall. He arrived home safely befor e
was

1

Adapters.

for Clever

and in 20 minute s

New Trains, t-lbow

Hat Pins.

9 1 s£ZvTV^''TTTTTT*"'.•/

Spanish

^-ssw-ysr

Tt

r,v

—.

Lace Fancies.

10c. ftnd

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
I floundered in deep snow amon
15c.
New York, October 25, 1915. While
underbrush, throwing my grip ahead
ARE FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY
then pawing and plunging my wa j the model costumes sent over by famous
through until I came to a house, where I French designers are beyond the scope
gusta for the Maine Central railroad in got dinner. ] then crossed over to Sat
of the average well-dreBsed woman, they
1873 when I Was a member of the Legis- urday Cove,
Northport, qr.d starte i contain ideas that are invaluable to clever
Who by special arrangement have all th<
lature. He and his beautiful wife board- afoot and alone for Belfast
Soon s
adaptors.
ed at the old Mansion House, w here it man overtook me and I arrived at th
patterns all the time.
A Cheruit Suit.
Mrs. Boothby
was my fortune to abide.
New England House at 3 p. m., hired
Take for instance, a Cheruit suit, with a
Sy-NO WAITING TO SEND.
often splendidly entertained us with
rig of Henry Parker and began my 3(
coat of black “gros"
piano music. In his letter to me Mr. mile journey over fences, on top of snot three-quarter length
iaine.
With the outer part, this seemed vet hats of all sorts depend on the ma
Boothby says: “I read your letter in banks, in the road, out in pastures, an j
a simple,
I
as
long-coated tailored rig, show- terial and shape for their effect and littli
The Journal nd I was surprised,
just as the bell rang for 9 o’clock I drov
used. Enormous hat pirn
ing what appeared to be a matching full trimming is
thought you were among the dead.” up to the Mansion House, making the dis
made of beads, in jet or steel, are mucl
of
skirt
the
coat
material.
Once
the
letters
I
December
Last
began writing
tanee from Vinalhaven to Augusta i
coat was doffed, however, it revealed worn ornaments, while upstanding pleat
for the Rockland Courier-Gazette'Njr.d
just 12 hours, walking at least 20 mile an afternoon frock of
ings that suggest the Indian’s war bon
gray blue silk,
since that time have received fifteen of the distance. The
next day I wa *
are considerably used on the stiff
net,
at
belted
the
waist
with
the
new
loosely
letters from old acquaintances, from down with nervous
prostration and cam narrow cravat
tie having fringed ends, high crowned shapes.
several different States, and about ail of
very near my end, and to this day I fee j
Pa
an/I Valle
placed at the center front. A delicate
them say: “1 heard, or thought, you
the effects of this foolish expedition
of
black
and
gold soutache orbraiding
The writers of these letwrere dead.”
Capes are responsible for some of thi
Since 1873 I have seen a report of thi
namented the front of the blouse and quaintest
ters were rot aware that I have had a
trimmings on both dresses ant
journey oil the ice in several papers, on
trimmed the patch, hip pockets, while a coats. If one owns an old-time circulai
California
home in
sunny Southern
in the Minneapolis Journal and in a Norti
wide hem of the black woollen, like the fur cape that
which I think has added many years to Dakota
ripples in organ-pipe folds
When you have had col
paper.
coat, weighted the skirt and produced this is the time to resurrect it, since suet
It is not unusumy earthly pilgrimage.
winters this has been dug up man;
a tailor effect when the coat was worn.
lines are once more endorsed by fashion,
al to meet folks here who range between limes.
As captain of the packet Grey
of
a
read
Spanish lace,used in cape or fichu fashion,
1
have
and
and
95
SO
Evening Frocks and Trains.
years,
hound and clerk of the steamers Pionee
is effectively employed on
woman living here who is 123 years old
evening anc
and Clara Clarita that ran between Vm !
Evening dresses show all the prevaildinner
Ex-Senator alhaven and
frocks, and tassels are hung ah
and is hale and hearty.
Rockland 1 passed man; mg sartorial fads a bit exaggerated, as
I
most anywhere, and bows wander about
Cornel us Cole, who crossed the Conti
times over the place where I crossed o:
things must be to be effective at night.
with little reason, seemingly. Veils are
d ar
nert in 1849 for the gold diggings
Skins
are
I the ice, and I said tn myself, “Old fellow
more bouffant ard shorUr
rived at Sutters camp, July 24 1849. you can never get me to try that trie! than on day models, especially where responsible for very fetching effects, and
now resides in Los Angeles and is 93
trains are a feature, for 'he train today vary lrom a short flounce edging the hatagain.
He has an office and every
is a separate attachment quite distinct brim, Spanish fashion, to long draperies,
years c.l
next letter probably will be fron
My
that reach i.early to the waist at the
day attends to his office business. II t Los Angeles. 1 am going back homi ; from the gown proper, and is slung over
back. Chantilly lace patterned veils are
anv of you old Maitii.es w-ant to lengthen
the
arm
for
in
a
at
once
style
j Oct. loth for ti e winter. Ou” weathei convenient anadancing
and the latest idea is to have
the brittle thread of luc, pack your is
picturesque. Trains are favored,
beautiful—nice warm, sunshiny dayi
\
these hemmed with chiffon, the hem
of
your
narrow
trunk, hid goodbye to the scenes
and
finished
in
a point
I
l
and n’jghis cool.
generally,
We look for the rain)
childhood, take a steamer through the season to set in soon.
though occasionally the fish-tail ending is j occasionally wider than the lace, but
California is
the
in
down
ar.
i
settle
Canal
Panama
usually measuring about two inches, put
j great Sia'.e. You can find any climau used.
on with
Paris of America, Los Angeles, and you
hemstitching. Edgings of fur
Elbow
Bracelets, Watches and Pendants.
to suit you.
Mountains all white witt
are occasionally seen, and are
will stand a fair chance of seeing 100
likely to
snow within 50 miles of green and beau
Bracelets are perhaps more popular
increase as the season grows older.
1 am eating three
years of life and joy.
tilul valleys with thur orange grovel
than any other form of jewelry, and the
meals a day, and sleep like a lord who
Basques.
and people bathing in the Pacific ocean.
liking for flexible styles is in the ascendLast summer, down at
has no trouble.
Bodices take on basque lines and end in
are drying on the vines foi
ant. With this there is quite naturally a
Grapes
Coronado Beach, I stood on my head
a straight cut-cff at the waist or constock food; no price for the grower.Price
return to the tassels that were in
vogue
just to show the kids what I could do at
cents
a
when
2
to
the
the
was
new.
Even the pop- tinue in long points. Darts and seams
style
pound
growers,
here. Plenty of peaches
Great
To the Editor of The Journal:

dark.

recently received h letter from Hon. F.
E. Boothby, then at Rangeley Lakes
Mr. Boothby was station agent at Au

|

FRENCH OPEN SCHOOLS IN ALSACE.

Contain Ideas

CARLE & JONES,

ncc

j

1

Photo by American Press Association.
A small strip of Alsace, the province taken from the French in the Franco-Prussian
war, is now occup1.French troops. Here the schools have been opened and pnt under French instead of German instructors, a

merly.

r

■

t.

1

■

7G.
country
climate, and flow ers that you
have cash

you

can

buy if

enough.

journal,
“Good Things to Eat,” and my stomach
Oh, what
immediately felt empty.
1

read that editorial

tne

in

would 1 give if rr.y sainted mother was
alive and could once more til! that old
brick ov. we i -id in Belmont some Saturday With beans, brown bread, Injun

pudding, pumpkin

and

apple pie.

Say,

did any of v u ever lug in the wood for
one of those occasions?
My memory is
failing, and possibly I may magnify my

recollection, hut I am sincerely and honmy friends out here that it

estly leliing
rook a good

round half cord of hemlock

to heat up that old oven, and it was a
Recentbig job for a ten-years-old kid.
ly I attended a G. A, R. reception and

dinner.

reached for the bean

I

dish.

simply parboiled; again I
reached for the pork in them, tried it
again and did fairly well. They tell me
I don’t believe
has changed.
my fast
They

it.

were

I know beans when I,see them.
Reading The Journal has awakened

Y’ou ihink crops have been bad in Main*
this season, tiut remember some othei
folks are worse off than you.

happy day I waded around the
shore with a long pole, line and hook,
a

side.
let

M. H. Kiff.

San Jos

Calif.. Oct. 1915.

Constipation always ace.ompan.ed by
indigestion, either as the cause or as a
result. In coi ■■■ting constipation it is
very important to iv-toretue stomach,
intestines and other digestive organs to a
is

A new
is

just

worn, bangle
wrist.

MAINE

elbow,
fashion, in pairs

The swish of the silk

SCHOOL

at

lady

ard

gentleman

in

a

He

buggy.

caught sight of this string of fish and

“My boy,

said:

pickerel,
I replied, “Surely
were paid over and

those aretnice

will you sell them.”
I will,” and 20 cents

he drove on; happy, no doubt, with his
bargain, and Peek's Bad Boy smiled.
1 now realize that was a shoddy transaction, not an honest, square deal. But

boys
often

boy

will be boys, and this kind of a
makes a good man. Some

them

Congressmen, lawyers,

now

are

of

doctors and ministers.

Even the writer

the evil of his way and has been a
preacher sometimes for upwards of 20
saw

years.

Mr. Boothby said in his letter that it
would be highly interesting to The
Journal readers for me to give an
account of
my
crossing Penobscot
bay on the ice in February, 1873.
have the honor of

It seems I

being

the

only man who ever crossed from North
Haven to Norfhport on ice. Many of
you remember that cold winter of 1873.
1 went home to Vinalhaven to attend to
town business,

some

expecting

return

to

to Augusta in a few days. This cold
wave struck and closed the bay from
Owl’s Head to Bangor. One day a re-

petticoat

port

that some

came

men

had crossed

from Isiesboro to North Haven. Immediately my grip was packed and I was
carried to

Pulpit Harbor,

where I

learned that the report

I had

false.

a

Joseph Conant

North

consultation
of

Pulpit

Haven,

with

was

Capt.

Harbor and

we

make the attempt to cross
decided
over to Isiesboro.
Capt. Conant carried
to

hook.

eel spear and 1 bad a regular ice
The day was bright and clear and

fairly

warm.

a

long

thin

we

proceed.

When

we

found ice too

would alter our course and then
About

half

way across we
came to a large open space of water and
through the middle was a bridge or ice
over

two inches thick.

We crossed this

meeting for men was held at night
the Winter Street Church at-which
Dr. Arters presided and the principal addresses were delivered by Rev. J. J.
Hull of Portland and Marion Lawrence
of Chicago, international secretary. A
meeting for women only was held in the
First Baptist Church, at which Mrs.
Arthur E. Baum presided. Miss Margaret Bakeman, director of music appreciation in the public schools, led the
praise service. The addresses were by
Mrs. Piinette Allen and Rev. Dr. W. A.
4

Brown of Chicago,
worker.

international field

THE MOOSE AND THE AUTO.

water on each side with

bridge touching
C. F. Mussey of Lynn, Mass,, a recent
our long poles, but when we reached
visitor to Maine by automobile, tells of a
the
middle
of
eastern
side
the
of
nearly
novel experience in the Four Mile Wood,
the island we found the ice broken up
so called, near Unity. Driving along the
into all sizes of cakes for about 100 feet highway, a bull moose was encountered.
from the shore. Capt. Conant got on a At first he was afraid the bull would get
without the auto party getting a
large cake and poled himself to shore away
good look at him, but Blowing down, he
drove to within a few yards of the prince

pe-ru-na)

For Catarrh

Wherever

Located. ■

A sure, safe, time-tried remedy
for Catarrhal Affections of every

description. Sold by all Druggists. Write the Peruna Co., of
Columbus, Ohio.
They will advise you free.
___________

I
t

of the Maine woods. The bull then lowered his head, shook his antlers in warning and tried his best to tell the driver to
get his auto out of the road. Every time
the driver let the car run ahead for a
foot or two, the bull braced as if to
charge. The last time, he leaped as if
to book up his four wheeled antagonist,
but instead, circled, and made off into
the woods at a fair pace. Perhaps he is
now wondering what manner of new
animal is encroaching upon his rights as

lord of the Maine forests.

are

HIE BRITISH FLEET
U ill Decide the War, Says Churchill.

just

cause.

“On land good days have not yet cornel
The valiant Russian front wears thin,

the trench and British offensive in the
has pierced, but has not ruptured,
the German fortified lines. Through our
long delays the enemy has seized a new
initiative in the Near East and the Oriental inclination in his war policy raises
new perils of peculiar significance to us.
A hazardous struggle, vast expense and
hard privation lie bpfore us.
“Courage! All’s well with the fleet.
The destruction of German military
manhood is irreplaceable.
Under the
sure shield of the navy every mistake
can be retrieved; every
neglect can be
west

w

McCall
of the newest

Designs

petiicoats

repaired.

have

a

rather

flexible featherbone in the hem except
across

the front breadth.

cordings

Ruffles and

favorite petticoat garnitures, and one form of skirt is caught
under, envelope fashion, in a way that
suggests a Turkish trouser.
Hat Fancies.
Favor is about equally divided between
small hats and those with wide brims. In
Portland, elementary; Rev. H. N. Milli- the former
class, the top, suggesting“a
of
for
gan
Waldoboro, secondary
boys;
Mrs. Piinette Allen of Woolwich, sec- man’s beaver, is especially popular. Velondary for girls; Rev. J. J. Hull of Portland, adultB; Rev. Gay C. White of Portland, teacher training; O. S. Norton of
Portland, temperance; Mrs. Maurice
Dunbar of Turner, missions; Rev. L. G.
March of Easton, home department.

they passed Music Hall.

quillings

London, Oct, 20. “Germany aims at
world domination, and against world
domination the British fleet from the
timeofQieen Elizabeth to the present
day has always been found the surest
and most effectual protection,” is the
contribution of A. J. Balfour, first Loro
of the Admiralty, to the Navy League's
symposium in connection with tomorrow’s observance of Trafalgar Day.
Winston Spencer Churchill, Ex-First
Lord of the Admiralty and at present
Chancellor of the Ducny of Lancaster,
writes in part:
“For six months no hostile flag has
flown
ontside
the
Baltic. We are
stronger than ever and incomparably
better adapted for war conditions. The
great strategic conclusions upon which
our eaval disposition is based have been
vindicated. From its shrouded throne
amid northern storms, the grand fleet
dominates and will finally decide the fate
of the warring nations and by that
formidable coribination, strength and
patience, will secure the victory of our

\

About 30(1 delegates were present at
opening of the 47:h annual conven-

in

little

Lucy Carter.

with us, and one sees it on Fifth Avenue,
I not only in the shops but outdoors when
the wind sways short, full skirts.
Soma

the

About 250 attended the banquet for
at the Y. M. C. A. gymnasium at 6
o’clock, while nearly as many attended
another for women only at Music Hall.
After the men’s banquet ranks were
formed for a parade through the business section, about 800 men being in line.
They were reviewed by the women as

and

is again

CONVEN

men

ribbon

all assets of present
and edgings of fur,

covering of pig--kin and braided pigskin holders that suggest riding
crops.

TION.

Duncklee in behalf of the churches. The
response was by Rev. John M. Arters of
Rumford, president of the association.
In the afternoon a praise service was
led by W. H. H. Taylor, after which
short addresses were delivered by Rev.
Illsley Boone of Yarmouthville; Rev.
Ashley D. Leavitt, Portland; Rev Dr.
F. 0. Ero. Portland; Rev. Gay C.
White,
Portland; Rev. W. A. Brown, Chicago.
Dr. Brown was also the principal
speaker that night.
At the annual business meeting held
Oct. 20th Rev. John M. Arters of Rumford was reelected president; L. M Binford of Saco, secretary; Dr. S. J. Bassford of Portland, treasurer; Lyman P.
Cook of Portland, auditor. Henry B.
Eaton of Calais and E. K. Jordan of Alfred were elected to the executive committee, and Mr. Eaton and L. R. Cook
of Yarmouthville were elected corporators.
The following were elected denartment
superintendents: Mrs. WeBley J. Weir of

velvet

are

lacings

a

tion of the Maine State
Sunday School
skipping for a pickerel when I was a Association at the Winter street
church,
the
went
to
I
pond Hath, Tuesday
boy. One Sunday
evening, Oct. 19th. Adbut did rot get any pickerei, but did get dresses of
welcome were extended by
1 had
into a sucker brook, and did well.
Ex-Mayor Edward W. Larrabee in bethem on a crotched stick and was wend- half of the
city, and by Rev. Maurice J.
when I met a

ing my way homeward

and

fadish features.
Tne latest thing in umbrella handles is
the

druggist.

SUNDAY

and wrinkles

style,

the stiffer

Petticoats Again.

j-

healthful condition.
It is here that Plnklets, the now laxaof
tive, have an exceptional value. One
these little pink granules taken after the
diprincipal meal each day will promote
gestion and stimulate the appetite. Pinklets clear away waste material, prevent
congestion and with a little persistence
really correct constipation.
Write today to the Ur. Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y., for the
free booklet, “Constipation, Its Causes
and Treatment” and a free sample of
Pinklets, or get a full-size 25-cent bottle
from your

for the flexible brace-

place

above the

sort

;

TO PREVENT CONGESTION

sweet memories of 60 to 65 years ago of
Quantabacook, 1 ilden and Cross Ponds.

Many

ular bracelet watch is mounted on a flexible band ending with a tassel at one

are

“The choice to save or to lose the
the world rests still with the
British people and their leaders. The
spirit of Nelson and the memory of Trafalgar should rouse us now to sustain unvaryingly the darkening conflict, and by
proceeding to all necessary extremes and
by laying aside every impediment to
rescue Britain from dishonor and Europe

freedom of

from ruin.”
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action,

want

Telephone.

quick
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When you need some detail information from
factory or customer, tele-
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ph°neis

business
The

man.

telephone

is part of

today.
There will he no toll charge on a
Particular Party Call if you are not
connected with the person whose
name you have given to the Toll

Operator;

E. R.

SPEAR,

Manager.

p

I
gives p

A 25-cent toll call
instantaneously information that it would take two
days to get by mail.

p
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MARIA

BROWN,

Born in Camden, Whose Business Training was Gained with Henry n. Faxon, the
Temperance Reformer.
Eva Maria Brown gained her importH.
ant business training with Henry

Faxon, the great temperance reformer
of Quincy, for she was ms private secretary for 23 years, and was in close touch

with all his business affairs.
She began withMr.Fexon as an assistant
clerk, when she had finished her education at the High school of Augusta, Me.,
and after a few years became his private
secretary. He often said that it took
him years to find out her true worth, and
in looking back over his life he could not
what he should have done with-

J
>

LET YOUR CROPS

1Kl7

They
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<

DECIDE

will tell you to use E. FRANK COE
in the Beet Equipped Factory in the

JACKSON

&

HALL

FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
Country a! Belfast. Main.-.
KHLLAST AtiKNTS

THE COE-MOKTIMER

COMPANY, NEW YORK

State received from liquor licenses was
being considered.
In the year 1902 she was concerned in
30 matters brought before the Legislature. She also conducted the head office
of the Massachusetts Total Abstinence
Society, and answered all the letters in
connection with the routine of the office.

Howes

I

imagine

Children Cry

J
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p

p
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This sketch from the Boston Globe
out her.
He left his work to her when he drop- will interest readers of The Journal in
1
ped it, for he was 79 years old, and after this city and in the adjoining towns, who
30 years it seemed necessary for him to are near relatives of Miss Brown.
U*r
Miss Brown had been deeply inrest.
who died a few years ago, was
terested in temperance since she was a mother,
child, and was as earnest in the work as born and reared in Lincolnville Center,
he was.
where some of Miss Brown’s nearest
Her family removed to Augusta when relatives now live. Her father was killshe was a child of two, and she attended
When ed in battle in the Civil War. Miss Brown
the public schoois in that city.
she joined Mr. Faxon his officfe was in is a cousin of Mrs. George W. Miller of
his old-fashioned house at Quincy, in one
Waldo avenue, and both are lineal desof the side rooms on the street floor.
cendants of William Bradford, who was
letwith
filled
papers,
This room was
Governor of the Massachusetts Bay
ters and scrapbooks that had accumuMiss Brown had remarkable sys- Colony.
lated.
tem in keeping all these and was able in
was
a few moments to find whatever
Fairfield Personals.
I needed.
lime went on ami axi. i-oawi
Captain William R. Kreger is passing
burden of his work On her, but he was
He had a few days in town.
never able to drop it entirely.
carried on a determined battle, and even
Mrs. Leland Miller and son William
at his advanced age was full of energy.
have returned to Troy after passing a
His work in the liquor question began
few days in town.
in 1871, when he was elected to the
He was alMassachusetts Legislature.
Miss Lane of Brooks, who is passing
he started several
ways a Republican, and when
days in town as the guest of the
to have John D. Long elected Governor,
Misses Hall, has returned from a few
the
with
Miss Brown was kept busy
days’ viBit at Hallowell, Augusta and
varied details of his vigorous campaign. Togus.
in
not
only
Mr. Faxon held property
Mr. and Mrs, Carl Cook left Sunday
Quincy, but in South Boston, Chelsea and
Miss Brown estimated morning for Presque Isle, where they
about Boston.
that he gave more than $100,000 to carry will visit with friends and relatives.
on the work of prohibition, and he gave
They accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Emery
churches
Cook of Waterville in the latter’s automoney each year to the different
mobile.—Fairfield Journal.
of Quincy.
One fact of his life always impressed
Miss Brown, he never remembered an
injury, and he went his way without fear
in the midst of letters threatening him
with violent death, for while Mr. Faxon
made many friends, he also made violent

Specia
Arbuckles
Coffee
20c. a
Three

widely known.
She was registered as Mr. Faxon’s
Legislative agent to conduct hearings
tion and

was

She
and to cross-examine witnesses..
sIbo conducted one of the important hearthe
when
ings held at the State House,
bill authorizing the paying of fees to the

pounds for

50c.
A.A. Howes & Co
Groceries, Drugs and
Medicines.

James h urn c.

enemies.
At the time that he retired from active
work for prohibition, Faxon said that
there were not five men at the State
House who understood the liquor laws as
Miss Broyvn did. She had spent so much
time looking after different bills that she
was thoroughly familiar with the ques-

pound
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OUR UNCROWNED POET LAUREATE.
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Two Gold
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TELLS WOMEN

Medals-Highest Award

at The Panama

|4ow She Was Helped During
Change of Life by Lydia E.

Exposition, 1915

Pinkham’s

Vegetable
Compound.

’olphia, Pa.—“I am just 52years
and during Change of Life I suffered for six years
terribly. I tried several doctors but none
seemed to give me
any relief.
Every
month the painswere
intense in both sides,
and made me so
weak that I had to
gd to bed. At last
a friend recommended Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Y "'und to me and I tried it at once
pd found much relief. After that I
;>o pains at all and could do
my
Reuse work and shopping the same
For years 1 have praised
ji always.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com! tor what it has done for me,
s
ill always recommend it as a wop.
friend. You are at liberty to use
es!

I

in any way. ’’ Mrs.Thomson,
Russel! St., Philadelphia, Pa.

r<’r

cy

y'•

—

;,re of Life is one of the most
periods of a woman’s existence.

y
j!

everywhere should remember
is no other
remedy known to
women so
a:
successfully through
thu! :ng period as Lydia E. Pinkham’a
yt_ ia ole Compound.
If you want special advice
P'it to Lydia E. Pinkliam MedCo. (confidential), Lynn,
,im
Ma' Your letter will be opened,
mill and answered by a woman
8

en

15:.’ .nere

ami held in strict confidence.

LIVERPOOL

l.

!'t, 1315. by North H. Losey, Indianapolis.
James Whit coin!) Riley as he looked on his sixty-sixth
celebrated *d over the state of Indiana.

AIDS TO DIGESTION
Whatever improves bodily conditions
general aids digestion.
Cheerfulness, exercise, fresh air, baths
and good habits make yourdigeetion better able to take care of any burdens you
impose upon it.. But the greatest aid to
good digestion is good blood. Anemia,
thin

blood,

is

a

common

cause

front door of his

lie

is

own.

of indi-

old trader may remember young
Cunningham, now a fine, upi:..-g, rosy-cheeked Irishman of sevHe
years, prosperous and genial.
‘lay” on board this evening and

o:

he felt young again to be with
: can and talk over old times.

;

an

is now an elevated road along
int, from Seaforth Sands to Din-

■-:?

stations at all the principal
a convenience, especially

ith

This is
ir

to be moored in East
dock away below Can-

happens

i-

—a

new

The sellers and collectors of tickred-haired girls, who are quick

parently

:

efficient.

Since

her

to the wars the sister has
ip more various manly duties than
r
before been attempted in any
went

r
*-•

civilized country. These ways
fulness may sometime lead her to
ballot—far more likely than her late
ns of wanton destruction and vio-

--

w

England we knew in
K.tE of peace—when men could come
could go—no espionage, noques»asked. Now it is more like Germany
not the

is

[■men

best—where every one’s
tnts were noted with suspicion.
r.er

When

we

move-

arrived and anchored in the

trsey the master was given a ternary card permitting him to land and
lend to the preliminaries of entry. But
the vessel had been docked the real
srch for enemies began—even though

ten

clast three ports had all been British,
wt came the Alien officers and put
ct separate man through the third de'■

Where,

when and how were you

father born?” Then “How old
!
you?” Nearly every common sailor
tes to have some knowledge of his
*8, while but. few of them can tell
■*t
century they were Dorn in. “Your
ttt, color of eyes, tattoo-marks?”
! naif a hundred other
questions with
Statures and thumb-marks thrice
t your

‘ter.

came

the

police

and went over

rough all of the same things, and
■te
laying all our secrets bare.
'“':t came the official
photographer
made a picture of each and every
md boy on board.
These pictures,
t

—

""I

the back, must then be taken
'te Alien office, with
thumb-marks,

1

on

A card

was

then

given

to each

in-

The rules have since been

tone

of this

may sound
meant to be in kind-

bitter, but it is only
criticism of some.small absurdities.
The writer is a great admirer of England-one of the most free and benignant
and true Repuolics on earth.
The better
and the middle classes—Irish, Scotch or

Cockney—are
and
world!
ized

among the
hearted

good

best, most civilpeople i.i the
Richardson.

Liverpool, Oct. 4,

1915.

J,y traders will
remember that smokWas not allowed on
or
t

locl{ gates, and

,r

an

Sy

a

ships,
no lights

early evening hour.

were

within
or fires
The dock-

then active and picked up

half crown for not
reporting dements to the morning’s court. In
*

days of youthful innocence I did
smoke—but did read. Hence many

!

;

■

address on military preparedness
he urged the support of the
Daughters
for the organized Militia. There were
musical selections by Miss Annie Mallett.,
Mrs. Florence Lowell, Miss Ruth Robinson and Leon H.Luce, all of
Farmington.
The exercises closed with a memorial
hour in honor of Mrs. John E. Palmer of
Portland, organizer of the D. A. R. in
Maine: Mrs. Mary P. Elliot of Athens,
a real Daughter, and all other
Daughters,
who have died during the year. In the
evening there was a reception.
At the closing business session, Oct.
21st, the officers whose terms expire at
this time, were re-elected as follows:
Recording secretary, Mrs C. B. Porter,
Old Town; corresponding secretary, Mrs.

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children
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Always

bears
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»

finish, compact structure, big

■
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diers, Belgians, “refugees,” hospitals,
“Evacues,” private cases brought to our
notice, and also for the Swiss themselves
whenever possible.
We are hand in hand with the Red
Cross, and the Union of Swiss women.

The animals, too, are not forgotten. Those
no-less brave, obscure, unsung heroes in
this greatest of all wars.
The Blue Cross, 58 Victoria

St., Lon-

don, England, looks after their pressin g
needs, and begs urgently for funds.
Life in Lausaune is about normal once
In the midst of war-preoccupations we do not forget we must keep up
more.

spirits and courage; bo social functions continue, albeit in a minor key. A
Parisian lady last week declared, “It is
gayer here than in Paris now. Yet how
much you all do for the war-victims.
Many strangers from other lands have
sought hospitality in Switzerland for the
duration of the war.
our

Just now there are almost daily trains
for the exchange between France and
Germany of their mutilated and grievousy wounded soldiers. All these traverse Switzerland,
passing through Geneva

and

Lausanne.

The poor maimed soldiers, (one
having
neither arms nor legs had to be carried
in a basket!) are the recipients of
many

gifts:, cigars,‘pipes, tobacco, cigarettes,

roomy ovens,

grates and countless other features.

easy wdikino®

Owing to their sturdy construction and fine workmanship
they will stand hard usage, do better work and last much longer than the ordinary kind.
They certainly
Get

do “Make Cooking and Baking
Easy".
and make housekeeping drudgeless. *

one

Trussell, Belfast

chocolate, cushions, fruit and flowers be- I late William and Sarah(Pen tieton) Jones.
For
j ing the meat conspicuous. Heartfelt beenseveral years Mr. Jones’ health had
gradually failing. He realized that
j sympathy and many tears are given them an incurable
disease was lurking in his
! all along the line.
They are presented system, but being of an industrious
nawith tiny Swiss flags which seem to de- I turn he chose to work as
long jas his
I
country, sufficient unto herself in many
strength permitted, but for the past year
light them.
ways.
he had been confined to ihe house the
Many touching letters have come back
Her army is .'the^admiration of the
greater parr of the time. He was cheerto us of the appreciation which ail feel foi
ful and resigned, with an assurance that
world, standing ready, as it does, to put
the truly splendid manifestations of
pity “all is well.’’ Tiie long period of sufferhalf a million men into the field in two
! anu generosity made by the Swiss peo- ing he bore with, much patience and fortiweeks time. This means, too, that
they ple in this hour of
tude, anxiously looking forward to Ihe
great stress.
are fully equipped,
end when he would find relief in a more
thoroughly trained,
I coulees vve sometimes tremble—anc
glorious life.
Mr. Jones was a kin{l_husand effective in every military sense.
wonder .f we can possibly keep out of ar b mil and father, an
honest, upright
When, I wonder, will the United
active share of all this turmoil, warfare, citizen, and his presence will he sadly
States of America wake up to just such
missed in the home circle and in the comstrife and carnage. Situated as we are,
an army, modeled on
munity where he r ad been a resident for
precisely the same it
really seems incredible we have beer many years. April 28. 1893, he was marlines?
ried to Miss Millie Finn of Washington
so long.
Every male in Switzerland is expected spared
Then we remember the valiant little and who tenderly cared for him during
to do his duty, cheerfully as well as fearhis long sickness.
Besides his wife he
and night,vigilantlj leaves an
lessly. If incapable, mentally or pbysi- army, watching, clay
only daughter, Miss Lilia A
at all the frontiers—and that “God loveti
Jones of Union and a sister, Mrs.
cally, then he pays in money his tribute
a cheerful
giver, ”— (which assuredly the Eluridge Linscott of Rockland. Funeral
to the general safety. There is nothing
Swiss have proven) and so hope on, tak- services were held from his late home
servile about the Swiss. All is done
Sunday afternoon,Rev. Pliny A. Allen of
heart of grace.
the Church of Immanuel, Rockland, offifrom a sense of patriotism. A would-be ing
All
honor
then to the Federal Govern
ciating,
speaking very impressive words
shirker is emphatically boycotted by his

UV/

gave an
in which

flUchell ©

again;
aided, cheered, cloth-

COCCUS THAT ARE STOPPED!
fellows.
One does not, cannot, depend
Careful people see that they ARE stopped. |
in these days on the good will of other
Dr. King’s New Discovery is a remedy of tried
merit. It has held its own on the market for nations, nor, as it appears, can treaties
the one rock of defence is
46 years.
Youth and old age testify to its be trusted: so
(
soothing and healing qualities. Pneumonia and the fighting strength and capacity of
lung troubles are often caused by delay of one’s own army. 1 think, in Switzertreatment. Dr. King’s New Discovery stops land, as nowhere else, the old maxim,
"those hacking coughs and relieves la
grippe “Vox populi, vox Dei,” prevails.
tendencies. Money back if it fails. 50c and
All is calm at present here in Laus$1.00.
Public opinion, of course, is deanne.
cidedly for the Allies. Everyone is busTHE MAINE D. A. rt.
ily working one way or another for their
The 18th annual meeting of the Maine well being, further comfort and final
Daughters of the American Revolution triumph, wh.ch all believe to be ultimateopened at Odd Fellows’ Hall Farmington, ly assured, though ihe struggle will be
Oct. 20th, with Colonial Daughters'
No peace in sight
Chapter as hosts, adoui 150 delegates dreadfully prolonged.
The address of welcome yet.
were present.
mi
a
T na :j a
was by Mrs. Affie M.
Greenwood, regent
ixoovviaiiiuii
of Colonial Daughters Chapter, and the
was started at the very outset of the
Mrs.
W.
G.
response by
Chapman of
a
Portland, State vice regent. A report war over year ago. The parlors of the
Gibbon have been graciously
and address were given by Mrs. Charles Hotel
W. Steele of Farmington, State regent, placed at our disposal every Friday
followed by the reports of the other State
from 10 to 12, when we meet to
officers. Miss Georgia Coolidge of Farm- morning
finished or donated work, take
back
give
ington sang. Luncheon was served at'
12:30. At the afternoon session the his- cut more, ana enjoy social intercourse in
tory of the State arms of Maine was a community of birth, aimB, hopes, and
told by Miss Jessica Haskell of Hallowell,
i national aspirations.
regent of Mary Kilton Dummer Chapter.
We have done excellent work for boIMcL. Presson

Adjt.Gen. George

of New England’s largest
They are designed by makers of
life-long experience.
They weigh more, are put together
better and burn less fuel than most ranges.
The castings are
wonderfully smooth and easy to keep clean.
They are handsome, convenient and mechanically right—no
modern feature lacking.
Smooth cast, Colonial design, plain

product

wounded to ever serve

ed, encouraged and indeed sent on their
several ways rejoicing.
How can one help
admiring such devotion to the cause of
humanity entire?
Switzerland truly is a wonderful little

writing

ly

badly

all these have been

:

"Atal, with picture, marks, signature
description attached. It took sevdays to get through all this, and now
‘5
tarrying my own picture in pocket,
some proof of not being an enemy
George A. Thomas,
treasraving the right to walk on British urer, Mrs. William Farmington;
Fisher, Augusta;
auditor, Mrs. Mary P. Hall, Bath; chapmaster, not long ago, being too lain, Mrs. Lucy Hazlett--; registrar,
Mrs. Samuel L. Boardman, Bangor; his'* in
producing his picture, was de- torian, Mrs.
Lucy T. Ames, Machias;
!
fight hours in a police station.Per- assistant
historian, Mrs. George T.
"s
such rigid precautions are needed Freeman, Cherryfield.
11
The offices of the State regent and
might seem that more than half
officials in this work might better be vice regent do not expire until April 1,
1916.
®Pioyed in Flanders.
"

loo

eleven o’clock.

The

Glenwood Ranges are the
and best known foundry.

iiie

sight

greatly reduced.

Glenwood Coal Ranges, Gas Ranges, Furnaces and Heaters, awarded Two Gold
Medals, at the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition, San Francisco, Cal., 1915.

me
xieiugees,
countryless,
homeless Belgians,the “Evacues,” those
expelled from the invaded lands of
Prance, where there is nothing more to
feed them; the “Grands Blesses,”
men,

and lights allowed
Hence the pernicious activity of the police no longer obtains and their former revenue must be
till

mid-continent of

ity.

modified:

and out of

the

symbolized in their daily living the cardinal virtues of Faith, Hope and Char-

the nights that my windows were
blinded and blanket d, while behind lock
and key I burned the midnight oil.

smoking, under deck
permitted at all times

on

tories, the mobilization of the entire
army at the frontiers, the deficiency in
imports and exports, etc., etc.
Yet the Swiss in their generous
sympathy for the poor and oppressed, the
wounded and the dying, have forever

Ware

ire

country

Europe,” surrounded on all sides by
fighting armies,has been aptly and poet*
ically called “The Isle of Peace.”
The Swiss people themselves are suffering hardships entailed by the war:the
penury of male labor, the closing of fac-

is

i: :'

official]

Switzerland, “the only non-belligerent

Normal action of the stomach
impossible without healthy, well-oxiThe Old and the New.
dized blood.
knew his
Dyspepsia which does not yield to ordi: jpibly some reader who
nary treatment may be quickly corrected
some
years
thirty-odd
ago—
erpool
when the blood is enriched. Many peowho retired from roaming when the
ple have secured relief from chronic forms
of indigestion by the use of Dr. Williams’
: g was good—may be interested to
Pink Pills which make the blood rich
srr. of some of the changes that have
and red, capable of carrying an increased
lien place.
amount of oxygen, the great
supporter
: the many American ship-brokers
of human life.
Have
are
now
left
ever
save
ir- n those days none
you
seriously considered giving Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills a trial to
h : ame of Ross, Skolfield & Co.
tone up your digestion, increase
your
were Gilchrest, Russell, Andrew
vitality and make life better worth livand others,—firms founded by ing? If your blood is thin ami
your di^American
ship-masters when that gestion weak you certaiply need them.
Send for a diet book. It is free and will
■i-r wore silk hats and were gentlemen,
help you decide.
Bath and
were also men from
Your own druggist sells Dr. Williams’
Cod in ship-store trade, and—King Pink Pills or they will be mailed
postpaid on receipt of price, 50 cents per box,
men—was the genial Capt. Ferd
Six boxes $2.50,
the
Dr.
Williams
by
•r
an, the shipwright from Stock- Medicine
Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

gestion.

birthday,

The Isle ot Peace.

fn

or

Ail of these have retired to variiail cities where each resident has

|

..—..

Copy-

I

ment, and

to

of comfort,

the Swiss themselves.’"

sympathy

Grace C. D. Favre.

September 25,

1915.

The

com-

a

brief

Samuel P. Soule died suddenly in San
Francisco Oct. 11th. H** was a brother

of Abbie L. Some who died Sept.
19th.
He was born in Clinton May
10, 1843. In 1862 he enlisted at Stillwater in the First
Maine Heavy Artillery and was one of seven of his
company that survived in the battle
of Spotsylvania. Later he was taken
prisoner and confined at Libbey prison,
but succeeded in obtaining a parole,
He
was discharged at Augusta.
He had
lived in San Francisco since 1873.
He is
survived by five daughters, all of whom
live in California, and by one brother,
Charles P. Soule of Eureka, Calif.
Mrs. Caroline R. Goodspeed died at
her home in South China,Oct. 14tb,after
a long illness at the advanced age of 82
Mrs.
years, 9 months and 24 days.
Goodspeed was the daughter of the late
Richard and Rhoda Moody, and was
born in Windsor, Dec. 17, 1832. Sht
was married to the late Frank C. Goodspeed Oct. 13, 1853, and came to South
China, where she had since made her home
and where she will be greatly missed by
her many neighbors and friends. She is
survived by one son, Judson Goodspeed
of South China, and several grandchildren, also by one sister, Mrs. Thompson
of Augusta. The funeral services were
held Sunday morning, Oct. 17th, from
the home. Rev. Mr. Wakefield of Wind-

officiating.

Mrs. Charlotte Curtis died Oct. 14th in
at the home of her son, C.
A. Curtis. Although in poor health her

Wjnterport

death

o

o

S'

u

o

were

congestion

of

the blood in its flow

causes

panies bearing his name in many cities, pain. Sloan’s Liniment penetrates to the conbut most widely known as a leading gestion and starts the blood to flow
freely. The
figure in the Federal League and as presi- body's waimth is ienewTeci; the pain is gone*
dent of the Brooklyn Cluo, dietj.Oct. 18th The “man or w.man
who has rheumatism

sor

0

—THEY MUST UL !

Robert B. Ward, bead of bread

his home in New Rochelle after
i illness, at the age of 64 years.

V.

RHEUMATISM AND ALLIED PAINS

—

at

»-

offerings.

RECENT DEATHS.

1

while messages of love and
told in the beautiful floral

o

was unexpected.
Mrs. Curtis
was highly esteemed
by all. Had she
lived until Oct. 24th, she would have
been 86 years old. She had seen nearly
all of the associates of her youth pass
out one by one, and like ripened wheat
has been gathered with them.
She
leaves to mourn their loss, two daughters—Mrs. Spencer Patterson of Winterport, Mrs. John Ellingwood of Hampden; three sods, Arthur of N. H., Geo,
of Saugus, Mass., Charles A., who with
his wife, so tenderly cared for her in bet

t

<

FAIRY.

Once upon a time there was a good
little girl.
And this good little girl asked her
mother if she could go and play in the
woods, and her mother said yes.
So she went to play in the woods.
And she was walking along and walking along, and what do you think she
met? A fairy! And she was awfuliy
surprised to meet a fairy, so she said to
the fairy:
"Where do you come from?"
And the fairy said:
“This is where I live.”
And the little girl said:

“I

heard about any fairies living
in these woods.”
And the fairy said.
never

noi

-pj

jj

Cold Cream

neuralgia or other pain ard fails to keep
Sloan’s Liniment in their home is like adrowning man refusing a rope.” Why suffer. Get a
bottle of Sloan’s. 25c and 50c. $1.00 bottle
hold six times as much as 25c size.
A SAGACIOUS

/fezDl toller

=znoir=:7—

0

Talcums
Tooth Paste

U

|

|

1e

p

Tooth Powder

s

Toilet Goods of all Kinds

|

OLD COMER DRUG. STORE CO.
iru
..;

1

^l

IT1-

'77m

■

J

ST!-

11

"No,

because nobody ever saw me
here before.
But you are a good little
so
I let you see me.”
girl,
And the good little girl said:
"How do you manage not to be se*n

by people,

even

though they walk right

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

Mera SliasliD Lis

The most, economical, cleansing and
germicidal ol all antiseptics Is

ALL THE WAY

past you every day?”

And the fairy said:
“I lend them money.” —London An-

FALL

BY WaTER.

SCHEDULE.

swers.

PITTSEIELU

PERSONALS.

Mrs. J. F. Ramsey of Montvil.e who
visiting her daughter, Mrs. E.
O. Clement on Bates street, returned
home Tuesday.
has been

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Manson, Mrs.
and Mrs. W. R. Hunnewell have returned from a two days’
automobile trip to Mattawamkeag.

Josephine Seavey

Mrs. Emma Bragg his returned from
Liberty, where she has been to visit her
brother, Sumner Bates. She also visited
with her aunt at Liberty vil age, Mrs.
Emily Boynton, who is eighty-eight years
old, being the oldest lady lh the town.

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
It Is “worth* its weight in gold." At
druggists. 50c. large box, or by mall,

The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mast

She does the work for two, can thread a
declining years, and several grandchil- needle without glasses, went to the coundren. The funeral was held at her late ty fair in September and takes tea with
home Sunday afternoon, Rev. A. J. her neighbors occasionally. We think
Lockhart officiating. The flowers were her a smart lady for her years.—Pitts6uaranteea work In Chiropody, Manlour
many and beautiful. The interment was field Advertiser.
in the village cemetery.
ng and Shampooing. Also Facial Work.
Full line of all kinds of Hair Work at
William H. Jones died Oct. 14th at his
home in East Union after a long and
parlors over Shlro’s Store, Phoenix Row.
FOR FLETCHER’S
painful illness, aged 51. Deceased was
32t>
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
born in Hope, Jan. 13, >1864, a son of the

NOTICE.

Children Pry

CASTORIA

BANGOR LINE
Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast and Cam*
den.
Leave Belfast Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 2.00 p. m., for Camden,
Rockland and Boston. Leave Belfast Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at 7.30 a.
m., for Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport and

Bangor.

Returning:

Leave India Wharf, Boston,Mon-

days, Tuesdays, Thursdays
p.

and

Fridays

at 5.00

m.

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
and North Star.
Leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday at 6.00 p. m.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

Z S. S. North Land

JOHNSON^
Attorney at Law
GEO. t.
'

BELFAST, MAINE.

Practice',
a specialty.

in all

Courts.^ Probate practice
2tf

“FORGOTTEN DELICACIES.”

Republican Journal

The

The Epicure, published quarterly by
the S. S. Pierce Company of Boston,
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
contains not only a price list of things
The Republican Jour. Pub. Co. good to eat and drink but many menus
and recipes and articles of high literary
merit, interesting alike to those who live
CHARLES A. PILSBURY. 1
Manager to eat or eat to live. The leading article
For one square, one in the October issue is “Forgotten Deliadvertising Terms.
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week cacies of the
Forest,” and as ail the inand 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
are
obtainable here we may be
gredients
Subscription Terms. In
$2.00 a

IF

BELFAST. THURSDAY. OCTOBER 28, 1915.

advance,
months; 60 cents for three

doing

tion of the blood and builds up the
whole system. It drives out rheumatism because it cleanses the blood.
It has been successfully used for
of
forty years in many thousands
cases fhe world over.
There is no better remedy for skin
and blood diseases, for loss of appetite, rheumatism, stomach and kidand all
ney troubles, general debility
ills arising from impure, impoverished, devitalized blood.
It is unnecessary to suffer. Start
treatment at once. Get a bottle of
Hood’s Sarsaparilla from your nearYou will be pleased
est druggist.
with the results.

service to some of our sportsmen
by giving the directions for cook-

a

readers

ing a Brunswick stew—made from squirbig shipment of Eastport sardines
rels, with other ingredients.,
the
Atlantic.
across
—4,000,000—is going
While the squirrels are soaking in cold,
A

salted water—as many of them as there
are persons to eat them and a few more
for good measure—let the great pot be
made ready over the coals of birch and
maple logs, and let these delectable accompaniments be assembled, to be put
later in a gallon of water, which must be
first salted and boiled for five minutes:
One quart can of tomatoes, one pint can
of lima beans, one pint can of corn, half
a dczen potatoes peeled and cut in thick
slices,one-half pound of fat salt pork cut
in dice, one-half pound of butter, one
small onion, minced, one tablespoonful
salt, two of granulated sugar, one teaspoonful of black pepper and one-half
teaspoonful of cayenne, or paprika if
liked less hot.
The vegetables (all but the tomatoes),
pork, pepper and squirrels are put into
the boiling water, covered closely and
left to Btew slowly for two and one-half
hours, stirring frequently that burning
may be avoided. Then add the tomatoes
and stew an hour longer, lastly the butter cut in small bits and rolled in flour.
After boiling ten minutes, it is ready to
serve—and oh, the surprise of i»!
With
hot biscuits and coffee, nothing else is
the
meal
where
Brunswick
required for
stew makes its bow.

Charles Sumner Bird, former leader of

Progressives, took

Massachusetts

the

the stump last week for McCall.
cake for breakfast Oct.

Blueberry

native strawberries and

23d,
raspberries on

the table in October! Well, this unusual
and generally unfavorable season has

compensations.

some

fish fair last week was

Eastport’s

a

It is estimated that 5,000 peowere in our easternmost city last

success.

ple
Saturday,of whom 1,500 were from Canadian places.There were motor-boat races,
fish splitting and herring stringing contests,tree dancing,exhibits which included salt water and fresh water fish

swim-

about in glass tanks,a great variety
of cured fish, U. S. government exhibits,

ming

enlarged photos of sardine factories, etc.
Already plans are being made for a bigger and better exhibition next year.

time with all the

than half

more

a

toons,

rising

and

long,

mile

100 feet wide and floats

on

falling

wash

they

could eat

they

put on a layer of yellow fat and when
roasted to a turn certainly deserved to
rank among the delicacies of olden days.

I he Churches.
Blair will preach in the church
in Swanville next Sunday evening at half past
Rev.

A.

A.

seven.
There will be the usual preaching service at
the Universalist church next Sunday, with
preaching by the pastor. Communion will be

observed at the close of the morning service.

liners come

alongside

to

Bourbon,

sweet potatoes, as the tubers grown in
the far south are as different from those

200 iron ponthe tide.

with

grown in New

Jersey

At the Congregational church next Sunday,
submorning worship, with sermon, at 10 45;
Bible
ject, "Every Individual Under the Sun.”
school at 12; young people’s meeting at 6.30.
On account of the sale to be held in the vestry
the
meeting this week will he omitted.

thereabout as

or

sugar in them is resolved into syrup and
breaks through the skin.
But, coming

and

nearer

ity

home,

of

we are

"Horace

told

on

Kephart,

Duty free goods continue to pour into
the country. The value of imports for
the week ending October 9, 1915, at the
thirteen principal customs districts of

baked in

a

pan to

attains such

a

a

or

nice rich brown it

point of culinary perfec-

tion that the woodsman says: "When he
is done I don’t want nobody there but

the United States, was $32,364,630, on
which duty was collected to the amount

me.”

average ad valorem
compared with the an-

Rev. A. E.

morning at
ground ! figurations.”

the famous

woodsman”that thewoodchuck

nual average ad valorem of 17 6 per cent
for the fiscal year 1913, under the Republican tariff law, a law which gave
to American indus-

adequate protection
tries and labor, and handed the Democratic Party a handsome Treasury surplus
with which to begin business. Demo- j
cratic inefficiency and extravagance have
changed that surplus into a large deficit.
Foreign producers are reaping the benefits of a free trade tariff law, and Secre-

stick and broil it for

a

few moments

over

the coals, when the rough, scaly hide
would blister and peel off in sheets, leaving the flesh clean and white. Then it
was roasted or boiled until tender.
Or,

his wit’s end to devise
tary McAdoo is
methods for patching up the leaks in the
Treasury reservoir. Meanwhile the cost
of living does not decrease, as was promat

the sake of

for

;

Wilson’s subject for next Sunday
Unitarian church is "TransA large class in the Sunday7

in

an

endeavor to become

acquainted

Bible so that they can pass the schoolboard’s
examination in this subject and win one point
credit towards their High school graduation.

and Blue contest will be inaugurated
Universalist Church the first Sunday in
November. Miss Gladys Bradford and Miss
Natalie Pottle are the captains and have already chosen their sides. The contest will be
school attenon church attendance, Sunday
dance and new members for the school. Red
and blue buttons will be distributed to the
next Sunday and much interest is maniA

red

at the

party. A business meeting
electwas also held and the following officers
ed; Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker, president; Miss
Miss
Margaret Keene, secretary and treasurer;
memEmeroy Ginn and Mrs, C, W. Proctor,
bership committee. Pians for the winter
with

thimble

a

Washington county and
deputies recently made a number of
seizures of liquor in Eastport and The
Thursday, evening at 7.30. Friday evening at
Sentinel of that city says: “We believe beat.”
Then follow appetizing paragraphs on 7.45 there will be a Hallowe’en social in the
the general public Eentimen: is solidly
vestry under the auspiceB of the Willing Helpbehind the sheriff in any attempt he may roasted wild turkey stuffed with wild
ers’ Sunday school class. Ten cents admission
make to secure a more effective form of chestnuts; baked wild canvasback (broil- will be
charged and a prize will be given to the
enforcement here of the prohibitory ed for ours); broiled grouse; fried part- lady and gentleman wearing the best Hallocooked
over
the
coals
of
a
hardridges
law.” The Sentinel says further:
we’en costume.
Tuesday evening a special
There was a time, and that not so wood fire (stew ours, please;) “fritto meeting of the Sunday school board, officers
misto, or mixed fry, with the liver and a^d teachers, will be held at the parsonage.
very long ago, when this could not be
said with much fidelity to the actual brains of a deer; and The
Epicure furthRev. and Mrs. Charles H. McElhiney and

But the enforcement of this law
facts.
is now no longer a matter advocated by
the extremely pious, by the “temperance” cranks and other earnest but impractical members of the populace. It
has the backing now of the business men
who employ other men, and whose profits depend largely on the efficiency of
those men; it has the backing, too, of
those w ho figure in terms of prosperity
and general civic progress and welfare.
It is now with them a matter of economics much more than a matter of morals.

of venison sausages, made from
the minced deer meat, blended with half
as much
salt fat pork, seasoned with

small cakes and fried in a blistering hot
pan.’’ This symposium ends with a
many and various according to the
locality and success of the hunter.
are

To these delectable dishes we would
add broiled turkey steak. Fifty and
more years ago when hostile Indians

as

well as

a

matter of mor-

als.
__

jv11

ui

over

infantry busy chasing the
Redskins, game was plentiful in
Lone Star State.
Freighters to the

elusive

load,
The Condon filled with water inside of tei
minutes and fearing that she would roll ovei
Capt. Jed Cook, her master, engaged the tuf
Startle to tow her to Brown’s wharf, where sh<
remained last night. A representative of th<
Eastern Steamship Corporation will arrivi
from Boston this morning when an examina
tion of the schooner will be made and arrange
menta made for her repairs. Capt. Cook is o:
the opinion that after the schooner's deck loa<
of lumber has been removed ahe can be takei
on the railway without disturbing her unde
deck cargo. The steamer was not injured ii
the least, and after a short delay at Franklii 1
wharf proceeded to Boston.
The Condon is 219 tons net, was built at Bel
fast in 1872, sailed out of this port for man]
years and was one of the fleet engaged in tb<
Jacksonville trade until put out of business b]
artificial ice and western hay. Her managing
owner for many years was the late Dr. John G
Brooks and later Mr. I. W. Parker had chargi
and under his supervision she underwent gen
eral repairs at thia port and had three mast
stepped that were taken from a schoone
wrecked on the North Shore, North port.

Working League.

the greater part

two of

or
v.

Portland, Oct. 21. Nothing but her carerc
of lumber prevented the three-masted schoonMora Condon from sinking off the breaker
water yesterday morning about 7.30 o’clock
when she was run into by the steamer Governor Cobb, which was on her way from St John
N. B for Boston. The schooner hails from
Boston, but is owned by Capt. John Alley o:
Brewer, and is bound from Calais for New
Bedford, laden with 273,000 feet of lumber. She
put in for a harbor several days ago and anchored between the breakwater and the channel buoy, where she was lying at the time o:
the collision. A dense fog prevailed yesterday
morning, and the bell on the schooner was being rung continually, nothing being heard ol
the steamer’s approach until she was right or
The Cobb at the time was moving very
them.
Blow, her engines being stopped, but she
struck the schooner on the port side amidshij
with such force as to cut her down to her lighi
water line, the steamer’s sharp prow cuttinj
through the heavy oak planking as if it hac
been pasteboard. The bulwarks on the star
board side were also strained, such was tn<
force of the impact against the schooner’s decl

Lord and Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Lary. Ex-Congressman Samuel W. Gould gave
an address of welcome to the new pastor in
behalf of the town, Rev. H. G. McGlauflin
for the Methodist church, Rev. George Merriam for Bethany Baptist Church, Mrs. E. W,
Marble for the First Baptist Church. Mrs.
George F. Paddock brought greetings from the
MrB. Thomas G.

Congregational churches
of the big State of Texas, and kept the of Waldo County met last Friday in the North
2nd U. S. Cavalry—called the Jeff Davis church to discuss plans for a closer fellowship
the churches. James H. Duncan of
regiment because it was raised when he among
Searsport presided and some very interesting
was Secretary of War—and a regiment
It was voted that
roamed and raided

few

exceptions of every city
and community in Maine. As we should
express it, it has become a matter of
enonomics

the constituents of which

pie,

game pot

conditions that have brought it about, is
a

reception in the Congre-

given
family
gational parlors, Skowhegan, last Friday night.
Mr. McElhiney succeeds Rev. Theodore H.
Wilson as pastor of the Skowhegan Congregational church.
They were assisted in receivsage and Balt and pepper, sweet marjoand Mrs. J. W. Fogler, Mr. and
rcm and thyme and savory, made into ing by Maj.
a

were

thought

What The Sentinel says of the present
public sentiment in Eastport, and of the
true with

“Who has not thrilled at the

says:

er

the

frontier posts and the paymaster with
his escort on the bi-monthly trips had no

difficulty

|

in

supplementing

that

staple

of

frontier fare, bacon, with venison, wild
turkey or grouse. If the camp menu i3
to include turkey steak a fire is built of

a
wood that in the burning
bed of live coals entirely tree
j from smoke. Tbe breast of the turkey
is cut off, making two thick slices, and

mesquit,

leaves

a

these are laid
each side.

on

the coals and broiled

on

This may not sound very ap-

petizing.but the ‘-proof of the pudding is
in the eating” and those who sat around
the camp fire and partook of the broiled
turkey steak found it gcod. The remainder of the bird was left to the coy-

otes, never far from a camp. This recalls another dish, and the waste of good
meat, in the early days when great herds
of buffalo roamed the Plains. Having
kil led a buffalo sufficient steak would be
cut from the hump and the tongue taken,
while the remainder waB left to gorge
the always ravenous coyotes. .The buffalo tongue was rightly esteemed a great

delicacy

and in those

dish in the Bupper
hotel.

a

staple

of a St. Louis

there comes to mind anforgotten delicacy ’’—the wild

And, finally,
other

days was

menu

Delegates

matters

from the

were

talked

over.

committee should visit each church in the
county, spending an afternoon in general discussion of the work and an evening in regular
service. The Congregational churches in the
following places will be visited: Belfast, North
a

Belfast, Brooks, Frankfort, Freedom, Jackson,

Searsport, Park, Stockton Springy. Thorndike,
Sandypoint. The aim of the visitation of this
will be to stimulate a closer fellowship and encourage the pastors and churches.
be
The visitation committee will probably
chosen as follows: Rev. Charles Harbutt,PortJames
H.
Haraden
S.
Pearl, Belfast;
land; Rev.
Duncan, Searsport; Rev. Thomas H. Martin,
Brooks, and a State layman worker. The visits
Lunch was
will begin early in December.
served at the meeting Friday by the Ladies'
committee

^—Sausage, Bacon

Mrs. Wilmer J. Dorman; Parsonage repair,
Mrs. Albert M. Carter.
the season’s program.
November 4th. Opening meeting. Annual
dues payable; Religious Intelligence. Miss
Frances Chase; Utopias, Old and New, Rev.
Arthur E. Wilson.
Parish Party—Memorial
November 10th.
Hall. The dates of other Parish Parties will be
annuunced later.
Address—The Unitarian
November 18th.
Pilgrimage, Mrs. Alva Roy Scott, Bangor. The
members of the Junior Alliance will be special

BOSTON GLOBE GAINING.
The remarkable growth in the circulation of
the Boston Daily and Sunday Globe during the
past 18 months is the talk of all New England.
The circulation of the Boston Daily Globe especially has made a wonderful increase.
With comic features like Mutt and Jeff, by
Bud Fisher; editorials such as are given every
day by Uncle Dudley, and the many fine stories
and reliable news reports, the Boston Daily
Globe’s growth is easily accounted for.
The Boston Sunday Globe for many years has
been the favorite newspaper in the worthwhile homes of the New England public. Its
color supplement, containing comics by such
artists as Dirks—the author of Bans and Fritz
—and the many other specimens of clean fun;
its eight-page magazine section containing
stories equal to the best to be found in the
magazines; itB all-round value as a newspaper,
continue to make it the favorite Boston Sun-

day newspaper.

The Bouseliold Page in both the Boston
Daily and Boston Sunday Globe contain items
of especial interest and value to every woman
who manages a home.
Be sure to read the

and

Home-Made

Sausage

IN

December 16th.
Religious Intelligence,
Mrs. George R. Doak; Jemima Wilkinson,
Prophetess of New England, Mrs. James H.

BAGS AND

Fridays

LINKS.

Schonland’s German Frankfurters

Howes.

Indian Folk-Lore, Mrs. J.
December 30th
W. Frederick.
January 13th. Musical Notes, Miss Marian
Hazeltine; Musicale, Mrs. Clement W. Wescott, Mrs. Arthur E. Wilson, Mrs. Edward A,
Wadsworth.
January—Date to be announced. AddressAlliance Opportunities, Mrs. Robert H. Davis,

Wayne. Pa.. Corresponding Secretary

and Ham=

[Fresh Tuesdays

Hall.

and Bologna and Pressed Ham.
Home-Made Head

Cheese,

Arlington Ham and Bacon.

of The

Alliance.
uauumj

tm..

—

v.v,

«(

*“S*

Tribute, Mrs. George R. Williamson.
February 10th, Religious Intelligence, Mrs.
J. H. Quimby; The House on Henry Street,

FOGG’S MARKET.

Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens.

February

24th.

Paper-rSubject

to be

an-

nounced, Mrs. Ira M. Cobe.
March 9th. Religious Intelligence, Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman; Some Favorite Operas, Mrs.
Arthur

E, Wilson.
March 23rd. Annual Business Meeting; Report of Southern Circuit Work, Miss Caroline
E. White; Report of Work of National Child
Labor Committee, Mrs. Arthur Ritchie.
April 6th. Religious Intelligence, Mrs. Wm.
B. Swan; Thomas Mott Osborne—The Man and
his

Work, Mrs. Wilmer J. Dorman.

MISSION

WORK

IN

CHINA.

the Belfast

a. m. Wednesday, reporting a most
delightful visit.
Belfast Commandery, United Order of the
Golden Cross, worked the degree on five candidates at their meeting October 21st. A ban-

China while all

in

served under the direction of Charles

Sherman, chairman, Fred Waldo Brown,
Former Pastor of
George B. Salter, Basil Linton and Har>ld

Baptist

SWATOW, Sept. 5,1915.
ful

Church.

We

French.

H.

have kept peacethe world

the rest of

The

account of

on

James C.

entertainment

illness

in

the

was

family

Dexter, chairman of the

omitted
of

Mr.

program

We cannot help living committee.
very close to this awful war, however, because
A stated assembly of King Hiram’s Council,
British (the English i
our fellow mission is
will be held at Masonic Temple,
R. & S. M
and
the
Mission
Basel
(German)
Presbyterian)
Nov, 6th, afternoon and
Rockland,
Friday,
of
this
At
this
works in parts
sumprovince.
of the amplified
Exemplification
evening.
mer resort in the hills where I am actually |
ritual of the S, E. Masters degree will be
writing we are in the house with Britishers
given by a special degree staff. R, 111. Grand
with the exception of Mrs. Worley and her
P. C. of Work, Franklin P, Clark of Portland
little son Edwin. So you can well imagine
will make an official visit to the Council at the
that the war seems very real to us even in far
A banquet will be served at 6 p.
same time.
off China.
m.
A large attendance is expected from all
But the warfare of our Heavenly King is
of this Council’s jurisdiction.
the business that absorbs our attention. We parts
The Portland correspondent of the Bangor
have had seventy students in the Academy
Commercial says of tht election of Charles E.
this
and when the fall term

seems

to be in

Meetings.
22d annual meeting of the Rebekah
Assembly affiliating with the Grand Lodge of
Oid Fellows of Maine opened in Portland
Tuesday morning, Oct. 19th, Mrs. Virginia L,
Holbrook, the president, presiding.
Grace E. Walton, the secretary, reported
that the total receipts for the year were $14,638, and that there was a net increase in the
membership of 759. The assembly in Maine is
in a flourishing condition.
The following were chosen officers: Elizabeth |
G Ricker, Lisbon, president; Florence M. Martin, Kingman, vice president; Julia E. Marley, 1
Gardiner, warden; Grace E. Walton, Belfast,
1
secretary; Sara M. Weymouth, Biddeford,
treasurer,
A past president’s jewel was given to Mrs.
Holbrook. The officers were installed in the

home at 4

was

the same high standard of effieien.
past, and that in all respects said i
sh 11 be continued by said State of t\i
institution of the first-class for th
treatment of tubercular persons.
This condition has been accent
State, so that all who have contrib
Sanatorium in the past may now
this great institution is to continu

The

E.

a

MAINE ODD FELLOWS

And Affiliated Bodies Hold Their Annua

Abjut 30 of the members of Osceola Council
D. of P. autoed to Bangor Tuesday to attend
the District convention of the order and worked the degree that evening under the direcPerkins.
tion of Edwin S
They returned

quet
A Personal Letter from

THE

SECRET SOCIETIES.

schools have seventeen Chinese teachers, so
you can imagine the absorbing problems that

■

Fresh Food
EVERY DAY AT THI

Grand

fill my days.
1 hanks to you

dear people in tseiiast my financial anxieties were much lessened through
the Christmas tree check that came like a

straight

boon

from the

sky.

It

helped

meet

many expenses connected with the purchase
of apparatus for our physical laboratory, the

big part of which bill had been provided for
by the memorial gift of two hundred dollars in
gold from the North Tonawanda church in
of my mother and father. And your
Belfast gift came juet when I was needing
money for import duty and all sorts of things
which but for your help were handicapping us
financially. I feel your vital interest in my
work thus all the time, and especially the real
power of your prayers. This is God’s work,
and it is Ged’s power on which true prayer
lays hold, You may be interested in the card
requesting prayer for the summer Y. M. C. A.
Conference which our student delegates are
attending just now. You see China moves. I
shall have another request for prayer to send
honor

We are planning a special
campaign in our Christian
churches of this province this autumn. We
want the blessing that other parts of China
have secured through such special efforts for
unreached classes.
Pray that this autumn

you

long.

before

evangelistic

begin a new era in our Christian work for
China.
Please give my sincere love to all inquiring
friends in Belfast. I do hope to get news to
I shall find a way
you from me more often.
some day.
Your brother in the Master's work,
may

Randall T. Capen.

WEDDING RECEPTION IN WINTERPORT.

Manly Bartlett gave a wedding
reception, Saturday night, Oct. 23rd, at the
Mr. and Mrs.

home of Mrs. Bartlett’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
North
W. M. Young, in
Winterport. The

house

prettily decorated with potted plants

was

and autumn leaves. Mr. and Mrs
ceived nearly 200 guests and the

Bartlett

evening

rewas

pleasantly passed socially. Ice cream, cake
and fruit were served. They received many
pretty and useful presents, including silverware,dishes, table linen, bedding and nearly $20
in money.
Mr. Bartlett is the son of Mr. and
Mrs.CharlesBartlett of Newbury and is a young
man ot sterling qualities and has many friends.
Mrs. Bartlett is the eldest daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Young, is a successful school teacher and
at present is teaching at South Newbury. Her
many friends wish her a happy married life.
Mr. and Mrs. Bartlett will reside in Newbury.
I

oaHe

VJprvipp

At

QFi.

Winthrop, Me., Oct. 24. Deacon Charles M.
Bailey, a pioneer oilcloth manufacturer, aged
95, in commemoration of his birthday conducted
the services at the Friends Church tonight.
He selected all of the hymns, read from the
Scriptures, drawing Beveral lessons therefrom,

giving

an

eloquent

prayer,

finally preaching

a

short but fervent sermon. At the close of the
services Deacon Bailey presented all of his
hearers with roses and pinks.
He received a number of letters and telegrams
from religious associations.

HAVE YOU BEEN'SICK?

Then you realize the utter weakness
that robs ambition, destroys appetite,
and makes work a burden. •
To restore that strength andstaminathat
is so essential, nothing has ever equaled
or compared with Scott’s Ktnulsion, be-

its strength sustaining nourishment invigorates the blood to distribute
energy throughout the body while its tonic
value sharpens the appetite and restores
health in a natural, permanent way.
•If you are run down, tired, nervous,
overworked or lack strength, get Scott’s
Bmulsion to-day. It is free from alcohol.
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.*

cause

i

|

Hogan

\Oct. 20th

Lodge

Bakery
ER\

ITIEIK

j

| Whole Wheat

|

the lecture platform and through j
At the annual meeting of the Grand EnHe finished the day after his elec- |
j campment, Oct. 21st, the following officers
tion as grand secretary his term of service as were elected: Grand patriarch, Archie R,
grand patriarch of the grand encampment, and Lovette, Bangor; grand high priest, Frederick
B. Peaoody, Richmond; grand senior warden,
he had previously filled the chair of grand
j Walter G. Hicks, Kumford; grand junior warHe is admirably
master of the grand lodge.
; den, John W. Gorman, Portland; grand scribe,
well equipped for the duties of grand secre- i William E. Plummer, Portland; grand treasurin the order er, Albro E. Chasem, Portland.
tary and his personal popularity
will
and his knowledge of Odd Fellowship
1 rib HfcdKUN
SANA 1 UKlLtM.
make him a valuable official.”
his

j

broad lines established by its fount
in the future as it has been hereb
of the first-class for the care and tisufferers from tuberculosis.”

Master John E. Bunker presided
at the annual session of the Grand
of Odd Fellows of Maine.
In his address he referred to tne sudden death of Hon.
W illiam W. Cutter of W'estbrook, the grand
secretary, and of Hon. Alfred S. Kimball of
Norway, the grand representative. He spoke
encouragingly of the i-iterest taken in the
State Home lor members of the order.
The report of William E. Plummer, the
acting secretary, showed there are 153 lodges
of the order in Maine. The total membership
is 26,299, a net gain of 257.
The grand officers were elected as follows:
John E Bunker, Bar Harbor, grand master;
Willis E. Parsons, Foxcroft, deputy grand
j master; Harold J. Toward, Waterville, grand
!
warden; Charles E. Jackson, Portland, grand
Jackson as Grand Secretary of the Maine
secretary; William E. Plummer, Portland,
Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows: “Mr. Jackson is a grand treasurer; Leon S Merrill and Harry
well W. Reid, grand representatives.
man of marked ability and has become

year
opens, Sept.
15th, I expect the total number will be much
larger. I have had about fifty in our grammar
boarding school and as many more in the local
primary school under my charge. These three known

j

alternoon.

turmoil.

r.irrlp

These birds are now extinct,
new story, “The Tragedy
destruction of old and of Mrs. Teale,” which commences in the Saturof Oct. 80 and 31. This
Globe
and
Sunday
young at their roosting places in the day
new story is one of the best ever printed is
the
wild
but
about
sixty years ago
west;
the Boston Daily Globe, and should be read by
child in New England.
pigeon came east in the spring and early every man, woman and

pigeon.

due to wanton

Chairmen of Committees. Program, Mrs.
James C. Durham; Social, Mtb. James Harriman; Decorating, Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens;
Hospitality, Mrs. James H. Howes; Benevolence, Mrs. William B. Swan; Sunday schools

with the

variety, it was some- were discussed and new members will be soboiled, pickled in vinegar and baked licited. The present membership is ten.
in a big pot surrounded with beans.
At the Methodist church next Sunday morning
Beaver’s liver, broiled over the coals on
Rev. Horace B. Sellers will speak on "A New’ j
a stick, seasoned with
butter, salt and Conscience,” and in the evening on "Builders.’
pepper, and even the liver of the prickly Services will be held in the Wood’s schoolporcupine, are delicacies that are hard to house at 2 30 p. m. Prayer meeting this,

The sheriff of

Parker,

school has begun serious work, with the pastor,

times

the Democrats.

son,

the

Then, there is "that delectable tidbit, beloved by the old-time trappers—
beaver tail.” That surely is a forgotten
delicacy hereabouts, though the name
clings to the site of an hospitable log pupils
cabin on the Passagassawaukeag.
It fest.
may, however, be of passing interest to
Mrs. Haraden S. Pearl entertained the memread how this delicacy was prepared: bers of her Sunday school class last Thursday
"They used to impale the tail on a sharp afternoon at the Congregational parsonage

an

Deerfoot Farm

Presidents, Mrs. Arthur E. WilMrs. Bancroft Conant; Secretary. Miss
Caroline E. White; Treasurer, Miss Melvina V.

Colburn; Vice

prayer

the author-

hog—the gray variety—is not half bad;
that parboiled, pepppred and saged and

entertained by the losers.

winners to be

daylight from darkness. They are a dark,
rich yellow in color and when baked the

lighters

by

The Baraca and Philathea classes of the
Methodist Church will meet at the parsonage
Tuesday evening for a business and social
session. It was decided to have a new membership contest to continue until Jan. 1st, the

possum with real
sweet potatoes, baked in the same pan,
is mighty good eating.
We say real

load and to land and take in passengers,
that formeriy anchored off and employed

of $3,091,113, or
of 11.4 per cent,

is for this and other
unsuited to this latitude. But

without the

80 to over

discharge

members of the Universalist Sunday
school will hold a Halloween party at the ves30th. Games
try of the church Saturday, Oct.
will be played and refreshments served.
The

it down” it

reasons

Bridges, with passages for people and
carriages, connect it with the shore, and
there are two-story buildings on it for
The big ocean
offices, storage, etc.

ised

corn

«

road, from which you look down upon the
docks, and the immense landing stage,
w hich, to the writer, was the most interesting thing seen at this great English
shipping port. This landing stage is

Of the First Parish (Unitarian) Church.
Officers. President, Miss Charlotte W.

summer in immense flocks to the shores
of tidal rivers and the woods adjacent,
and thousands upon thousands were shot guests.
December 2nd. Through the South, Mrs.
The birds shot at this time
and netted.
Thomas B, Dinsmore.
were lean and rather dry eating, but
December 9tb. Christmas Sale—Memorial
when taken alive and kept in a pen for a

Capt. Richardson s interesting letter
Liverpool —he is always interestThfi nPYt
rpppint ia fnr
Snnthprn
ing, and his clean, type-written copy is dish, “possum hotwithsweet pertaters,”
welcomed by our compositors—recalls a
supplemented by corn bread; but as it
visit to that city, a ride on the elevated calls for “a bit of old Bourbon
whiskey to
from

HOOjNi

IS USED

genuine old reliable Hood’s
Sarsaparilla corrects the acid condiThe

BuSn^s

year; $1.00 for six
months.

WOMEN'S ALLIANCE

RHEUMATISM GOES

on

books.

Brad!

DOUOHNU'IS
ij.

FRIED IN EARD AND OV

10c. per doz.

—

|

Built up by Dr. Estes Nichols Practically a
TWO HUNDRED AND HI H
Gift to the State.
The present legislature of the State of
Hubert Innis spent the week-end at home
And every story a good one.
T
from Portland.
j Maine passed an act entitled “An Act to Pro- | tertaining, but that is not all you ca:
! vide for the Care and Treatment of Tubercular ! them. You
know.there is hardly a
W. K. Carrow is in Brewer visiting his sis- Persons” by the terms of which the Governor
| was to
published that is not full of ti
a
board
of
five
who
DeVere.
Jas.
persons
ter. Mrs.
I stories, but not a single story in
{! would appoint
acquire by purchase, lease or otherwise, I Companion is a time waster, l ake
from a
T, S, Thompson returned last week
sanatoria in such locations as in their judg- of C. A
!
Stephens. It would be hit
! ment were best adapted for their purposes.and
business trip to Cincinnati. Ohio.
out one from which you cannot leap
the sum of $75,000 was appropriated for the j useful and
from
week
yet entertaining.
Manley Harriman will move this
use of the trustees by said act.
Some of The Companion stories r<
F. M. Staples house to the Ralph Shute house
The members and trustees of the Maine I
of geography; some tc!
knowledge
j
State Sanatorium association, believing that by
on Waldo avenue.
mysteries of chemistry, some reveal I
this act the State of Maine is finally and fully
of
to
and of general farnnt
have
forestry
gone
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Ellis
committed to the proper care and treatment of J cover a wide
|
range. They are chose
with sufferers from
Chelmsford, Mass., to spend the winter
tuberculosis, have transferred eye to the possible likings of every n
to the State the Sanatorium at Hebron, togetha Companion family—stories of vigon
their son, Mr. H. E. Ellis.
er with all of its equipment and invested funds.
and stirring adventure for hoys' stor
This Sanatorium is recognized as one of the
Mrs. Chas. Nash and daughter of Bangor
lege life and domestic vicissitudes
of
Mrs
most complete and efficient in the Country,and stories that
were gueBts for a few days last week
range all the way from et
at the present time can care for about 85 palery to deep seriousness for men ar
Edward Brassey-Brierly.
tients. It has reached its present state of
There are no stories quite like thus
and
Misses Mary Woodbury. Ethel Savery
efficiency after many years of intelligent,con- Companion.
stant and arduous labor on the part of Dr. j
If you are not familiar with The <
Julia Leary and Raphnel Leavitt are in BanEstes Nichols, aided by the trustees of the
as it is today, let us send you sample
gor attending the teachers’ convention.
institution. The property thus acquired by the Forecast for 1916
the State consists of real estate and equipment
is
New subscribers who send $2.00 for
Mr. Frank Towle of Searsport avenue
caused which have cost about $210,000 cash and ac- receive free a copy of The Comparu
confined to the house with a Bore foot,
counts receivable in the amount of about $10,- Calendar for
1916, in addition to all th
be
to
able
000, and endowment funds of about $80,009, ing 1915 issues from the time the subby a door falling upon it, but is
making a total of about $300,000. In addition is received.
about on crutches.
to the above the income of the Chamberlin En
THE YOUTH’S COM TAM'
went to
Mr. and Mrs. J. Harvey Stinson
dowment Fund of $200,000, also may pass to the
Boston, Mass.
home
State, but this will be determined later.
Camden last Saturday to accompany
for the above, the State has asIn
SWANVILLE CENTER
their daughter Maude, who had been visiting sumedpayment
ail current outstanding bills of the inrelatives there for a week.
stitution, amounting to about $12,000, and has
E. H. Littlefield bought in Bangor
to
M.
its trustees the sum of $15,000, which
C.
paid
a fine sorrel! horse weighing 1,750.
Guy Knowlton, son of Mr. and Mrs.
will
be used by the trustees only for the purKnowlton, is suffering from a bad foot, caused pose of meeting ^sundry legal and moral obliNov. 3d the L. A. S. of Monroe Lt
by being cut while in bathing last Augusta gations of the Sanatorium, and the balance, if hold a sociable at the home of David
and getting poison in the wound. Or. 1 apley any, will be returned to the State. The transacHenry Thompson of Embden is vi
is attending him.
tion is therefore a virtual gift of this entire
parents, Mr. and Mrs Edmond Thou
hold
will
to
the
state.
property
The ladies of Mason’s Mills chapel
one week.
deed conveying
One of the conditions of
their 15-cent community supper tomorrow.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Jewett and tw
cold the property to the State is as follows:
Friday, night,consisting of baked beans, fhe
“To the end that the purposes and hopes of Wmterport were Sunday guests of h,meats, salads, cake, pie and doughnuts,
i
11
P. White.
the founders of said Sanatorium may be fully
public are invited.
met, and in order that the financial aid given
Mrs.
Mass.,
Mary E. Mitchell of log
to it by its friends and benefactors in the past
Mrs. T. L. Shute went to Waltham,
very welcome guest of her sister, V
with her shall
last Saturday to spend the winter
continue to be used for the purpose for
last
week.
Briggs,
was acwhich it was given, said State of Maine further
daughter, Mrs. Everett Smith. She
George Hib- agrees that the property thus purchased shall
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Webb
companied by her daughter, Mrs. Ormond,
who
be used in its present location as a sanatorium
were guests of his grandmother,
bard and husband and little son
for the care and treatment of tubercular per- Webb, for several days this week.
will visit for a few days.
sons; that only so called curable cases shall be
Frank L. Robertson of South Gar.,
admitted to it for treatment; that its buildings
merly of this town, was the guest
and grounds shall be maintained and kept up
of
his sister, Mrs. David Moody, h
from year to year in the same general condiE A. Robertson, and nis niece, Mi
tion as heretofore; that the service and treatment accorded to patients shall be virtually of Clements of Searsport.
EAST BELFAST.
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Relieves the Worst
Cases of Catarrh

j
;
i

]

\

1

‘-

Think “Hyomei the Most Wonderful Treatment for Catarrh Ever Discovered.”
try to cure catarrh by using sprays
lotions; it cannot be cured in that manner.
The only way in which this too common disease can be fully relieved is through a direct
application to the affected parts that will kill
the bacilli of catarrh and prevent their growth.
Breathing the air of Hyomei is the only
known method of treatment that can really
accomplish this. It is the simplest, most pleasant and probably the most reliable treatment
for catarrh that has ever been discovered.
The complete Hyomei outfit is inexpensive
and consists of an inhaler, dropper and sufficient Hyomei to last several weeks. This
will effect instant relief in ordinary cases, but
for chronic and deep-seated cases of catarrh,
longer use may be necessary, and then an extra
bottle of Hyomei can be obtained for a trifling
sum.
It is not alone the best (it might be
called the only) method of treating catarrh,
but it is also the most economical.
A. A. Howes & Co. have so much confidence
in the power of Hyomei to relieve catarrh,
that they will for a limited time, sell this
medicine under their personal guarantee to
refund .the money if tne purchaser can say
that it did not benefit.
Do not

or

Picture

Framing!

PRICES RIGHT
CARLE & JONES,
Main Street,

Belfast, Maine,

j

We hear

•Tered

HOW

of a Waldo county farmer who was
dollar per bushel for 250 bushels

one

total valuation of horses in Waldo coun$565,627; of1 cows, $217,526, and of oxen

long could you breathe if your
lungs were confined as close-

The
is

v

$21,710.

ly

aSt week.

business meeting of the Woman’s Club
been postponed from Monday, November
to November 8th.

he

-t

There will be a Hallowe’en social next lionA representative of the New England In- day evening in the Baptist vestry under the
auspices of the Christian Endeavor, Hallowe’surance Exchange of Boston was in Belfast
last week making tests of the water pressure en games will be played, Coffee, doughnuts
and the fire department apparatus upon which and cheese will be for sale.
he will base a report.
A special business meeting of the

as

but who

Aid will be held tomorrow, Friday, at 2 p. m.,
the president, firs. H. H. Carter. All
members are urged to attend as matters of importance

are

to

Ground Gripper

be discussed.

shoes.

about Nov. 1st.

They are made

on a

last {hat gives perfect freedom to every muscle of the

The Helping Hand Society,Mrs. J. G. Aborn,
resident, met yesterday at the home of Mrs.
C. Putnam to make arrangements for the
quet which is be a feature of the Boytf

foot, yet the foot is supported properly.

^ricultural Club Convention in November.

ning

at 6

o’clock.

good supper and

All
a

are

good

cordially invited.

time

are

Ground

DARBY &
j
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Will

Open Monday,

wut

j

j

ing workers.

of Los

Angeles, Calif.,

was

served at 6.30 from

a

announced

daintily

ap

pointed table with a centerpiece of bride rosei 1
and single daybreak pinks tied to the placi 1
cards—envelopes containing the cards of Mr

>

Miss Knowlton fastened with re<
hearts. In Miss Knowlton's envelope was 1
solitaire diamond engagement ring.
Mrs
Maine Hills and Miss Belle Keating assistei
Mrs. McDonald in serving fruit cocktail
Davis

and

|

chicken salad, hot rolls, olives, coffee, frozei
pudding, chocolate and angel cake. Auctioi
was played during the evening, Mrs. Austin W
Keating winning the first prize, a bouquet o |
bride roses, and Mrs. Wilmer J. Dorman thi
consolation, a fancy china plate. Other guesti
Mrs. Maria Winslow Kncwlton, Mrs
were
Clement W. Wescott, Miss Anne M. Kittridge
Mrs. Edward A. Wadsworth, Mrs. W'ilmer J
Dorman, Mrs. Austin W. and Mrs. George I

Keating, Mrs. Thomas W. Lathrop, Mrs. In
M. Cobe, Mrs. O. S. Vickery, Mrs. Samuel W
Mrs. Charles Bradbury, a member o
Lord.
the club, was absent on account of illness it
the family and Mis. McDonald substituted foi
her.
The

Chautauqua Alumnae.

meeting
nae

and

banquet

association

was

of the C.

held

The annua
L. S C. Aium

Wednesday

after'
the home oi

Dainty Lunches Served.
Cooked Food on Sale Every Day.

and evening, Oct. 20th, at
Mis. Calvin A. Hubbard, 4 Park street. Th<
afternoon program included response to rol
call, each member giving the name of hei
class flower and class motto; reading, Extracl
noon

80th birthday of Mr. Joseph Ellis was observed Oct. 20th at his home in Brooks and
The party
was a
very enjoyable occasion.
was given under the direction of his son and
The older
wife, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Ellis.
friends came in the afternoon, which was happily spent in talking over old times. Supper
was served from 5 to 7 o’clock, when covers
Baked beans, cake, pie,
were laid for 125.

Baked Beans and Hdt Rolls

25c.

Special

From 11

Ii>-cogmlion Day Address, Mrs. Frank
H '•! '> i paper. History of the
Alumni, Mist
Lucy Cochran; reading, The Class Poem, 1915
Mrs. Charles E. Rhoades; reading, Poem reac
at laying of a corner stoDe at
Chautauqua ir
1915, Miss Georgia S. Pratt. Then came the
annual business meeting, at which the officer!
of last year were unanimously
re-elected, ai
follows: President, Miss Isabel Ginn; vic<
president, Mrs. Evelyn P. Frost; secretary
Miss Lucy Cochran; treasurer, Mrs. Hubbard

A. A. Howes & Co. Have Such Faith in this

Dyspepsia Remedy
One of the greatest

that

they

Guarantee It

cleared for dar cing. Mr. Ellis led the grand
march and also enjoyed other dances. Members of Frederick Ritchie Grange, of which
Mr. Ellis is a charter member, presented him
with a large oak rocker and footrest,and friends

$25, suit of clothes,
neighbors
mittens,necktie,etc. Many birthday cards were
received bearing the best wishes and congrat-

causes, have found relief in this reliable

many

more

profession keeps them closely confined,
while those who have brought on indigestion
through irregular eating, worry, or other
ness or

a

happy days and birthday parties,

successes

j

rem-

edy,

Mi-o-na comes in tablet form and is sold in
a metal box especially designed for convenience in carrying the medicine in the pocket or
It is pleasant to take, gives quick repurse.
lief and should help any case, no matter of
how long a standing. This remedy has been
so uniformly successful that A. A. Howes &
Co. will in future sell Mi-o-na under a positive
guarantee to refund the money if it should not
prove

entirely satisfactory.

SAFETY AND SERVICE I

Mrs, Louis F.

banquet,for which 16 covers were laid, follow
ed, Miss Cochran assisting her sister, Mrs
Hubbard, in serving.

CARRY STOMACH JOY
IN YOUR VEST POCKET

in the sale of
medicine has been achieved by Mi-o-na, the
standard dyspepsia remedy, and its sale is increasing so rapidly that A. A. Howes & Co.,
the popular diuggi9ts, have hard work to keep
It is very popular with banka stock on hand.
ers, ministers, lawyers and others whose busi-

purse of

I

BRING

|
:

a.

Sale Siturdays.

on

Every

Served

Dinners
m.

to 2 p.

Day

m.

66 Church Street,

Belfast Woman’s Club,

DEPOSITS OF OVER

82,000,000

TO

j
|

I The City National Bank ol Belfast. uilfI
i“mrinr 'mnhnrvn n ~in-1 mnniwmiw ~-»~

The Home of
Good Values

Everything for the Kitchen

12 Main St.,

Belfast, Maine.

Telephone 67-2

WARE, TIN WARE, WIRE GOODS,

AGATE

A 7

L. J.

POTTLE

Successor to H.

S

NOTICE.

Davis’

5, 10 AND 25 CENT STORE,
Church Street,

Belfast, Maine.

Hay ford Block,

All persons owing M. A.
Sanborn are respectfully
make im-

to

requested

mediate payment to his
Miss Arie Annette Holt entertained at her
Miss Kathleen Tuttle, daughter of Mr. and j
home on upper High street Tuesday evening
Mrs. Benj. F. Tuttle of this city, a teacher in j
in honor of Miss Geneva Thompson of Brookthe Isiesboro High school, has resigned that j
line, Mass. The evening was spent socially
Windham
the
one
in
|
position and accepted
solos by Miss Jessie M. Hart. Chicken
she and with
High school in Willimantic, Conn., where
j and fruit solad, hot rolls, olives, cake, fruit
will teach Algebra and Ancient History. This ;
with whipped cream, cake and coffee
Miss ] pudding
school employs about twenty teachers.
were served in the dining room, and the table
Tuttle is a graduate of Bates College. She
was appropriately decorated with Halloween
leaves next Monday to take up her new dutieB
i place cards and favors. As a souvenir of the
A Talk on the War. Rev. Arthur E. Wil- J occasion the guest of honor was presented
before the with one of Wallace
son of the Unitarian church spoke
Nutting’s, old-time pictures. The guests were Misses Lillian KnowlBelfast Woman’s Club laBt Tuesday evening on
"Some Things the Great War is Making Plain ton, Gertrude Coombs, Lytle and Mabel TownP. Carle, vice president
Wilson gave a summary of
presided.
what had occurred during the year and a
which
quarter the war has been in progress,
He said
was both interesting and instructive.

to

Us.”

Mrs. Essie

j

Mr.

methods of modern warfare make

the

us n»ar

“The

war

the
shows

world at large.
us

He

that human nature is not
ancient timeB, that peace

No matter how many remedies you have
tried and failed to get relief, one trial of Rheuma will convince jou that sciatica and all forms
of rheumatism can be permanently cured. A.
A. Howes & Co. and all druggists sell it for 50
cents.
“I was so crippled with sciatic rheumatism I
could not walk. Three bottles of Rheuma permanently cured me.” Gu> Toriey, St. Paul,
Minn.
Rheuma gets right into the blood, dissolves
the uric acid crystals and passes them through
the kidneys and bowels.
This is the best way
to cure rheumatism. The manufacturers guarantee it.

New Advertisements. This ia the sausage
and you will find at Fogg’s Market
Deerfoot Farm sausage, bacon and ham, homemade sausage in links and bags, home-made

j

of the dissolution of the firm of
Morse, Robert F. Dunton retiring to
practice alone, and John R. Dunton and Ralph ;
I. Morse continuing under the same firm
name_tors. Silas S. Beckwith, Mr. and Mrs.
Ross E. Beckwith and Mr. and Mrs. Herman
O. Beckwith publish a card of thanks....A j
square piano but little used and in good condi- j
tion will be sold at a bargain. Apply to Peter
F. Welch, 60Union street, Belfast... The CoeMortimer offers $5 reward for information
...

j

that will lead

to the arrest of the thief who

a fire-ax from their hose house No. 4The Ground Gripper shoes are made on a last
that gives perfect freedom to every muscle of

stole

foot, yet the foot is properly supported.
only at The Dinsmore Store.... Business
opportunity in Rockland.You will find
everything for the kitchen, agate ware, tin
ware and wire goods, at L. J. Pottle’s 5, 10 and
25 cent store, Hay ford block, Church street...
See appointments of E. H. Boyington of Winterport, eye sight specialist... .The Belfast
Womans Club Tea Room will be opened Monday, Nov. 1st, under the management of Mrs.
Jqhn C. Black. Dainty lunches will be served,
cooked food on sale every day, baked beans
and brown bread Saturday. Special 25 cent
dinners 11 a. m. to 2 p. m-Housekeeper
wanted in a family of two. Easy work for the
right person. Apply at No, 116 Waldo avenue.
....Safety and service bring deposits of over
$2,000,000 to the City National bank of Belfast.
_Picture framing—prices right—at Carle &
Jones, Main street, Belfast... .Darby & Shales
have just received a full line of Apollo chocolates in packages and in bulk and have a fresh
the

Sold

stock of other candles....See notice of Belfast Savings bank book lost.

at

ROSCOE

A.KINGSBURY,
Assignee, Bangor.

YOUR EYES
ARE AS VALUABLE AS OUR OWN
|

and we recognize this fact. Your
good
will is absolutely necessary f> the health
of my business
That’s why I do m3' best to give you

perfect satisfaction.
Any lens replaced without the prescription.
Quick eye glass repairing. Any kind,
matter what the

nature of it may be.

FRANK F.

GRAVES,

no

graduate optometrist,
Successor to F. L. Adams,
I. O. O. F. Block.

PATTERSON* S
MUSIO SHOP,

$5.00Reward

.See notice

j

matter

once.

Th« co-partr,**rai.:p heretofore existing beRobert F. Dunton, J»hn R. Dunton and
Ralph I. Morse, under the firm name of Dun- j 47 Main
Street,
Belfast, Maine.
ton .& Morse, has been dissolved by mutual j
agreement.
MUSIC
MUSE.
TEACHING
I
Morse
and
will
conDunton
John R,
Ralph
tinue in partnership under the firm name of ;
RENTING
REPAIRING
Dunton & Morse, occupying the offices in Savings Bank Building fronting on Main street,
J. LEE PATTERSON, Proprietor.
and Robert F. Dunton will occupy the offices
fronting on Church street.
All persons indebted to the firm for completed business are requested tomahe payment
as soon as convenient.
Belfast, Maine, October 25. 1915.
ROBERT F. DUNTON.
JOHN R. DUNTON,
RALPH I. MORSE
lw43
Will he paid for information that will
tween

and their Uses.

Dunton &

tend to this

of Partiirsbip.

would ever acknowledge truth, right, love,God
were dead. The next meeting will be Nov. 9th,
when Miss Freeman of the Food Department of
the University of Maine will speak on Foods

not

paid by November, 15,
1915, will be left with a
lawyer for collection. It
will be cheaper
and
pleasanter for you to at-

Rheuma for Rheumatism

said.

head cheese, Frankfurters, Arlington hate and
bacon, etc....Five thousand rolls of 1916 wall
paper at 5, 6, 8 and 10 cents at Carle & Jones.

ten, Belfast. All bills

V. L. Hall and Mrs. Ojcar Wilkins, who will
make a visit.

neighbors of the nations at war and advocated
self depreparedness on land and water for
fence and that our nation might command the
respect of

send,Mildred K. Randall, Marguerite H. Owen,
Jessie M. Hart, Velma M. Mitchell and Blanche

attorney, Frank L. Whit-

Jenneys. Miss Thompson will leave today
Thursday,for home.accompanied by her grandmother, Mrs. John Thompson, her aunt, Mrs

season

ulations of those unable to attend. Mr. Edward Evans, in behalf of the Grange and
friends, presented the gifts in an apt and
brief speech and Mr. Ellis expressed his heartfelt thanks for the gifts, and the pleasure it
gave him to welcome so many to his home. On
departing at a late hour all wished Mr. Ellis I

from

Gannon and Mrs. Frank H
Mayo were accepted as members of the alum
ni, having been graduated in 1914. At tbi
close of the business meeting Mrs.
Mary S
Whitmore, in a brief speech, presented Miei
GeorgiaS. Pratt with a handsomely bourn
copy of miscellaneous poems by English au<
thors in honor of her coming marriage to Wil
liam H. Williams of Springfield, Mo„ whid
will take place early in November.
Mis
Pratt responded gracefully and will cherisl
the gift in her new home in the west. Th

Kathleen Colcord, Messrs. Byron Saltar,
Vaughan Hayes, Theodore Bramhall, Everett
Hatch and William Pendleton for the chorus;
Wesley Wood, violin, Dean Knowlton, double
bass, and Sturgis Dexter, clarinet, will play in
the orchestra.
and

A large birthday
coffee, etc were served.
cake with eighty candles decorated with pink
flowers and green formed the centerpiece.
Mr. Ellis cut and served the cake. The home
was decorated with bouquets of sweet peas,
pansies, etc. In the evening the whole county side attended, and the large rooms were

a

RALPH D.

Orders Taken for Clubs and Parties.

much changed over
is still a far-distant ideal, that preparedness
as well
seems to be a necessity for ourselves
laws are
as for other nations, that international
law suits
binding on nations only so long as the
a
nation’s wishes.” The war shows a rethe Ger; markable efficiency on the part of
atman army and nation which the speaker
found in
Convention.
There will be a chorus of 200 tributed to a form of State socialism
of
that country, only it is an autocratic instead
and an orchestra of 40 pupils from the
democratic socialism as desired by true socialMaine High schools, and they will also give
meMr. Wilson closed by comparing the
solos. Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, music ists.
teachers in the Belfast schools, accompanied chanical to the spiritual theory of life and saiu
the
the pupils to Bangor. Mr. Pitcher is chair- the world would never be willing to accept
man of the State committee of arrangements.
mechanical substitute for the true Bpirit God.
The Belfast pupils are Misses Marian Water- That it would offer itself on battlefields, enit
man, Frances Macomber, Katherine Kittridge dure hardship, suffer martyrdom, before

next Monday as previously announced, but the
dedication has been postponed until the shades
have been hung and the electric lights installed. The exercises will be held some evening
in the new building, when all interested may
attend.

and

November 1st,

a

j

was

MEN’S SUITS

MRS. JOHN O. BLACK.

j

Lunch

are

Under the management of

i

Davis

they

_

|

with 45 comrades and 26 Sons of Veterans
obligated. There were speeches by the Department Inspector and others, and manj
questions were asked and answered for the
good of the circle. At 5 o'clock sandwiches
doughnuts, cake, ice cream, fruit and coffee
were served from tables decorated with centerpieces of bright fall flowers. Mrs. Michae.
Collins was chairman of the committee ii
charge, and was assisted by a number of will

examine the

TEA ROOM

|

11!

how they fit,
workmanship, see
see

THE BELFAST WOMAN’S CLUB

a

n

sell at

say you never saw such values in

i

Cl .11

vve

made, inspect the
fabrics, review the styles. You’ll

Mrs.

v

them on,

how

|

*»

Belfast,

Maine.

vited.

mi

these suits

see

$15.00
Try

assured.

Mr.

are

SHALES,

High Street,

The ladies' of the Universalist Circle and
Social Aid will meet this, Thursday, afternoon
with Mrs. Giles G. Abbott, Lincolnville avenue*
A covered-dish supper will be served at 6,30
p. m., to which the men of the parish are in-

William York.

made
Grippers
for Men and Women and

ins

here,

A

A special meeting of the Board of Trade
and Mrs. Frank E Bramhall and Mr. and
returned Sun- will be held at the courthouse tomorrow, FriGeorge Priest of Boston
to Fairfield, where day, evening at 7.30 o’clock to discuss the
day night from an auto trip
Bramhall. Sat- matter of a food fair the coming winter, bet; they were guests of Ralph A.
Fairfield and Skowbe- ter freight service on the Belfast-Brooklin S.
are on sale in Belfast at
nter to Mr. and Mrs. Wood, who have been
urday they attended the
ball game, the former winning j S. Line and to complete the program for the
ing on Bayview street.
gan High foot
A. Bramhall. teacher of science Boys’ Convention next week.
to
0.
12
Ralph
worth
has
her
South
sold
Miss Edith M.
High school, Fairfield, is
!
Lawrence
the
in
se on Church street, formerly the Simpson
wiiciulauijua
school team.
H;vb
!
the
coaching
Circle will be held with the teachers in the
idenee, to Arthur Ritchie, who will move
John Cocnran j Peirce schoolhouse,Monday afternoon,Nov. 1st,
re from the Swan house, corner of Cedar
The November meeting of
|
Roll-call, current events; lesson
be held next Monday .n at 3 o’clock.
Spring streets, when Ralph D. Southworth
Chapter, D. A. R will
Club room with Mrs. Amos from chapters six and seven of the C. L. S. C.
family move to the new H. H. Coombs
Woman's
the
r<>
those
Among
the fraternities at
pledged
use on High street.
!
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher hostesses. book, Social and Economic forces in American
Colby are Robert Tyrell Carey, Islesboro, tc Clement and
to be History.
All members are requested to be
I The
be as follows: roll-call,
will
•USB ruuilicvj.
lamuji
program
Alpha Tau Omega, and Milton Cabot Stephenof noted American women; present at this meeting.
names
her
week
the
sisters,
answered
by
including
past
arty
son, Belfast, to Delta Upsilon.
of the White House and its
Mrs. Charles H. Walden and her nurse, MiBS
R. W. Messer of Rockland, Mrs. Helen
j paper. "History
The Boy Scouts met for drill in the
C. Frost, re- Christine
Opera
Mrs.
Stinson
of
H.
Collins
J,
Noted Women," by Mrs. Evelyn
Salem, Mats.,
Hall, who have been at Rocky Point
House last Friday afternoon under the direcCouncil by Miss
Pitcher’s Pond, for several months,
of the Maine D. A. R.
cottage,
i daughter Maude pf East Belfast. Other
port
tion of Orrin J. Dickey, and the examinations
returned home Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
E. Stoddard, Regent.
_nests were Mrs. Chester Sheldon and Miss for the
lirst degree were continued. No pa- Amy
P. Chase, who had been at the cottage for a
of
East
Stevens
senior member
Northport.
■igie
trols will t>e formed until all the candidates
Hon. Robert F. Dunton, the
short visit, also returned Tuesday,having closed
reof Dunton & Morse, has
Mrs. Lewis F. Gannon and Mrs. Herbert S.
have taken this degree. Weather
permitting ! of the law firm
and will conduct his pro- the cottage. Mrs. Walden has benefitted by
firm
the
from
the boys will take a short hike
tired
urey were guests of honor at a very pretty
today or tomorin the same the summer at the cottage and is gradually
nd informal reception at the Baptist vestry row, Friday.
fessional work separately, but
j
rooms off the
improving.
two
the
using
t Friday evening under the auspices of the
Chief Justice Albert R. Savage of Auburn, ! suite of offices,
Mrs. Stephen
The Young Ladies’ Social Union of the Bapoman’s Bible class and the Helping Hand
main office on Church street.
and Associate Justices Albert M.
work
Spear of I
tist church met last Monday evening with the i
L. Shute will do his stenographic
S
rcle, of which they are popular and active Gardiner and Leslie C. Cornish of
Augusta
Messrs. John R Dunpresident, Miss Della Knowlton. Plans for j
Mrs. Gannon left Saturday for
from 2 to 4 p. m„ daily.
embers.
will be in Belfast Tuesday, Nov. 2nd, and
the firm of the winter were discussed and plans talked of |
\ aterville, where she will spend the winter
ton and Ralph X. Morse continue
J
hold a hearing at the courthouse on the two
the
on
for a sale and entertainment.
Misses Edna j
Morse, using the offices
> be
i,unton &
near her sons Eugene and Lewis, stucases of the Belfast Water Co. vs. the
City of Main street side. Miss Margaret A. Dunton Hopkins, Ella Smalley and Mrs. Ethel Johnson j
nts at the Coburn Classical Institute, and
Belfa t, referred to them at the recent Sepwere added to the work committee.
Cocoa j
will continue with the firm.
I rs.Morey with her husband and son will leave
tember term of court.
and fancy eookies^were served by the hostess, t
Sir
Knights
y in November for Florida,where they will
i
including
A party of about 25,
It is planned to meet once in two weeks at the !
The High school dance in Odd Fellows’ hall
; end the winter in the hope of benefiting Mr.
their ladies,
„f Palestine Commandery and
orey’s health. The committee of arrange- last Friday evening was a great success in went to Camden Tuesday to be guests of Cam- homes of the members.
McKeen’s orchestra furnished
ents were Mrs. J. G. A horn, Mrs. Warren A.
every way.
installation,
Those who have not bought tickets for the !
den Commandery, K T„ at their
House,
M. Dutch, Mrs. Fred L. music and F. G. Spinney directed. A number
•chols, Mrs. F
Camden
Opera
in
the
ball
entertainment course to be given this winter !
and
banquet
of
the
older
were
of Wm. H.
couples
present and several i The
oward, Mrs. G. W. Howard and Mrs. Edwin
in the Colonial Theater under the auspices of
trip was made in the cars
Perkins. The evening was spent with music of the new dances were exhibited. Misses 1
A. Blair, ,
the Philharmonic association are advised to do
Hall, Elon IS. Gilchrest, Iiev. Arthur
and games.
Katherine Kittredge and Eleanor Bruce sold
and Arthur j so at once as the
Roy E. Young, Fred L. Toothaker
exchange sale will be held
after
home-made candy. Donald Shute, president
returned
; Monday, Nov 1st, the first atttraction, “The
Ritchie. Some of the party
At a meetBelfast Bowling Association.
of
the
school’s
Athletic
was
chairremaining
Association,
|
Servant in the House,” to be given Monday,
the installation and banquet, others
g held Thursday evening, Oct. 21st, at the
man
of the committee of arrangements. |!
for the ball. The Rockland and Vinaihaven
Nov. 8th. Prices of course tickets are $1 and
utch & Willey alleys the Belfast Bowling
Abjut $20 were realized.
I Commanderies were a'so guests.
$1 50, while single admissions will be 50 and 75
.ssociation was organized. The object is to
At the meeting, Oct. 20th, of Emma White
m
+
hf>
cents. Tickets may be procured of members
evelop bowling here and to have teams to
V.
11
nvum.*oi->U.
aum-tj
of the society, or at Pitcher’s music store.
meet teams from other places. It starts with Barker Tent, D, of V., an application for memAviation School and exhibition flier, of j
Saugus
The Ladies’ Guild of the North church was
membership of 65, and will soon reach the bership was received and comrade E. Q Frost 982 Main street, Melrose, and Philip Bulman,
1
Officers were elected as follows1 was obligated. It was voted to accept the inmit of 100.
19, parachute jumper, of 559 Pleasant street, entertained last Monday afternoon by Mrs.
resident, HodgdonC. Buzzell; vice president, j vitation of A. E. Clark Camp,S of V., to attend Malden, were killed last Thursday afternoon John W Jones at Windanspray cottage. About
red G. Spinney; treasurer, Ralph D. South- their open meeting November 1st. Mrs. Chas. i when one wing of their by-plane collapsed 25 were present and a pleasant social time was
worth; secretary, George Lowell; advisory A. Ludwick was made chairmen of the com- i and hurled them 800 feet to the Cliftondale enjoyed with sewing in the afternoon. A bufoard, H. A. Peters, chairman, Benj. F. Tuttle, mittee on the public supper to be given in marshes. Mr. Redding gave exhibitions at fet lunch of sandwiches, olives, pickles, cake,
Martin H. Webber, William E. Keene, Fred G. i Memorial hall Wednesday, Nov. 3d, and to se- several Maine fairs the past season, including doughuuts and coffee was served at 6 o’clock
j
her assistants
Tickets 25 cents. There
■'pinney; rules, regulations and schedule com- lect
the one in this city, and here as elsewhere by Mrs. Clarence W. Proctor, chairman, asbe
a
of
the
Tent
at
8
will
I
regular
E.
Wilmeeting
Cross,
mittee, Fred G. Spinney, Irving
proved to be a ski lful aviator and personally sisted by Mrs. Jones and Mrs. E. S. Bowker.
o’clock.
After lunch all gathered around the open fire
iam E. Keene, Fred M. Dutch and Martin H.
made a most favorable impression.
to toast marshmallows and enjoy asocial chat.
Shipping Items. Another Bath built ship
Webber.
Eight teams of live men each are
Committee. At the meeting |
The
School
already organized and match games will be has been sold to Pacific coast parties, the DiDr. E. D. Tapley recently bought the steam
of
the school committee Monday evening, Oct.
At the meeting this, rigo, 2845 tons, built by Sewall & Go. in 1894
layed until May.
owned by Dr. J. R. Brackett
25th, it was voted to insure the new Peirce I yacht Vancluse,
for
out-of-town
schedules
been
G.
W.
McNear ol
having
purchased by
Thursday, evening
i school building for $20,000, to be divided equal- | of Boston, one of the pioneer summer resiSan Francisco.Last Sunday the packe!
*:araes will be discussed.
! ly between the agencies of Field & Quimby I dents of Islesbcro, having a large estate just
1
schooner Sadie A. Kimball made the run frorr
below Dark Harbor, with boat landing on
! and R. W, Rogers, and to reinsure the Pitcher
Gloucester to Portland in Bix hours with let
harbor. When not in commission the
Thomas H. Marshall Circle, Ladies
ihcle.
school building and the piano in the High Gilkey’s
rail awash all the way. Capt. Kent and cool
was hauled up into a building and though
f the G. A. R., was officially inspected at a
school. It was voted to adopt the North yacht
built in 1887 in East Boston she is in excellent
comprised the erew....Sch. T. M. Nicholsor Dakota
Syllabus of Bible study as a standard
-pedal meeting Thursday afternoon, Oct. 21st- of the Nicholson fleet arrived at
condition. Her top work and inside finish is
Buckspori in the
of
v Mrs. Harriet G. Burr
Auburn, DepartSunday schools, whereby credits
city
last Friday from the Grand Jbanks with
solid mahogany and the material used throughThree other officers of the
ment Inspector.
are to be given on the High school course,
out in her construction of the best. She is 55
good fare of fish-The Bath built schoonei Voted to
the request of Mrs. L- P.
-tate Department were present, viz., Mrs. Ruth
grant
Tofa was totally wrecked on a coral reef of
feet in length and 11 feet beam. Her engine
\. Robinson of Winslow, president, Mrs. Etts
to allow her daughter Annie to attend
Piper
Little Cayman Island in the Caribbean Sei
and boiler had been removed and a gasoline
Wednesanc
schools
the
close
of
instructor,
to
the
Grade
Belfast,
patriotic
schools;
Savery
during a violent gale on Sept. 24th. All hands
engine will be installed in their places by L.
Mrs. Julia G. McKeen of Belfast, a member ol
noon to allow the teachers to reach Bangor
day
were saved.
4
A. C ombs, who is also givicg the yacht a
Memorial hall was decorated with j
he council.
for the opening exercises of the State leachAn Engagement Announced
Mrs. H. E
ers’ convention Thursday morning; and to general overhauling.
lags and bunting for the occasion and ther«
McDonald entertained the Monday Auctior
Twelve members of the Belfast High school,
After
was a large and enthusiastic attendance
grant the request from the Board of Trade to
friends last Saturday evening
allow the boys of the 8th and 9th Grades and chaperoned by Miss Melvina V. Parker, left
nspection Mrs. Burr highly commended the Club and a few
at her home on Church street, when the en
work and the efficiency of the officers of the
Wednesday nooD for Bangor by auto, where
the High school to attend the Boys’ Convengagement of Miss Louise M. Knowlton, 1
ircle. Thomas H. Marshall Circle is flourishtion Friday and Saturday, Nov. 5th and 6th* they will sing this, Thursday, morning at 10
The Peirce Memorial school will be opened o’cIock in City Hall at the State Teachers’
ngand now has 104 members in good standing member of the Club, and Mr. Charles Winslov

and Mrs. Henry M. Bennett have taken
for the winter in the P. D. H. Carter
use on Miller street and have rented their
rue, No. 166 High street, furnished, for the

Mr.

STEP IN

Wealso have a HeshStock of Other Candies

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs. Mary
Collins tomorrow, Friday, afternoon at 2
/clock. The afternoon will be spent in sewi g for the Girls’ Home, Anyone interested
in the work is invited to come and assist.

letADVERTISED Letters. The following
for in the Belfast post
ters remained uncalled
26th: Ladies—
office for the week ending Oct.
Mrs, Lizzie Marsine, MiBS Sara McCawley
H. P. Mcwith Montecarlo Girls Co., Mrs.
Gentlemen—
Ewan. Mrs. Stanley Wollasky.
Frank Murphy,
Mr E. A. Davis, For rent Green,

Chocolates

IN PACKAGES AND IN BULK.

j

Frank F. Graves, optometrist was called
rue last week to fit the eyes of a large number
f people ,who desired his services and his
He will
bee in this city is closed this week.
turn

Apollo

with

leave today for
Capt, Cleveland Downes will
Baltimore, Md„ to superintend the completion
the Munof the passenger steamer Munampr
having built at the Maryland
son Line ia
He will be absent about
The Citypoint Sewing Circle will have a
Steam Co.’s plant.
to New York in the ; baked bean
two months and will go
supper at the residence of Frank
E. Clark Thursday evening, Nov. 11th, beginship on her trial trio.

William F. Stevens is ill with nervous
rostration at her home on River Avenue,
v
Stevens is also on the sick list, having
een unable to work for several years.
Mrs.

A FULL LINE OF

Hospital

There will be a meeting of the Belfast
Musical Society at 7 30 p. m Tuesday ever..
Row
ing, Nov. 2nd. at the rooms on Phoenix
for the election of officers and to make plans
I
for the winter. A full attendance is requested.

declined to sell at that
Another farmer has reported that he
e.
his son dug all one day and got only a
jshel and a half of sound potatoes.

Potatoes,

JUST RECEIVED

of Belfast for intoxication.

your feet? Think of
this and give your feet
a chance to breathe by wearing the famous

interior of the Pythian block is receivgeneral repairs, the painters began work

i he
^

Thirteen cant of fish were received SaturThe rummage aale at the North church vesday from the Belgrade Lakes fish hatchery try will continue all day today, Thuraday, and
for local ponds.
this evening.
The Waldo County Veteran aaaociation will
Only two inmates in the county jail this
week: Charles Robbins of Belfast, for assault meet in Comet
Grange hall, Swanville, Nov.
for larceny; and battery, and Beecher Kendall 4th, when a full attendance is requested.

News of Belfast.

The

ROBERT F.

DUNTON,

ATTORNEY

Ail Gmallir at Lai,
Savings Bank Building.
Belfast, Maine.
October 25.

lead to the arrest of the thief who
stole a fire-axe from our Hose House
No. 4.
Iw43

The Coe-Mortimer Company.

~

W ANTHU
A housekeeper in a family of two. Easy
work for the right party. Apply at
No. 116 Waldo Avenue.

1915—12w43

We Examine

Square Piano
FOR SALE.
A square piano but little used and in good
condition will be sold at a bargain. Apply to
PETER F WELCH,
60 Union Street, Belfast.
lw43p

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our heartfelt thanks to
our neighbors, friends and the G. A. R. Post,
who so kindly remembered and assisted us
during the sickness and death of our beloved
husband and father.
Mrs. Silas S. Beckwith,
Mr. and Mrs Ross E. Beckwith,
and Mrs. Herman O. Beckwith.
Mr.
p

The Eyes
By Modern Scientific Methods
(without
And

tit

the aid of

the

Most

Glasses
At Reasonable Prices.

Broken Lenses

Belfast

Savings Bank

Notice is hereby given that Savings Book
Book No. 11,071, issued by this bank, has been
lost and application has been made for a duplicate book according to laws regulating issuing
new books.
WILMER J DORMAN, Treasurer
Belfast, October 27, 1915.—3w43

drugs)

Up-to-Date

Replaced

Chase & Doak,
-^Optometrists, sfc25 Main street,

Belfast, Maine,

Seaman’s bill

HONOR FOR MACCABEES’ BENEFACTOR

at Sea.

Aroostook

bringing from $2.25 down to $1.75. For
t iree or four days past they have not
gone very much beyond $1.75, although
$1.80 and even nearly $1.90 have been

divided among themselves as to
law should be

whether the seaman’s

is very

: re

case.

not

so

sure

that this will be

With the Pacific Ocean clean-

of ships in the foreign trade since the
enaciment of the lav,', the American
sailor finds his job leaving him. The
labor unions on the Pacific Coast, thereand
fore, are doing some heavy thinking
it is understood here that, the American
Federation of Labor seriously considers
abandoning its propaganda in favor of
The sailors are disturbed,
the act.
moreover, !by the ten tests of an able
Beaman promulgated by the Department
of Commerce in view of the obligation
under the law to define what an able seaThe first is a physical test, and
mar- is.
men familiar with the shipping business
man in
are curious to learn whether one
a hundred can pass the prescribed exThe
deamination for A. B. seaman.
the same
partment here perhaps has
chance to wink its eye as over the rules
it has algoverning safety appliances
ready promulgated, for tiie intent of
Secretary Redfield appears to be not so
much to enforce a rigid compliance with
the plain provisions of the law as to soften the rules as much as possible that
the full force of the act may not be visited upon unhappy ship owners.

may appear at a
robate Court, to be hem
Lei last, within and tor said
((unity, on the
ond luesday or November
next, at ten ,|
en-elv before noon, aim ,lmw cause, if any
have, why the same should m>t be proved
and
proved
allowed.
HS LI BUY, Judge
A true copy. Aite.si:
AHTHl'It YV. LloNAKI*. Register.

the buyers want it. The digfew fields is not yet completed,
strange as Jhis may appear. Most, of the
starch-factories have closed down or will
close down shortly. —Fort F'airfield Re-

ging of

Officials of the American Federation of
Labor

fast

as

be

giving out. that there would
to any
vigorous opposition by his union
the law.
attempt to repeal or modify
the

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons i„
terested by causing a copy of this order t„ L
published tlnee weeks su. cessively in The it.
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that the.

known in individual instances. The stock
fine, and has been coming fully

amended. Andrew Furuseth, president
of the International Seaman’s Union,
has been

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within
for the County of W aldo, on the 2nd Tuesdiv
ay
of October, a. D. 1915.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
•I will and testament of Wire. E. Nickers,
late of Swanville, in said
County of Waldo de’
ceased, having been pies me,I for probate
a,
bed Eugene Nickerson named as
executor
said will to serve without bonus.

Potatoes for the past week have been

Even Labor Doubtful About Its Value.
r Washington Cor. Boston Transcript.]
Now, it ia discovered, the labor unions
are

At

Potatoes.

as

.....

a

view, Oct. 20th.

ed

KeCintlU

VCISUS ouinum.

This point is interesting when it is recalled tnat in his letter to Secretary MeAdoo.made public by Mr. McAdoo today,

Mr. Redfield sharply criticises general
the Pacific
manager R. P. Schwerin of
Mail Steamship Company for selling his
a
comfortable
protrans-Pacific ships at
fit instead of waiting to see how gentle a
of
Comconstruction the Department
merce would place upon some of the annoying provisions of the seaman’s law.
Mr. Redfield is greatly shocked that the
Pacific Mail, which has made small profits until within the last year or two,
should seize an opportunity to sell out
at a high rate instead of waiting to take
its chances under the new law. Secrewith the
tary Redfield was caught al°o
suggestion that the Pacific Mail might
change over its ships from coal to oil
burners, thereby reducing the fire room

and bunker force by eighty or ninety
that Mr.
persons. It will be recalled
Furuseth charged that the intended sale
a
blrff and
of the Pacific Mail was all
that the company would seek to evade
the law making this shift. Mr. Schwerin
countered on this charge with the quiet
reply that the reductd force would cost
more than the larger one, as it must be
composed under the law of Americans.
The gallant Secretary Redfield here
came to the rescue with the suggestion
whichjappears not to have impressed Mr.
Schwerin greatly—that he knew nothing
in the law that would require the employment of Americans in this force.
Union Overplayed Its Games.

At a Probate Court held at
Belfast, within
for the County of w a mo on the second
r
day of October. A. I). U15

New Probate Laws
legislature amended Chapters 66 and
69 of the R*vie»d Stai uiee requiring executors,
administrators and ^uardiai.s to give public

Little did Supreme Commander Biua
M. West realize twenty-three years
ago, when skeeorganized the Woman’s
Benelit association of the Maccabees,
that she would one day be “first citizen" of Port Huron. Mich. That time
has come, and Oct. 22 was the day set
aside by the city as a holiday to honor
her while slft> laid the cornerstone of
the new $200,000 home of the Maccabees. Hie photograjAi shows her breaking ground for the building.

THE NORTHPOKT CHAPEL.

j

port,

ff,

j

!

Maine Farms for Sale, 1915.

v~anai

/aci

t>ui

ixcspuusiuic.

their efforts to minimize ihe ill effect ot the new law upon the steamship
companies the labor unions first brought
the charge that the Panama canal act
and not the seaman’s law was responsible
for the sale of the Pacific Mail steamships. This act, it will be recalled forbade the use of the waters of the
canal to steamships owned
by railroad companies, thus aiming to strike
a
blow at a class of steamship development that would have been impossible except in conjunction with the
railroad lines. Tne wisdom of this prohibition need not be discussed in connection with the sale by the Pacific Mail,
however, for Mr. Schwerin has tried to
make it clear why the Panama act was
In the
not a factor in the transaction.
letter to the secretary of the Lake Michigan Passenger Lines Association Mr.
Schwerin says:
“The Pacific Mail Steamship Company operated two lines of steamers,
which are operated absolutely upon entirely different policies and conditions.
One was a line operating to San Francisco and Central American ports, with a
terminus at Balboa, and the other was a
transpacific line, operating from Sam
Francisco via Honolulu and Japan ana
Philippine ports, to Hongkong. Neither
line had any interchange of business;
their services were as distinct as though

entirely foreign corporations
and the methods of doing business on
both lines pertained absolutely to the
they

were

foreign countries which they served and
which, you know, under the law of those
countries would have absolutely nothing
There is practicalnation that can operate freely in
ly
the trade between the Pacific Coast of
the United States and the Orient, and
comply with the terms of the seamen’s
act, without any inconvenience whatsoever, except the Japanese.’’

in common.
no

Captain Dollar’s Summary.
The criticism by Secretary Redfield
that the Pacific Mail ships were sold
simply because of a good chance offered
and not in fear of the seamen’s law
would have more force if it were not
true also that all other American-owned
ships on the Pacific plying in the Oriental trade are also dodging out from under
the American flag. The situation was
tersely summarized by Captain Robert
Dollar of San Francisco in a letter addressed to the secretary of the Lake
Michigan Passenger Lines Association, a
letter which speaks with frightful eloof Ameriquence of the discouragement
can commerce by the La Follette seaman’s act.

DRINK

HABIT
RELIABLE HOME

TREATMENT

The ORRINE treatment for the Drink Habit
be used with absolute confidence. It deor other
stroys all desire for whiskey, beer
alcoholic stimulants. Thousands have successfully used it and have been restored to lives of
sobriety and usefulness. Can be given secretly. Costs only $1.00 per box. If you'fail to
get results from ORRINE after a trial, your
Ask for free booklet
money will be refunded
telling all about ORRINE
Read & Hills, City Drug Store, Belfast.
can

acres;
tillage,
5 wood, 5 timber, 30 pasture, well watered.
Soil, light loam, clay bottom.
Orchard of 90 trees; apples, mostly winter varieties, cherry
and pear trees.
House. 2 stories, 28x38 with veranda;
ell, 14x28; 12 rooms, besides closets,
pantries, etc.
Barn, 34x96; carriage
house, 24x24; hen house, 12x24; blacksmith and repair shop, 20x30; barn,
sheds, woodshed, ice house, and silo.
Five minutes walk to Frankfort post office and 3 minutes w: lk to B. & A. railroad station.
Price, $4,000. Owned by
Annie W. Glidden, Frankfort.

searsmont.

Hen house,

ell, 18x20.

15x60;

chicken housp. 15x10; ice housp. Nearest village, Searsmont, 1 1-2 miles; nearest railroad station, Belfast, 11 1-2 miles.
Price, $2,000. Owned by M. A. Rolerson, Searsmont..
lown of Searsport.

G*
__

lown or

No. 230—Farm of 100 acres; more or
less; 36 tillage, 15 wood, 30 limber, remainder in pasture. Soil, light loam.
Orchard of 50 apple trees. House, 1 1-2
story, 9- rooms. Barn, 4cx60; shed,

40xi8;

4pnl

^

~

Town of Thorndike

No. 233—Farm of 150 acres; 60 tillage,

30 wood,

about 5

pasture.

Soil, ,rock

300

or

more

meadow,

loam.
trees; one-half

remainder

Orchard of

grafted,

va-

Lincoln

PKOCLAMAUCJiV

and prayer and invite the people throughthe land to cease their wonted occupations and in their several homes and
places of worship render thanks to Al
out

mighty God.”

culcukd.

Mr. Colcorcl married and since then has
been living on the shores of Penobscot
bay in the ohi home of nis great-grandfather, who was a shipbuilder there
S
C. W.

leased. Dizziness, spots before the eyes, blackness and a miserable feeling generally are indications that you need Dr. King’s New Life
Pills. Take a dose tonight and you will experience grateful relief by morning. 26c.

v

ui

Will

IIC1U

JAMES
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

—

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing
It is pleasant.
Syrups.
It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Nareotic substance.
It destroys Worms and allays Feverit
relieves Constipation, Wind Colic, all
^I'oess. Troubles
and Diarrhoea.
Teething
It regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural
sleep.
Tlie Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

The Kind You Have
Bears the

In Use For Over
O M F» ^ N V

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
at all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court io be held at Belfast, on the 9th
day of November next, ami show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
a. lowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
SS—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
fast, on the 12ti: day of October, 1916.
Mary E. Estes, administratrix on the estate of
Law rence E. Estes late of Brooks, in said. County, deceased, having presented her first and final

WALDO

30 Years.

NCW

VORK

CITY,_

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County

I

that all persons interested may attend at a ProCourt, to beheld at Belfast,on the 9th day
of November next, and show cause, if auy they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur \V. Leonard, Register.
bate

ll-

■

--t

floor.

51x42;

I

dinary flour when your groeer can give you William
Tell, milled from Ohio Red

ribbon

and do

You

win domestic science
with the

blue

some

baking.

can

prizes

good things baked
Tell, the

from Williatu

—

THE JOURNAL has been, is and will continue to be
a
heme paper in the fullest
acceptance of the term. It
is the work of home people and devoted to home interests.

Nearest
village, East Dixmont, 1 1-2 miles; Mon4
miles.
Nearest
railroad
roe,
station,
Brooks, 8 miles. Price, $2,500. Owned
by Maurice M. Hamm, Monroe, R. F. D.

$2.00
2.10
2.25

RC°ln,lly*

....

_

At a Probate Court, held at
for the County of Waldo,
October, a. D. 1915,

heifast, wttniu
on

the 12tli dav

NICHOLS oi Searsport, in said Com
administrator with the will annexed,
tne estate of Jane A.McClure, late of
s**arsn’.
in said County of 'Vaklo.
deceased, having m,
sen ted a petition
praying that the Judge ,»t 1
bate may determine who are entitled to said
tate and their respectiye shares under the w
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice
all persons interested by
causing a copy of r,
order to be published three weeks successive
y
in 1 lie Republican Journal, a
newspaper publish
ed at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate
to
be held at Belfast, within and for sa t
touit,
County, on tlie 9rn day of November, a. p
1915, at ten of tlie clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the praye: of .said
petitioner should not he granted.
JAmEtt LIBBY, Judge
A true

All.

■

copy. Attest:
Arthur W.

Leonard,Itegister.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within
an
lor the County of W aldo, on the 12th
dav
Octob.-r, A. I>. 1915.

Goldman of Belfast, in said count
Rose
Waldo, motile' of Fannie Kubenstein
Alec

\
m

Rubensteiu. having presented a p.-t n
praying for a change of name* of said Fain,
Kubenstein ami Alee Rubensteiu to tlie uai
of Fannie Goldman and Alec Goldman.
Ordered, that

tlie said iiMiiilnimr

„irU

an persons interested
by causing a copy of it;
i order to be published three weeks successive
in Hie Republican
Journal, a newspaper n :
lished at Belfast, tliat they may
appear at a pi
bate Court, to he held at Belfast, within and t
said County, on the hth day of Novembn ,\. 1
at
ten of the clock before noon, and show
1^3o,
cause, if any they have, why the pray<
f said
petitioner should not he granted
JA;viES LIBBY. Judge.
A true

copy.

Attest:

Arthur VV. Lkhnard, Register.
At a Probate Court hem at Beitast. within m.
for the County uf Waido.onthe 12th da\
*
October. A. I) 191 f.
C1 MMa JONES BARKER of Belfast, n
County, executrix of the vvi! of Ann a M
Nash. ,ate of Belfast, in said
County of \\
deceased, having presented a p tition pra\i
tint a liceuse may be granted lor to sell
convey ceriHin real estate belonging to said
tate, desci ihed in saidp tition and im the
poses therein set lorn.
Ordered. I hat the said petitioner give notice r
all persons interested by
causing a corn of :i
ordci to he
published three weeks sueees>iv.-;s
i he Republican .Journal, a
iiewspap.-i ; i,;
at
elfast, that they ma\ app.ar t a | V
C<mrt. to he held at
ciiast. u dim, ami }..r s
County, on tin* bth day m November, A I) r.<:
ai ten ot the clock before noon, and
a e.t,
it any they have.why the pra\er m saa!
•it
er should not be granted.
James LIBBY, Judge.
A true
copy. Attest:
ARTHi k W. laoxAiai. Register.
At

a

Pr hate Comi

neiti at

h»r the County of Waldo,
October, A. 1).. i y 15.
1

hri.’--i wulun
on the 12th

n’a\

u

r UCY P. MITCHELL, Curtis B. Mitchell ai
11 Sawyer, trustees undei the lav
will ot ( urtis B. Mitchell, late of
Unity, in sai
ouuty of Waldo, deceased, having pr'se .ted
petition prsy ing ior a license to sell and convev
certain real est te belonging t > said ecease-i
estate as described in
aid petition and for tl
purposes therein set forth.
Ordered, That the said petitioners give notice t
ah persons interested by
of this
causinga
Dialer to he published three weeks copy
successively
in 1 lie Republican
Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they
appear at a Probate
Court, to he held at Belfast, within and tor said
Bounty, on the yth day of November, A. 1>. iyir>
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause
if any they have, why the prayer of said
petition
ers should n#t he
granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
mu tit W. l.to.NABD, Register.

..A]lco

j

_A

\ DMINISTRATRIX’S
seriher

J\

been
of

Mi I R E.

The

suh-

hereby gives notice that she has
duly appointed administratrix of the estate

ALLEN M. MOODY, late i Lincoinville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, aud giveu
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and ai'
indebted thereto are requested to make pay<

ELLEN H. MOODY,
LiDCOluviile, Me., October 12, 1916,

AD

MlMh'lKA TOR'S

NOTICE.

sub-

me

NOTICE*

jl

The"

M 1NISTKATR1 X’S
subhereby gives notice that she has
been duly appointed administratrix of the estate oi
FRANKLIN A. RHODES, late of Northport,
in
the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the iaw directs,
ah persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
lesired to uresent the same for settlement and
til indebted thereto are requested to make paynent

immediately

Northport, Me.,

BEULaH r nealey.
October 12, 1915.

NOTICE.
The subscriber heieby gives notice that she has
ADMINISTRATRIX’S
been

duly appointed administratiix of the

es-

THOMPSON, late of Knox,
n tiie County of
Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as tile law direc's. All persons having
lemands against the estate of said deceased are
to
lesired
present the same tor settlement, and
ill indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
L ELI A M. THOMPSON.
Thorndike, Me., October 12,1915.
L.

NOTICE. The subscriber hereapthe last
testament

EXECUTRIX’S
by gives notice that she has been duly
of
will and
pointed

executrix

Df

The publications included in our clubbing offer
may be sent to different addresses.

Nortnport.

No. 229—Farm of 160 acres; 35 tillage,
10 in cranberry bog, remainder in wood
and timber. Soil, good. Orchard of
100 trees, different varieties.
House,
32x25; ell, 45x18; 8 rooms. Two barns,
34x43, and 30x40; engine house, 2 hen
houses and blacksmith shop. This farm
joins Pitcher pond, a lake 3 miles long.
Nearest village, Saturday Cove, Northport, 2 3-4 miles; and nearest railroad
station, Belfast, 7 miles. Price, $3,000.
Owned by George F. Herrick, Lincolnville, R. F. D. 2.

Clubbing Offers,

The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,

15 head of cattle and 4 horses.

Oidered, That tlie said petitioner give untieall pei sons interested
by causing a
of
ordor to be published three weeks copy
successh
b',ptilihc::ii Journal, a newspaper ;
lishecl at Belfast, that they may
appear at a p
OU,t' t(> ,)e ,ie|d at Belfast, wnliiu and
tJ,e •KU ia> 1,1 November. A
l«
iwio, at ten of the clock before noon, ;u:U *|
cause, it any they have, why the praye; ot s
petitioner should not be granted.
JaMEs LIBBY, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur w. Leonard, Register.

;ate of
ERWIN

Onr

shed, including summer kitchen, 24x28;
silo, 10x23; water in kitchen, spring
water in pasture, near barn; tie-up for

Town of

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

flour that goes farther.

Lawn and shade trees.
Barn,
hen house, 12x24; ice house, wood-

the estate in her hands
tlie persons whose names

I'vtition, by the Judge of \\

AD scriber

Winter Wheat. Order a sack

today

j

1

ounty <>i Waldo
petition praying

bonds as the law directs. All per sous having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
ail indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately to George E. Johnson of Belfast, Me., iny authorized agent in the State of
Maine.
JOSEPH S, CKEHORE.
Danvers, Mass., October 12, 1915.

ter.

i

‘SaiU

a

scriber hereby gives notice that lie has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
HENRY CKEHORE, iate of Liucolnvilie,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ana given

ESTABLISHED 1829.

bal-

ot

(

■

a

Always Bought

11

bate
!

Leonard, Register.

account of administration ot said estate for allowance.

first mortgage at‘6 per cent. Owned
by George L. Perry, Lincolnville Cen-

Don’t waste time with or-

111

ance.

Signature of

01

ot

a distribute n ot
main mg, among

LIBBY, Judge.

WALDO SS.— In Court ot Probate, held at belli
last, on the 12th day of October, 1915,
Florence 1). Clmpies,executrix of the will of i.ois
V. Chaples, late ot Belfast, in said County, rieceased, having presented tier first and final account of administration of said estate for allow-

L

Belfast, in 'aid
ceased, having presented
mie

WALDO SS.—In Court ot Probate, Held at Belli
last, on the 12th day October, 1915. Harry
Bangs, administrator oi the estate of Manly
Foote, late of .'earsport. m said County, deceased, having presented iiis first account of administiation ot said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof lie given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
h newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be heal at Heliast, on Hie 9th
day of Nevember next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should no?
be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur w. Leonard, Register.

for Infants and Children.

ain1

ANDREWS of Belfast, in said Co
MAHlK
ty: uX?Pl,tLrix. t,le wiil Hattie K.

1

E.

ance

Town of Monroe.
No. 227—Farm of 220 acres; 65 tillage,
85 wood, remainder pasture. Soil, clay
loam.
Orchard of 60 trees, grafted
fruit. House, 22x26; ell, 14x30; 10 rooms.
Barns, 40x76; 40x50; 30x36; blacksmith
shop, 15x28; shed, 28x30. Saw mill,
good machinery, long lumber, shingles,
staves and barrel heads.
The mill and
dams have had $2,500 laid out on them
the last 4 years. Nearest village and
railroad station, Brooks. Price, $6,000.
Owned by N. S. Bunker, Brooks.
No. 228—Farm of 90 acres; 40 tillage,
15 wood, 35 pasture.
Soil, especially
adapted for corn and pota'.oeB. Orchard
of about 200 trees; different varieties.
House, 24x26; ell, 16x22; 5 rooms on first

nri-

neiuisi, willlin

!"t.tlrT)yi;,i6"4l,KI' "uth- l*'b"»»“

writing directs.(Approved March

UH—<11

1

Lkon (rd, Register.
rtl

1

c

they have, why the said account should not be

:

QET RID OF THOSE POISONS
IN YOUR SYSTEM !
You will find Dr. King's New Life Pills a
most satisfactory laxative in releasing the
poisons from your syBtem. Accumulated waste
and poisons cause manifold ailments unless re-

A true copy. Attest:
A MUCK YV.

allowed.

cellar, shop, 12x16; hen house, 12x10;
Farm cuts from 25
sugar house, 15x18.

Owned by F. L. Cunningham, Troy.

..

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

At a Probate lonit r»eld at Beltast within and
for the Com t> of VNaldo. on the second Tilesday ot October, a. 1 1916.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
iasi will and testament of Melnotte F.
h entworth, late ol
Searsport. in said Count' ot
Waldo deceased, having been presented for
probate. Annie M. \' entworth named executrix
in said will to serve without bond.
Ordered, that notice be given to aN persons in
teiested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Piobate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday ot November next, at ten of the clock
belore noon, and show cause, if any they have,
tlie same should not be proved, approved
; nil allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

frnjj.

|

Terms, $1,000 down,

portion of the legacy in bonds,
the interest to be used in the up keep or
a

voted to

IHAISKbGlYTNG

before noon,and sln>w cause. H anv
they ha.
wny the same should not be proven am
11
and allowed.

Section nine of chapter sixty-nine of the Revised Statutes is amended by inserting after
the word “guardians” in the first line of said
section, the following words, “shall give notice
of their appointment and make retur thereof
to the probate court in the manner provided
I by lawf reiatirg to notices of appointment by
I ext outers and administrators.”

kinds, mostly Baldwins,

natural

No. 225—Farm of 150 acres; 35 tillage,
75 wood and timber. 40 pasture.
Soil, Soil, black and red loam. Orchard of
rocky loam. Orchard of 150 trees; most- ; 200 apple, 15 pear, 15 plum and cherry
Baldwins
and
ly
Kings. House, 33x24, trees; also small fruits—strawberries,
9 rooms.
Barns. 50x40, and 33x27; ell, currants and
gooseberries. House, 1 1-2
28x30; 2d ell, 18x16; ice house, 12x12; Ij story, 9 rooms. Barn, 40x100, hen and
workshop, 18x15; hen house, 10x25; 2d, ! hog house, 15x40; ice house, 16x16;
12x10.
Running water in house and woodshed, 24x28; silo. Buildings in
barn.
Farm cuts about 35 tons of hay; first class
condition, all painted within
is near corn factory and is good corn two
years, except ice house, which is
or
land
of
land,
crop
any kind. Nearest new.
Well at each end of barn, also one
village, Liberty; nearest railroad sta- at door; large cistern in cellar. This
tion, Union, Price, $2,500. Owned by farm is one-half mile to church and
C. M. Howes, Liberty.
school; two miles to creamery, on R. F.
D. and telephone line. Price, $4,000.
own oi Lincomvme.

Price, $3,900.

10, 1915 )

The trustees wil.

o.e-half
House 2 stories, 30x30;
ell, 40x16; 12 rooms, 8 closets. Barn No,
1, 40x45; No. 2, 24x32; stable, 30x30. and
rious

Liberty.

60x40; woodshed, 23x16; summer kitchen,
29 1-2x16 1-2; a built-in refrigerator,
5x7; garage.
Buildings all connected.
House painted, windows all screened
full length. Spring water. Set range,
hot and cold water.
Hot air furnace ir.
basement. Cess pool on lower side of
road to care for all waste water. Groat
possibilities for summer resident. Nearest village and railroad station, Camden.

invest

mother.

in

<» ».<■»v/

No 234—Farm of 140 acres; 40 or 50
tillage, 20 wood, a timber, remainder in
pasture; tillable land free from rocks.

No. 226—Farm of 102 acres; 35 tillage,
10 wood, 20 timber, 37 pasiure. Soil,
loam. Orchard of 165 apple and pear
trees.
House, 38 1 2x29 1-2; ell, 26x20;
8 finished rooms, attic and bath.
Barn,

Mahoney’s

judge

why
[Lileiary Notre in the Boston Herald ]
Washington, Oct. 21. Pres. Wilson
No. 231 —Farm of 25 acres, under good today issued his annual Thanksgiving
“Who is Lincoln Colcora?” This quesstate of cultivation; 40 fruit trees, in
Proclamation, dwelling strongly tn tne tion has been asked by many since the
good bearing. House of 7 rooms, with fact that this
SS.—In court ot Pro Date, held at Belcountry has escaped being appearance of his remarkable “Vision of
closets; ell, 14x20. Barn, 30x40; carWALDO
fast. on the 12th day of October, 1916.
riage house, 16x26, 2 stories, built last drawn into the world war ihat is raging War.’’ His career has been rather un- Marie L. Andrews, executrix ol the wili of
Hattie E. Howes, late of Belfast, in said Omni
This farm cuts from 15 to 18 tons in
year.
Europe. His proclamation setting usual. He was born on board the C. A. ty. deceased,
having presented her fiistand final!
of hay. Pasture well watered by brook,
acccounc
Nov.
as
25th
Thanksgivii g Littlefield when that bark was off Cape allowance.ot administration of said estate for
also 2 never failing springs. It is 1 2 Thursday,
said
in
part:
Horn. His father was captain of the
mile from post office, on main traveled Day,
of peace has been
“Another
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
road.
Price, $3,000; one-half can re- vouchsafed us.yearAnother
ship, which was afitrwiirtis sold to Nor- weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
in
which
year
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Counmain on mortgage if parties desire
wegians and lost in 1891. As a boy he ty, that all persons interested may attend at a
to take thought ot our duty to
Owned by Melvin M. Whittum, Sears- not only
Probate Court, to be held at Beirast, on the
ourselves and mankind but also to
arjust went to sea with his family until he was 9th
port.
day of November next, and show cause if
ourselves to the many respm ibiiities
14, making voyages to China, Australia, auj they have, why the said account should not
Town of Stockton Springs.
thrust upon us by a war which has inbt allowed.
No. 232—Farm of 80 acres; 25 tillage, volved almost the whole of Europe. Out South Africa and South America. After
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
remainder in wood and pasture.
Soil, of darkness and perplexity have come that he went to live in Searsport, Me.,
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
sandy and clay. Orchard of about 40 firmer councils of policy anti clearer per- where he attended the
his
trees; differet t varieties. House, 24x32; ceptions of the essential wellare of ihe preparatory education high school,
having oeen reell, 18x24; 10 rooms, 2 halls, 2 pantries. nation. We have prospered while other ceived on
shipboard. Later he attended n' tast. on the 12th day lUUrtLC,
of October 1915.
Barn, 42x48; 3 hen houses, ice house, people w*ere at war, but our
the University of Maine and studied civil A. H. Nichols, administrator,
with the will an
prosperity
carriage house, blacksmith shop. Two has been vouchsafed us, we believe only engineering, after which he took
on
the
estate
of
.Jane
A.
nexed,
McClure, late of
up ei
good wells of water, pumped to house that we might better perform the func- gineering in the Maine woods.
Searsport. in said County, deceased, having pre
sen ted his first account of administration of said
and barn. Good neighborhood, store tions which war
It was not until 1908 that he
rendered il impossinle
began estate for allowance.
1-2 mile, steam saw mill near. Good for them to perform.
Now therefore, I. writing, short siories, most of them of
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
potato and corn land. Nearest village Woodrow* Wilson, President of the the sea, and Countless
picturing scenes weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
and railroad station, Prospect, 1 mile. United States ot
do hereby wi;h which he had grown familiar in his a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
America,
Price, $2,500. Owned by Mrs. Clara E. designate Thursday, the 25th day of No youth. These were
that all persons interested may attend at a Propublished in tfte
to be held at Belfast, on the 9th
Harriman, Augusta, 16 Murray street.
vember next, as a day of Thanksgivii g American and other magazines. In 1910 bateofCourt,
November next, and show cause, if anv
day

to 50 tons of hay.
Never tailing water
in house and pasture; 1,500 sugar maples;
and
farm
tools
included in sale.
Town of Jackson.
|1 sugar
need repairs. Split stone cellar
No. 224 —Farm of 150 acres; 50 tillage, 1 Buildings
under w hole house. Crearn, milk and R.
50 wood and timber, 50 pasture. Soil,
D. routes and telephone line pass the
excellent for nay land.
Orchard of 50 F,
door.
Nearest village and railroad staHouse cf 10
trees; different varieties.
Separate lot of 20
This farm is one-eighth tion, Thorndike.
rooms; barn.
Price, $1,600.
of a mile from town of Jackson, 4 miles acres, $200 additional.
Owned by George E. Files, Watervilie,
from railroad station, Brooks. Price,
R. F. D. 41.
$2,500. Owned by Dr. N. R. Cook, and
Town of Troy.
M. Lawrence Cook, Brooks.

Town of

the street to the entrance... It was also
voled to place a handsome memorial
window in the chapel in memory of Mr.

the building.
The trustees are C. O.
expend a portion of the
ex Chaplain David
Dickey,
president;
money in improving and beautifying the
Tribou, U. S N., Bueksporr; C. E. Frost,
chapel and "grounds, as was stipulated Edwin
Frost, Belfast; A. B, Whitten,
should be done by the will. It was voted
Isaac Hills, William Piilsbury, Carrol
to build an extension 12 feet long, on the
Clark, Northport. The committee met
easterly side of the chapel, to give more [
Wednesday night, October 20th, to make
I
room for the public slippers and other
for the work and receive
I
social affairs of the parish; to install arrangements
! bids on the labor. The committee is C.
electric lights; to paint the building
: O.
Dickey, Isaac Hills and A. B. Whitwhite; to refinish the interior; to put on ten. W ork on
grading was begun last
new gutters and outside windows; to
week.
grade the grounds and build a walk from
was

A mother of six children writes: “My baby
very sick and a friend of mine suggested
trying Dr. True’s Worm Elixir Now I have
six children and am never withJB
out Dr. True’s Elixir, the Fam0
ily Laxitive and Worm Expeller, in my house. Mrs B
N |Gile, West Newbury. Mass
Lots of other children’s cases
seem almost hopeless when the
trouble is worms
Signs of
worms
Mark trade
are:
Deranged stomach, swollen upper lip. sour stomach, offensive
breath, hard and full belly with occasional
gripings and pains about the navel, pale face
of leaden tint, eyes heavy and dull, twitching
eyelids, itching of the nose, itching of the rectum, short, dry cough, grinding of the tee h,
little red points sticking out on tongue, starting during sleep, slow fever. At all dealers—
35c. 50c .and $1 00. Advice free. Write

C/V

his native town, and at a recent
of the trustees of the church it

meeting

was

Auburn, Maine.

George S. Mahoney' of Boston, who
died a few years ago, left a legacy of
$3000 to the little chapel in East North-

!

Child’s Life Saved

^

n.-tice of their appointment.
Chapter 66 is amended so as to read as follows:
“Section 40
Every executor or administra
tor, within three months after his appointment or within su<*h further time, not exceeding three months, as the judge allows, shall
uause public notice of his
appointment to be
published in some newspaper published in the
I county where the deceased last dwelt, if in the
•
State, and shall give such fdiujier notice as the

...r

t.....——

This is the title of a pamphlet issued
by the Maine Department of Agriculture in which “Maine’s Superior Agricultural Advantages” are set forth, the
text supplemented by many beautiful
half-tone illustrations. Then follows a
list of farms for sale, arranged by counThe flourdering attempts of Secretary
Redfield to meet the criticisms of the ties. The following are listed for Waldo
j
seaman’s law have not improved good county.
[
opinion of the law in quarters where the
Town of Frankfort.
strongest support of it was expected. It
No. 223—Farm of 100
60

In

purporfmg

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
causing 51 ‘‘"by °i this order t<, i.’o
minium. three
published
weeks
successively in Tim
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
a
uSonl’^ui
I11 and for said Court, to be field n't
within
Belfast,
County,on these*,
Tuesday ot November next, at ten of the cl*u”k

The lust

—

has not set well with the members of the
Pacific Coast Unions to hear the Secretary
of Commerce first advise a great steamship company to reduce its force, to comply with the requirements of a new law
intended to benefit labor, and then to
hold out the furcher bait that the department charged with administering ihe
law would make no objection to the employment of Japanese in place of AmeriMost of the
cans.
responsible labor
leaders now recognize the piain fact that
the International Seaman’s Union overplayed its game in forcing the passage of
so drastic a law and actually restricted
the employment of American labor,while
intending to compel it.

certain instrument,
to be the
will and testament m Eben C.
Clem, 1
ol YVinterpoi t, in said (
minty oi v.
deceased. Having been piesented for jna
• lattie
A. Clement named executrix with,
bonds.

A

late

Subscription Terms: One
three

year,

$2.00; six months, $1.00;

months, 50 cents.
.Send in

subscription now.
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY.
your

Belfast, Maine.
FOR SALE AT YOUR CROCERS

JOHN H.

GORDON.'iate of Brooks,

in the Count) of Waldo, deceased,
All persons
ha ving demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for set.lenient, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
ELLA N. GORDON.
Brooks, Me., October 12, 1915.
A DMINISTRAfOK’S

NOTICE.

The

sub-

scriber hereby gives notice that lie has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
lOSGOoD WOODBURY, late of Northport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
CLARENCE O. WOODBURY.
Northport, Mc„ October 12.1915.

DRIVE NAILS INTO HINDENBURG.

Pleasure
to Bake with a

“It’s

SOME

a

\

Magee
Range”

“CHESTNUTS.”

I from the Good Will Record j
a
September evening on the
of Little Moose Lake itTthe Adiwas
a fortunate guest, and
I
iacks.
fW of us had gathered around the
There was an auat, open fireplace.
nal chill in the air, and a fire had
» kindled; one of our.number had ex-ned, in the language recorded in the
ent Scripture,
“Aha, aha, I have
the fire; 1 am warm.’’
i.e head of the household —a gracious
nan—was there; a gr ty-haired man
a slightly baldwas convalescent,
.ed man who was a cripple, and a
;ge student, completed the party.
\nd there were some chestnuts. I do
mean that it was late enough in the
for chestnuts to have matured,
son
that the frosts had come to open the
urrs, and that the nuts had been gathThat does not happen in Septem1 mean chestnuts—just old, old
e. ries
that you have heard and heard,
that we have all laughed at and that
laugh at again when they are
in the right environment.
pleasant was the environment, so
-rful the blaze under the dark frownstone mantel, and so congenial the
ipany that evening, that any old story
k v
:id go.
So we all thought.
15
Speaking of fertile soil,” said the
alescent man with gray hair, “1
never heard anything that quite
A man told me
als that in Mexico.
ut trying to plant some cucumber
K
He spaded the ground, got the
‘s.
ready and opened <i hill. He dropped
or three seeds into the soil, and beto sprinkle earth over them with his
i, when things in that hill began to
Something bobbed up so qu ckly
sent some of the soil into the
s face, and some of it got into his
Those cucumber seeds had sproutaw
is quickly as that, and the vines were
,\ing. The man tried to get away
1
the vines grew so fast that he got ail
I gled up in them As a last resort he
d to get hold of his jackknife in his
K users pocket so that he could cut the
s and escape he found that a cucum-r had ripened and gone to seed in his
*
k a t. •’
was

res

■
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raid head, ‘‘I heard that story several
.rs ago; seems almoat incredible that
es
could grow like that, but if you
that a man told you so, I am not
ng to doubt it—that is, I am not going
uubt that he told you.
Speaking of
umbers reminds me” continued the
pie with the slightly bald head, "that
an in Rhode Island went hunting one
He thought he knew where there
a
flock of wild ducks feeding in a
•rr all pond.
He crept up a hill, through
bushes, till he could look right down
the pond. That pond was full of
ks; there were so many of them that
couldn’t see a drop of water any
a: ere; they were were just wedged in
aether, those ducks were. The man
was so excited, that, instead of waiting
them to fly and taking them on the
g, he fired both barrels of his gun at
m.
The whole mass of ducks rose
the air;it looked as though he hadn’t
one of them, but that was because
were wedged in so tight, that the
: s
he had hit couldn’t drop. When
flock got up about thirty feet above
water, the ducks began to spread out
little, the dead ones began to drop, and
nicked up forty-two as a result of that
shot. But of course wild ducks were
c re
plentiful in Rhode Island in those
bays than they are now. I have hunted
m there myself, but I have never had
a shot like that.”
Very good,” said the convalescent
with the gray hair, “a good story, I
always laugh when I hear it; I don’t see
tut that it sounds just as ridiculous as it
the day that grandfather told it to
ffle while I was sitting on his knee. It’s
unlike a shot that Ijheard about when
; tiock of ducKS was feeding in a pond,
n
man’s own boy told about it. The
toy said that his father was hunting and
saw a great flock of ducks but he had
r® shot, only a charge of
powder left. It
»as a long time ago and it was a muzzle
jc. er that he was
carrying,and he loaded
io gun with
powder and then put the
raiurod into the barrel in place of shot.
He waited until the ducks swimming
round in the pond got into such a position
flat he thought it worth while to fire,
then he let drive. Thathamrod went
:
rough the ducks and strung them up
so many Rhode Island buckeyes on a
K—yes sir—there were forty-nine of
-m.
When the boy was telling some
bis school mates about it, one of them
'See here,why didn’t your father
fifty ducks instead of forty-nine, and
be a good s.ory out of it?’
i.ook-a-here;” said the small boy,
was my own father that fired that
trod, d’ye s’pose he’dftell a lie for
luck?”
.f
good womor- cif the house smiled—
had heard i. nu-iband tell that story
■
he big log in the depths
any times
: the
fireplace had burned so deep that
ad rolled over and broken in two, and
iresh bright flame leaped upwards; I
forgotten that the student was skit behind me until he snickered.
I remember the first time I heard
■''lit story,” said the
slightly bald headed
“tipple, “I remember it as though it
»>re only yesterday. Father came home
"e night after his
day’s work; mother
getting supper, and she had bolster
me up in the cradle.
I was about a
and a half old. Father told mother
he haa just been reminded of a
story
he had heard when he was a little
Then he told the same story
you have just now related, and I
«ughed so hard that I dropped my nursg bottle.
It hit the end of the cradle
'Ker and broke.
Mother wouldn’t get
(*
another and so that was the end of
-"amg out of a bottle for me. But I
n’t. helP thinking while you were’
hng it of the man down home who
■

■

'll-

rather remarkable shot one day
a rifle.
It was back in the ‘fifties’
there were great flights of passen.pigeons-the wonderful bird that has
S become extinct. This man was out
a

an

rifle,
expecting to see pigwhen they suddenly appeared. The
his

not

BIG

CORNER, [Winterport.)

J. W. Jewett of Jackson was in town
Oct. 12'h.

an Business

W. J. Bartlett of Etna made a brief
visit with relatives here recently.
Messrs. Gilbert and Farmer of Banwere-Jausiness callers in town Oct.
16th.
ror

The wooden figure of Field Marshal von 11 indeuburg erected in Berlin is
made of 52.000 pounds of alder wood. Iron nails can be driven into the statue
at BO pfennigs (about 12 cents) per nail. Higher prices must be paid for driv
Ing In silver or gold nails. When the statue is full of nails it will be put up
on Von Hindenburg's country estate.

CENTER MONTVILJ.E.
E. J. Hatch of
last week.

Augusta

was

in

town

Embert L. Ramsay went to PittBfield

Oct. 15th.

L. V. Jackson and Miss Neiia Jackson
returned from Newport Oct. 18th.

Lauren Jackson and family of Morrill
were at P. W. Jaquith’s Oct. 17th.
Allen Goodwin was summoned
U. S. court in Portland Oct. 26th.

to

the

Mrs. Orrella Ramsay is visiting her
Mrs. E. O. Clement, in Pittsfield.
Levi Rogers of Searsport visited M.
R. Rogers from Monday to Friday. Oct.

daughter,

LINCOLN VILLE.

a

Mrs. Maude Thomas has returned from
visit in Boston.

Burton Gray returned
Northeast Harbor.
Miss

Thursday

Georgia Hall

has gone to
to pass the winter months.

to

Chicago

Mrs. Leslie Dickey and little daughter
Hazel of North Haven are visiting at M.

F. Dickey’s.

Mr. and Mrs-. John Dailey of Camden
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. E.

were

T. Churchill.

E. F. Whitney, who had been a
guest of Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Russ for
several weeks, has returned to Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Clarke, who were

employed at The Whitehall, Camden,
ing the past

summer

durhave arrived home.

Mrs. H. H. Griffin of Brighton, Mass.,
has returned home after visiting Mrs.
Eva Dean and Mrs. Effie Rankin for a
few days.

jUNITY.

■

Mrs. E. D. Chase is the guest of
friends in Newton, Mass.
Dr. and Mrs. E. M. Soule are entertaining friends from Massachusetts.

Austin Myrick, who had been working
for the Portland Packing Co. at Dexter,
has returned home.
Mrs. J. W. Sawyer, who had been the
guest of her mother, Mrs. Lucy Mitchell, has returned to her home in Fairfield.
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Fairbanks attended the funeral of Mrs. Nealley, Mrs.
Fairbanks’ niece, in Hampden, Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Bradford and Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Bradford of Auburn
were recent guests of Dr. and Mrs. C.
M. Whitney.

mately 8750,000.

G. W. Silver was in Bangor on business
last week.
Mrs. W. W. Lunt and daughter HarHarvard Harding of Norwood, Mass.,
riet returned to Marblehead, Mass., Oct.
4s visiting relatives here.
16th.
Mrs. Jessie Harding visited Mr. and
Miss Cassie Cushman gave a party to
Mrs. Ed. Cliford in Stockton several days
her schoolmates Friday evening, Oct.
recently.
15th.
Mrs. Edna Harriman motored to BanMr. and Mrs. Eugene Perry are visit- gor Oct. 14th with Mr. and Mrs. I. M.
ing Mr. and Mrs. Austin Wing in Bel- Cummings.
fast.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Frye, son Wilber
Mi;s Rilla Luce is the guest of Mrs. and wife and two children, George and
William Sibley, Jr., on Goosepecker Thelma, of
Hope, Me., viBited Mr.
Ridge.
Roscoe Frye recently.
Mrs. Calista Sprowl and Dr. A. D.
Mr. Edward Avery was at home from
Ramsay of Jefferson were recent visit- Freeport and spent Sunday with his

ors

in town.

MrB. A. B. Wing and children, Iva
and Harlan, of Belfast were recent
guests of friends m town.
Oscar Bragg and family and Mrs.
Kate Fuller and son Will were guests
Oct. 17th at Dudley Tasker’s.

Mr. and Mr. M. C. Gordon and G. A.
Gordon and family were at Charles
Bagley’s in Thorndike Oct. 17th.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Bean, J. J.
Clement and Penson Clement and families attended the fair in Pittsfield.
Mrs. F. A. Cushman and Miss Emma
B'ood of Belfast were Sunday guests of
: M-. Hi d Mrs. M. M. Wentworth.
J ames J. Clement, P. A.
Clement, G. A.
C. A. Bean and P. W. Jaquith
\ Gordon,
with their families, attended the fair
in
I Pittsfield.
Mr. and Mrs.George Gordon, daughter
Hel n and Mr, and Mrs. Merrill Gordon
visited at Charles Bagley’s in Thorndike
Oct. 17 th.
Mrs. Frank Fuller, Will Fuller of
Freedom, Oscar Bragg and family of Albion,
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Ban ton of Knox
were at W. D. Tasker’s Oct. 17th
E. B. Bean, Mr. and
wMr- W-®nd,"• Mrs.
Be“n» their daughter Una
Mrf-Mrs. Eliza
and
G. Waterhouse, were at
Conant Thompson’s in Searsport. Oct
17th.

Mr. and Mrs. Way land Knowlton, Miss
Idella Knowlton, Marshall Knowlton
and Mrs. Emma Knowlton of
Belfast
were guests Oct. 17th of Mr.
and Mrs.
J. W. Wentworth.
Mrs. E. P. Rowell is the
guest of
Mrs. Sarah Clement in Waterville.
Dr.
Gilbert of Portland was in Waterville
Oct. 15th and removed a cataract from
one of Mrs. Rowell’s
eyes.

Another steamer, somewhat smaller,
Capt. Willis White of Sargentville is j will also be built at the same shipyard
the guest of his cousin, C. B. Jewett,
for Darrow Mann Company, and will be
for a lew weeks.
ready for service in May. She will be !
400
feet long, 55 feet beam and 36 feet
Mr. and Mrs. W E Whitney of Newof hold.
Her gross tonnage will j
port were guests of C. O. Whitney and depth
be about 5,000 tons and her cargo capac- j
family Oct. 17th and 18th.
ity 9,000 tons of coal. Both steamers
Mr. and Mrs. Ora Sparrow of Bangor will he managed by the Coastwise Transwere guests at the home of E. N. Bartportation Company._
lett several days recently.

j

farpily, returning to Freeport
Monday morning train.

on

the

« UIV1 lilKt Y is

Witch Hazel Oil
(COMPOUND)
For

Piles

External or

or

Hemorrhoids,

Internal, Blind'or
Bleeding, Itching or Burning.
One application brings relief.
Two sizes, 25c. and $1.00, at
all druggists or mailed.
Send Free Sample of Oil to

H.

ago,

Sick Animals

Be

con

a-Hand

goods of every description. Furniture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture !
a

specialty.

If you

have anything >tc
sell drop me s

postal card and you will receive

prompt call.
W ALTEB \,OOVBB,
64 Main Street, Belfast.
a

BUY

reports

were

verify all they

first

published mhny

said in

a

Watches,

W. M. THAYER,

years

daughter

Elements

guests of Mr
and Mrs. Fred Borden in South Monroe
Oct. 17th, and in the afternoon, accom
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Borden, motored to Belfast by way of Morrill anc

Is situated on VSashington street iust ofi ? ain s-tuet. I have single and
double hitches, buchbcards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronage issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
Iy28
VS. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.

Quarries,

Boston, will

run as

Mill Sites,

York

attended

a

directors

of the Winterport Farmers
Union at the store at the station Oct.
11th. They voted to have the store
open every week day and are planning
to carry a line of groceries in addition tc
what they already have.

for Summer Hotels
and

C. B. Jewett and Mrs R. L,
Clements arranged a little affair as
surprise to Mrs. A. D. Godsoe, Saturday
afternoon, Oct. 16th, at the home ol
Mrs. Jewett. Mrs. Godsoe was invitee
Mrs.

Brooks. 7 32
Knox. 17 44
Thorndike. 7 50

Unity.

Winnecook.,.

Burnham, arrive.
Bangor.

7 5fc
<8 08
8 20
11 45

Clinton. 8 39,
Benton. 8 48
Waterville. 8 54
Portland.
11 50
Boston, p m. 3 20

Unity

has gone to Waterville to visit at the home of his sister,

Lester Bagley has returned to hie
work in LewiBton after spending a few
days here on business.
Mrs. Eben D. Vose has returned tc
her home in Knox after visiting at the
homes of her sisters and brother here
for two weeks.
Lester Bagley has leased his farm tc
John Cook for a term of three years,
Henry Prentise, who has been living or
the place, intends to move away soon.

Camden Woolens
CAN SAVE YOU MONEY on dress ms
terisls and suitings for Men, Women am
Children, direct from the Camden Woolen Mill
Write for samples.
F. A. PACKARD,
Manager Retail Department,
8m84
Box B, Camden, Maim >

T1 orndike.

8 54
9 02

PM
12 20

PM
2 20

f2 25
t2 35

12 59
1 05
113
41 23
1 35
3 00

f2 59

3 29
5 50

AM

8 50
12 25

10 08
10 17
10 30
110 40
10 55
11 05

3
1
3
3
3
4
4
4
T4
4

It contains
of value tvi

.INDUSTRIAL

15
50
24
34
50
00
09
17

Street,

AUGUST

1st

more information
Business and Professional Men of Maine than
any other Reference Book.

CLNTRAL

PUBLISHED ANNUALLY SINCE 1870

BUREAU

RAILROAD,

Price, $2.00 Postpaid

j

PORTLAND. MAINE.

Grenville M.

Donham

PUKI.ISHKK

For Sale

390

|

Congress Street,

PORTLAND,

Oliver Sulky Plows
AT THE SPECIAL PRICE OF

$39.00
--AT-

JACKSON & HALL’S

Farm for Sale

Ave.

bargain in Maine.
oPPor
tunity knocks only once; your grea
chance for prosperity and satisfaction is t >
BUY NOW the beautiful home known as th
Robbins-Frank Berry-Heagan farm.
Frank Grady, caretaker; no trespassing un
der penalty of law. Address
F. E. ELKINS, 131 Eureka Street,
85tf
San Francisco, California.

Biggest

LIBBY,
Belfast, Me.
I

MAINE

=~J

^-

DENTIST,
37 Main

1915-16 EDITION
ISSUED

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

MAINE

CHAS. M. HALL,

DR. W. C.

MAINE REGISTER

Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent; of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

Sand and gravel delivered at
reasonable price.

Searsport

Belfast, Me.

^-=!^=-==^

Good Farming Land

For Sale
Tel 306

Pythian Block,

I---!_

are

Knox. 1910
11115
25
Brooks. 9 25
11 35
40
Waldo. |9 35
til 45
|4 50
45
111 55
Citypoint. l9
t5 00
Belfast, arrive. 9 50
12 01
6 06
tFlag Station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.25 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
G. C. DOUGLASS,
g General Manager. Portland Maine.

a

ESTATE

Titles Investigated
Deeds Executed
Cottages, farms, Mimmer Homes and
Kents,

AND

PM

10 02

REAL

Unlimited Raw Material

AM

1 00

Notary Public,

Undeveloped Water Powers

05
13
23
35
05
11
20
25
25

7 00

a

to

life.

2 47
3
3
13
3
5
5
5
6
8

those desiring to
change in location for a new start

give opportunity
in

112 35
12 47

to return there after a visit with a neighTO BELFAST
bor and found a company of ladies awaitPM
ing her to offer congratulations for he!
seventy-ninth birthday. A prettily deco- ; Boston. 10 00
rated birthday cake presented by Mrs.
Portland. 12 00
Clements, cards and other gifts, were
AM
given her by those present and a de- Waterville. 7 16
lightful afternoon was spent. Mrs. Bangor. 7 00
Jewett served ice cream, doughnuts anc Bfr.ton.
Clinton.
cake at the close of the afternoon.
Burnham, leave. 8 35
Winnecook. 48 45
TROY.

Joseph Vickery

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
make

*12 26

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

BELFAST!

Belfast depart. 7 06
Citypoint. t7 10
Waldo. t7 20

Farms,Sites

|
j

ORRIN J.DICKEY,

Locations

follows:

FROM

j

Factory

On and after Sept. 26. 1915, trains connecting

AM

G. H,
meeting

WE

J

at Burnnam and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

Waldo.

Phoenix Row.

Jeweler,

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

BELFAST AND BURNHAM.

anc

Jewelry

PRESTON’S

MAINt LtlNIKAL KAILKUAD

k. l..
Barbara were

and

hearty and

most

|

Mrs.

YOUR

Cocks

of. and be sure to have your work done by

|

ana

wgg]

Sibley, tfeltast, Maine.

to Edward

Constantly Being Published

Misses Louise Libby, Laura Bickford j unmistakable way. Read the experience of
1
and Ellen Bartlett, students of the Ban- Mr. B. Robinson, retired blacksmith, 6 Waldo
avenue.
He says: MI had been annoyed at in*
gor High school, were at home for the
week-end
tervals for a long time by pains through my
i back and kidneys. Any over exertion or a cold
Mrs. A. D. Godsoe and Mrs. Clara
settled in my kidneys caused me much pain
Eish of East Hampden, who had been in ;
town for three weeks, have returned to i and discomfort. After I used Doan’s Kidney
I Pills, m3T strength returned and I could work
their home,
with ease. I ^never let an opportunity pass
Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Littlefield started I whenever I hear
anyone complaining of backOct. 13th for an auto trip into New
ache, to say a good word for Doan's Kidney
Hampshire and among other places will ! Pills.”
visit in Francistown.
Keep Doan’s in House,
C. B. Jewett went to Skowhegan Oct.
OVER SIX YEARS LATER, Mr. Robinson
13ih to be present at the funeral ser- j
said: “I still use Doan’s Kidney Pills whenever
vices of his aunt, Mrs. Laura White,
I think thf.t my kidneys are not just right and
which were held Thursday.
they fix me up in a very short time. We alway s
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clements, Mrs.
keep them in the house.”
Julia White, Mrs, G. H. York and Mr
Price 50c at all dealers. Don’t simply ask
and Mrs. C. C. Clements attended th«
for a kidney ren edy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills
Pomona meeting in Brooks Oct. 13th.
—the same that Mr. Robinson has twice pubMr. and Mrs. L. A. White attendee
licly recommended. Foster-Milburn Co.,Props.,
the sessions of the Grand Lodge, I. O.
N. Y.
0. F. and Rebekahs in Portland Iasi Buffalo,
week as delegates from Monroe Lodgi
of Odd Fellows and Loyal Rebekat

Rowena Clary has closed her
summer home here and gone away for
the fall and winter.

The treatment of diseases of
Hones,
Gattle, Sheep, Dogs and Fowls, is given in
Dr. Humphreys’ Veterinary Marital, mailed
free. Humphreys’ Veterinary Remedies.
156 William St., New York.

whose

13th.

Mrs.

Humphreys Homeo. Medicine 0o„ 156 William

Apply

Since the long succession of Belfast reports
were first published in the local press there
has been no looking back. Belfast evidence
continues to pour in, and—better still—those

Libby, accompanied by
Mrs. Lizzie Robbins, visited her mother,
Mrs. Emily Parsons, in Swanville, Oct.
C.

Mrs. S. H. Chase.

St., New York.

New Evidence

15th.

Mrs.

--»_.^

N0 LOOKING BACK IN BELFAST

Several ladies from this vicinity attended a meeting of the W. C. T. U. at
Mrs. Betsey Colson’s in Monroe, Oct.

Mr.

15th.

FINS OLD MANSION FOR SALE

Darrow Mann Company of this city ard I
the contract calls for her delivery eariy
in July.
The vessel will have a carrying ;
for 12 500 tons of coal.
Her
r capacity
length will be 455 feet, beam 63 feet, j
Mrs. C. W. Nealley spent last week depth of hold 36 feet, gross tonnage j
with Mr, and Mrs. E
H. Nealley in about 9,000 tors. She will cost approxi- ;

Lodge.

PROSPECT FERRY.

COl.LlEKS.

Miss Grace Batcheider of Jackson is
with Mrs. Hattie Clement for a brief
stay.

Monroe.

trees were loaded with them.
He saw a
dozen roosting on one oraneh, tired his
rifle, and the bullet hit that branch on
which the pigeons were perched and sphr
it open from end to end; the toes of the
pigeons, of course, slipped into the craett
in the limb, and the crack closed up as
quick as lightning and caught every one
of the twelve. Of course,” continued
the
slightly bald-headed cripple, "it
couldn’t happen now.’’
"I wonder” said the student, who had
remained quiet until this moment, "I
wonder if that cucumber vine grew in
the place I heard of the other day. I
don't know just where it is, but I am
told that vegetables grow very rapidly
and very large—so large that the other
night three policemen were able to sleep
on one beat.”
The trained nurse came a_d escorted
the gray-haired convalescent to his room;
the slightly baldheaded cripple reached
for his crutches, and hobbled through a
door-way; the good woman who had patiently 3 t through it all, bade everyone
“Good night” and ascended the staircase;
the student disappeared but I know nqt
whither he went. A great log which, in
the meantime had been added to the fire,
blazed,smoked and smouldered until long
after midnight.

STEAM

Boston, Oct. 21. The keel plates of
the largest steam collier ever constructed in I his country for transporting coal
to coastwis ports will be laid down in a
j
few days at the yard of the New York j
Shipbuilding Company at Camden, N. J. ;
Th- steampr has been ordered by the i

tSIAIfc Uh

WARREN A. SHELDON.
AUCTION SALE Of REAL ESTATE.
On the twenty-fourth day of November, A.
D. 1915,at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, I SHALL
SELL under license from the Probate Court, at
PUBLIC AUCTION at my dwelling, house in
Searsmont near the premises to be sold, the
following described real estate owned by said
Warren A. Sheldon at the time of his decease,
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Bounded southerly by land of John Brown and
land of Howland Lassell; southwesterly by land
of B. C. Wentworth and land of A. P. French;
northwesterly by land of M I. Blake and land
of C. A. Wentworth; nbrth and east by land of
Orren Tibbetts; easterly by land of George
Heal and'land of J. C. Johnson; southeasertly
by land of J. C. Johnson and otheis, containing
one hundred acres and known as the “Mountain Lot.”
Dated this nineteenth day of October A. D.
1915.
ALTON P. FRENCH.
Executor of the will of Warren A. Sheldon, de-*
ceasea.

Earl Parker of Brewer ia visiting in town.
C. N. Meyers left last week on a busi-

Capt.
ness trip

was

in

the Thayer

on

to

Leach street.

Mrs.

I

Miss Emma Hichborn
to

cime

from Belfast

spend Sunday with her sister, Miss

Nellie Hichborn, who like many others, has
hern suffering with a heavy cold.
The Indies’ Aid scciety of the Universalist

parish will be entertaineu^this, Thursday, afby Mrs. Charles C. Park at her rocms

ternoon

in the Britto

house. West Main street.

Lathrop and Ralph Clifford, who
employed in the Morrison fisheries, came

Truman
are

Surry in a motor boat for a brief visit
families, returning early last week.
| Mrs. Charles Cole and two children, School
street, arrived Friday, having accompanied
Capt. Cole on his vessel, schooner Edith McIntire, on the run from Camden to Cape Jeliiup from
to their

Principal Linnehan of the Searsport High
last
school took a party in his auto to Orono
beSaturday and witnessed the football game
tween the U. of M. and Bates teams.
S_ Off

piers.

son

learn

of the Boston police force are pleased to
that he has again resumed his duties at City
hall after an illness of several months.
Mr. Rurdlett, superintendent of the Water-

UCtODer 18

giving

ub a

giuriuuts

auc

uiumu.

sunshine of the past week was tempered by
the crisp autumnal air, however. The hunter's moon has rendered the evenings beautiful,
reminding many of young days and the ecstatic thrills of youthful love.

town, Mass., water works, has been passing
his annual vacation ot two weeks in town and
enjoying the beautiful October weather.
Mrs. A. J. Nickerson, Miss Jessie C. Nicker-

Mrs. Grace W. Britto, West Main street,
left last Saturday for a visit of several weeks
Later
at her girlhood's home in Boothbay.
she will return to Stockton for a few weeks'
tarry previous to her departure, with friends,
in February for a trip to Wist Palm Beach,

Rebecca M. Ross and Miss Clara
ieiurned Friday from an auto trip
through New Hampshire and Massachusetts.
C. O Sawyer has exchanged his Overland
car with
car for a new Willys-Knight Motor
W. R. Gilkey & Son, local agents. This car is
son, Miss
Roulstone

Florida.
John McLaughlin, proprietor of the McLaughlin livery stable and garage, Main street,

crowned heads of England*
Germany and Russia and is the first one to be
sold in town.
the

was in Bar Harbor last week, where he bought
several carriages and a pair of horses for his
stable. He also bought a couple of noted
trotting horses for future sale, this being an
annual custom with our successful liveryman.

Miss Mabel E. Griffin left Saturday for AuRobgusta for a few days stay with Mrs. G. A.
ertson. From there Miss Griffin will go to
Canton, Mass., to visit her brother, Mr. E. L.

Levi Griffin, Maple street, and Mrs.
Crocker, Middle street, left by Boston
boat last Saturday to visit their sisters, Mrs.
Ralph S. Staples and Mrs. Peirce D. Lancaster,
in Cambridge, Mass.
They were accompanied
by Mrs, Griffin’s son, Mr. Norman D. Griffin,
who has employment with the Lancasters for
Mrs.

Griffin, for a few weeks, previous to going to
Daytona, Fla, for the winter.
The regular meeting cf Arcbor Chapter C.
E. S., was held Monday evening, Oct. 25th,
and was inspected by Mrs. Belva D. Ward-

James

weil of Penobscot, D. D. G. M. Refreshments
were served and a very pleasant evening en'the next regular meeting will be held
joyed

the

winter.

Miss Leora

Partridge, daughter of Capt.

L.

Partridge, Church street, has been suffering for the past two wecks/with a severe attack, of bronchitis. She is cimfortable at
this writing, Monday, although still suffering
with a wearing and insistent cough. Mrs. Partridge is also enduring a very bad cold, but is
M.

Nov. 9th.
Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
Dodge’s Corner.
Matthews went to Union Oct. 20th to visit
their son Edward and family for a few days.
.Mrs. Abbie Pierce is housekeeping for J.
M. Nickerson and son.... Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
Atwoed spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
E. Stinson.... Frank Colson of Lewiston has
...

somew

inquest
Mr. Stowei s Exonerated.
held at Bath following the shocking accident in
which Edmund Dowling, aged four, was killed
by being struck by an auttm<bile driven by J.
C. Stowers of Palm Beach and Searsport, who
way to Florida from

his

an

Searsport,

Medical Examiner Morin exonerated Mr.
Stowers from all blame in the affair and ordered his7 release. The accident has attracted
wide interest on account of the prominence of
Mr. Stowers, who is a well known Maine man.
and a retired hotel proprietor, having been in
the hotel business at Palm Beach for 30 years
as owner and proprietor of the Palms Hotel.
He retired from active business two years ago
For 16 years he was
because of ill health.
postmaster at Palm Beach. He was a native
of Stockton, where he was a schoolmate of the
late Justice Wiswell, who was his friend from
boyhood up. He has a summer home in Searsport, from which he was motoring to Boston,
where he has business, and thence will take
6teamer back to Florida.—Exchange.
The

Shoe Situation.

New England and nearby footwear manufacturers report continued improvement, with
most factories running close to capacity, and
orders in hand sufficient to maintain operations
on the present scale for some time to come.
Wholesalers note a steady inquiry from retailers and tne situation in general shows a decidedly strong tone, the upward trend in leather values making higher footwe. r prices appear inevitable in the near future.—Dun’s Review, Oct, 23rd.

these

line ot

improved

at

present.

I

ORDER IFRCM HIM TODAY A PACKAGE OF

John Cumming6 has had his barn shingled.
Thomas:

spent

last week

Rockland.
Mrs. Walter Sleeper is spending
in Rockland.

a

few weeks

Mrs. Albert Marriner visited in Rockland
Oct. 20th and,.21st, guests of her father, J. F.

Burgess.

Mrs. Sarah Mahoney and son Harry of East
Northport were i recent guests of her sons,
Arad and Henry Mahoney.
Mr. end Mrs. Frank Allen and Misses Delia
Althea Mahoney of Bayside spent Oct.
17th with Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Gelo.

and

favor of your family. A 15c. package will
make four pints. Order a package now
from any of the following grocers, and serve
it tonight for dinner:

J.

N. belfast, Me.
Belfast, Me.

L. Wood,

H. L. Whitten & Co.,
A. L. Knowlton,
Ervin L. Cross,

& Gro.

Co., Searsport,

Me

Citypoint, Me

SkaringCoupons
Every Package

Valuable Profit
in

R. F. Springer of Lisbon Falls made
visit here last w$ek.
Irwin

days

in

a

short

Partridge of the Narrows spent
Bangor recently

Herbert Bowker and family of Brewer
here Sunday in their automobile.

two

were

James Chalmers’ Sons
Williamsville,

Elmer Littlefield and wife of Brewer spent
the week-end with F. F. Perkins and wife.
Mr.

R. H. Mosher,
P. E. Peavey,

N. Y.

H. P. TAYLOR, JR.,
RICHMOND VA.

Sato Agant,

business trip

to

came

Nathan Hopkins and family of Camden
for a visit, Saturday with Mrs. Rilla

Shute.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Porter of Bsngor were at
Gondola Camp last Saturday, returning home
at

night.

Miss Jennie Black has returned from Rockland, where she had been employed for several
months.
The street lights which have just been completed in this part of the town, and at F. S.
Hariman’s residence,.were lighted by electricity for the first time last Friday night. They
give a fine, bright light. Mrs. Josephine Stowers is having her house wired, antf'others will
soon follow.

ESTABLISHED 1839

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,
BANGOR. MAINE

John Hurd[of;Vaeealboro was a gueet at the
home of A. G. Larby a few days last week.

now

threatened with
improving and it is

were

ricuorjav/l

recover

soon.
son

Embert of

in town

Saturday and Sunday
and attended the
grange Saturday evening.
Norman Nash, while
playing with other pupils on the roof of the woodhouse at the Car-

fEKKi,

John Bowen of Stonington
Jessie Harding’s.

Mrs.

was

Mrs. Huldah Ramsay and

Pittsfield

W. A. HALL, Belfast, Maine.

1

car

A little daughter was born to Mr. and Mr*.
Richard Hendricks Oct. 20th.
|
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Clifford of Winthrop, Me.,
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. G. A.
Avery.
Percy and Harvard Harding were week-end
guests of their brother Frank in Brewer.

„ifhr-and

The first of the
from the
life of Livingston, the great explorer.
Oct.
in

a

most intimate

24th the

subject

was

sketches

SHIP NEWS.

LIBERTY.

manner.

series, given Oct. 17th,

of Belfast spent Sunday in
town with his parents,

Ralph I.

Morse

These lectures

was

are

n

is

spending

a

with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. W.

Thompson.
F. J. Webb has been doing seme lettering
other monumental work in Brooks the

U

_

nr

f'_mi

motored from Pittsfield last Saturday for the
day. They were accompanied by Waldo Hoit
and Claude Knowlton, students at the M, C. I.
Mrs. Ida Mitchell has sold her home to Mr.
who will take possession sometime this week. Mrs. Mitchell will leave Tuesday for Augnsta, where she expects to pass
the winter.

Taxe$for1915

is visiting at

Mr. and Mrs. C. E, Davis of Bargor spent a
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Harrison and children
of Stockton Springs visited Mrs. O, P. Harrifew^days recently with relatives in this vicin- ter school last
to
the
Friday,fell
groundbreak- son last Sunday.
ity.
ing one wrist and severely spraining the other.
Fred Ham of Thorndike visited at Cheney
W. H. Ginn is confined to the house with a
Mrs.
C.
M.
her
Conant
visited
Mr.
At
parents.
he
is quite comfortable.
present,
Higgins' last Sunday night.
bad heart trouble. He is attended by Dr.
and Mrs. Jtfferson Nealley, in Newburg. Oct.
Emmerson of Bucksport.
Mrs. Wm. Webb and daughter Hildred visit20th.
troy.
ed Mrs. Chas. Jenkins Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. J A. fierce and daughter MiMiss Della Vinal of Lowell, Mass., is with
nerva of Sandypoint visited Mr. and Mrs. W.
The Ladies Aid met at the church vestry
L. J. Sanderson returned
her aunt, Mrs. Hattie Clement, fi r an indefiSaturday from a D. Harriman several days last week.
Wednesday afternoon and tacked comfortables. nite
hunting trip in Kingman.
stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Cheney Higgins were guests
Mrs. Georgie Woods and
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Mrs. George Cook
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clements and daughter
|
for the day at Frank Hogan’s in Thorndike
were in Waterville
local applications, as they cannot reach the
Barbara called upon Mrs. A. B. Barden at the
Saturday.
by
last Sunday.
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one
Rufus Sargent of
village Sunday.
is
Searaport
the guest of
way to cure deafness, and that is by constituMr. and Mrs. R. H.
Henry Webb and wife went to South Boston
Ward.
Mr. and Mrs, C. C. Clements, accompanied
tional remedies. Deafness is caused by an inlast week, where tl ey will visit for several
Mra’
A*«5ie Estes of Fairfield and Mrs flamed ccndition of the mucous lining of th«»
by Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Haley, motored to Bandays with their son Edward.
Eustachian Tube.
When thi* tuhe is inflam d
=arah Snow of
Burnham are guests at the
gor Monday.
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hear- j
Mrs. Mittie Gowen was in Bangor for two
home of Reuben
Rhoades.
ing, and when it is entirely closed. Deafness is !
A Mr. and Mrs. Frank Haley and Miss Mildred
days recently,to see her cousin. Dr. P. E.
the result, and unless the inflammation can be
M"’ Emer*’ »“«>■ o
Haley of the village were guests of Mr, and
week’s visit taken out and this tube restored to its normal
Luce, who is in a hospital there.
w'th Ur. and Mrs.
Mrs. M. A. Haley Sunday.
Otis Rhoades,
returned condition; hearing will be destroyed forever:
Fred Emmons is remodeling his new house
Monday to their home in Hallowell.
nine cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clements motored to
somewhat with the addition of an ell, which
which is nothing but an inflamed condition of
Dr
and Mrs. E. E.
Hermon Oct 19th and were guests lor the day
Hawes
of
greatly improves it appearance.
Hyannis, the mucous surfaces.
Charles of Chelsea and
of Mr. and Mrs. Eben Clements.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for ary
George of Lynn have
fclisB Edith Hobbs has been for several
been
v.s.t.ng their old home and friends at the cise of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that canC. C. Clements, secretary of the Maine
weeks in the State hospital at Augusta, and
Center and much
not
be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Send
Farmers’ Union, was in Waterville last Thursenjoying their two weeks’ for circulars,
free.
will take a course in training for a nurse.
'oeation.
day to attend a directors’ meeting.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Ed. White and wife were in town Sunday
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Mrs. Everett Dole of Burnham
reopened the
with relatives on their way heme from visit- I.C. VV. XNealley was a business visitor in BelTake Hall’s Family Pills for constipaton.
fast
on
-injmb
and
his
retnrn
remained with
Saturday
uiauys
ing an aunt, Mrs. Bert Tasker, in Plymouth.
bstes was obliged to leave on
his son Earle in Monroe over Sunday.
account of sickBUKIN.
Mr. and Mis. Charles Ryder and Mrs. Edness.
Miss Estes was operated on lor
appenW. H. Tolman of Newburg visited the dairywin Boody motored to Searsport last week
iicitis last week and is
reported as doing niceGray. In Belfast, October 22, to Mr. and
and visited Mrs.k Bocdy’s daughter, Mrs. John men in this vicinity recently in his official
ly.
Mrs, William H. Gray, a daughter.
Blake.
capacity as inspector for the D. Whiting CreamMilliken. in Ellsworth, September 6, to
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Milliken, a daughter,
Mrs. A. B. Payson has returned from her ery Co.
LINCOLNVILLE.
Minnie Agnes.
father’s, and is new at their reems in the Dow
Ellen Bartlett and Coleman Lord, students
Simpson. In Rockland, October 15, to Mr.
Mrs. Georgia Stetson Marden
house. Mrs. Josephine Fcgg is the attending of Bangor High school,
is visiting and Mrs. Ellis F. Simpson of Matinicus, a
spent the week-end at
son,
relatives
at Miller’s Corner.
Everett
Ellis.
nurse.
home and attended the wedding
reception of
Stover.
In Bluehill, October 17, to Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Morton of
Mrs. Chas. Bowen, son and daughter visited Mr. and Mrs. Harold Littlefield Friday evenBelfast were Mrs. Harvey S. Stover, a daughter.
Mr. Bowen last week at the hospital. There is ing in the K. of P. hall at Ellingwood's Corner. Sunday guests of Hon. and Mrs. A. H. Miller.
not the improvement in his case that was
Several of the teachers here will
MARRIED.
Mr. and Mrs. F. T. Bussey of West Winterattend the
State Teachers’ Convention in
hoped for.
port entertained their annual October whist
Bangor this !
Barrows Griffin. In Sandypoint, October
Edwin Reynolds and family were in town party last Friday evening. The rooms were week.
20, by Rev. E. S. Drew of Kenduskeag, Charles
wil1 be a Hallowe’en ball at
recently, guests of Mittie Reynolds and daugh- appropriately decorated with Hallowe’en
T.h*r®
Thomas Robert Barrows of Hampden and Faustina
hall hriday
ter. Miss Alice Reynolds is just recovering symbols and the same idea was carried out on
evening. Oct. 29th, with music by Howard Griffin of Sandypoint.
Dean s orchestra.
BILLINGS-SMITH. In Stonington, October 18,
from a bad attack of blood poisoning, having the score cards. Eight tables were
arranged
by Rev, Henry Conley, William J. Billings ana
Austin Marriner. who has been ill for
been confined to the house some four or five for whist and an enjoyable time was spent at
severMiss Mabel V. Smith, both of Stonington.
al months, is
improving rapidly under the
the game. Mrs. Charles Drake and Carrol
weeks,
Clements-Ryder In Dixmont, October 16, j
treatment of Dr. E. F. Gould.
L. P. Toothaker, Esq., Thomas Richard
by
won
|
highest scores and were suitably
E. A. Carpenter started cut on the road Young
Mr. and Mrs.
Clements and Miss Grace Esther Ryder, both
rewarded. Mrs. C. A. Campbell and Harold Rankin have Harry Moody and Henry Ervin o
again last week in the interests of the CoeNewburgh.
gone to Houlton for a week’s
Gross-Flye. In Rockland, October 19, by
Mortimer Co. and will be some weeks in Clements received consolations. The out-of- visit, making the trip in Mr, Rankin’s car.
Rev. J. H. Gray, Donald L. Gross and Jessie A. j
Arocstock county. Mrs. Carpenter accompa- town guests were Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Smith of
Cards have been received here
announcing Flye. both of Stonington.
nied bim to Bangor, where she remained for a Hampden. Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Nickerson and the arrival of Miss Georgia Hall, who accom
Kane-Berdeen. In Stonington, October 15,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
pamed
Mrs.
Charles
Drake
Martha
of
White
of Belfast to
Frankfort.
wetk with relatives and friends.
by Rev. John Blake. Capt. George Kane of
Chicago, where they will remain for the win- Surry and Miss Hazel Berdeen of Stonington.
Delicious refreshments of sandwiches, assortter months.
Rev. T. H. Marlin is delivering some highly
Kilgore Carpenter. In Skowhegan Octoed cake, doughnuts and coffee were served.
ber 19, by Rev. George Merriam, Roy Kilgore
interesting lectures on Sunday evenings, bringMiss Marion Carpenter, both of Skowheand
ing the lives of some of our great men before
Harry Staples has traded his Chevrolet
and bought a new one.

On

or

before November 1,1913,

ia the time to pay taxes for 1913
tor all those who have not paid
under previous discounts. The
discount of one and one-half per

(1 1-2%) will expire November 1, 1915. After that date
full amount of taxes will be exacted.
Real estate taxes will have to
be paid on or before December
cent

20, 1915, and all other taxes
will have to be paid on or before
January 1, 1916.
Please bear in mind these three

dates, and 1 hope the majority
will favor and take advantage
of the first date November 1,
1915.
EDWARD SIBLEY,
Collector of Taxes.

j

j

Belfast, October 14, 1915—3w41
Bankrupt’s

Petition

In the matter of
Fred I. Walker,

Bankrupt,

for Discnarge.
j
In

)

Bankruptcy

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
District of Maine.
Fred I. Walker of Swanville, in the Couv-.
of Waldo and State of Maine, in said Distr
respectfully represents, that on the 4th
of September, last past; he was duly
adjud

bankrupt under the
to bankruptcy; that

Acta of Congress reiai
he has duly surrenders
his property and rights of property, and
fully complied with all the requirempsaid Acts and of the orders of C ourt touch
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays. That he may be deer
by the Court, to have a full discharge from
debts provable 8gainst his estate under
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are
cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 18th day of October. A. D. 19if,
FRED I WALKER.

Bankrupt

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
District of Maine, ss.
On this 23rd day of October, A. D
on reading the foregoing petition, it
Ordered by the Court, 1'hat a hearing
upon the same on the 3rd day of D»
A.D. 1915, before said Court at Portlan
District, at ten o’clock in the forenoon;
notice thereof be published in The Re] v
Journal, a newspaper printed in -aid i1
and that all known creditors, and other
in interest, may appear at the said tin
place, and show cause, if any they hav.
the prayer of said petitioner should

gan.

Leach Moore. In Bucksport, October 13,
by Rev. William Forsyth, Harold A, Leach of
granted.
and Miss Gladys Moore of Bucksport.
Orland
AMERICAN PORTS.
And it is further Ordered by the Cour
Morey Churchill In Bristol. October 8. 1
New York, Oct 19
Ar. sch Gladys, Lisbon
by Rev L. B. Tenney, Henry K. Morey of Deer the Clerk shall send by mail to all known
s^hs
21,
tors
4/days;
ar,
Frontenac. Perth Amboy’ Isle and Miss Estelle W. Churchill of Buckscopies of said petition and this or«i.
dressed to them at their places ol' res:<;<
Philadelphia for Camden;' port.
S'l*ach°J NK,A,UK'lst!1’
E Ayer, St George, S
I, for Boothbay
Mudgett-SanBorn. In Belfast, October 27, J stated.
;
Witness the Honorable Clarence i
Harbor; 22, sld, sch Izetta, Port Reading for by Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Benjamin H.
Mudgett
Boothbay Harbor; sld, sch James Slater, East and Miss Winifred Joftnst n Sanborn, both of Judge of tnesaid Court, and the seal t!
at Portland, in said District, on the 23m
port; 22, sld, sch Wawenock, Jacksonville.
Belfast.
Biston, Oct 22
Sld, hark Kremlin, Rosario;
Pears-Tolman. In Vinalhaven, October 20, October. A. D. 1315
sell Mary B Wellington,
JAMES E. HEWEY, C
[L. S.]
Stonington; 23 ar by Rev. William Magwood, James Arther Pears,
schs Seth M Todd, Jackson; W D
A true copy of petition and order ther
Mangam’
formerly of Nuncote, England, and Ellen
schs
Attest:
JAMES E. HEWEY. Cl.Bangor; 26, ar,
Charlotte T Sibley South I Abasha, daughter of Capt. and Mrs. Walter T.
Amboy; Annie & Reuben, Stonington
Tolman, all of Vinalhaven.
Philadelphia. Oct 21. Ar. sch J Manchester
Patten-Chase. In Dixmont, October 16, by
Haynes, Boston; 23, cld, sch Helvetia, Jackson- L. P. Toothaker, Esq Frank Patten of Hampviile.
den and Mrs. Fannie E. Nye Chase of NewNorfolk, Oct 20. Sld, schs General E S ! burgh.
While in Portland
at the
Greeley, Small, Pernambuco; Margaret HasTear-Littlefield. In Winterport, October
kell, Yoik, Pernambuco; Blanche H King Wil- 22, by Rev. A. J. Lockhart, Arthur W. Tear
liams, Ponta Delgada. Azores (and all passed and Clara Belle Littlefield, both of Frankfort.
out Cape Henry.)
Thomas-Simmons.
In Searsmont, October
Port Reading, Oct 20
40 rooms with running water.
Cld, schs Ida B Gib- ; 16, at the M. E parsonage, by Rev. J. N.
Bon, Castine; James Slater,
Eastport; Izetta, Palmer, Albert Thomas of Searsmont and Miss
25
Rooms with private baths.
Boothbay Harbor.
Florence M, Simmons of Belmont.
•
Norfolk, Oct 26. Sld, stm Mateo, Bangor
White-Lermond. In Warren, October Ll,
House just put in first class older.
Jacksonville. Oct 19
Sld, schs Horace A Rev. H. T. Webb of Bucksport, William A.
European Plan, $1.00 per day up.
Stone, Philadelphia; Sadie C Sumner, Portland- White of Waldoboro and Miss Ella E. Lermond
George E Walcott, Philadelphia.
of Warren.
American plan, 2.50 per day up.
Seattle, Wash, Oct 23, Sld, ship Dirigo,
Every car passes the door.
Sweden.
DIED.
Bangor, Oct 20. Sld, sch C B Clark. Yonk"■ 1
xvuiuoerg, vinalnaven; 23,
Douglass. In Brooksville, October 14. Rufus
ar, sch Mary E Palmer, Norfolk; slil, schs
Elsie A Bayles, New York;
lm43p
Mary Ann McCann Douglass, aged 19 years, 7 months and 7 days.
Foster. In Burnham, October 21, William
Bridgeport; Mineola, Boston; Itaska, do; 24 ar
sch Sarah and Lucy, Boston.
Foster, aged 71 years.
Gilkey. In Islesboro, October 22, Wealthy
Seareport, Oct 20 Sld, barge Oley, Philadelphia; 22. ar, stm Massosoit, Boston (and Gilkey, widow of Thomas W. Gilkey, aged 82

Stop

PREBLE -HOUSE

FRANK M, GRAY, Manager,

E. H. BOYINGTON,

proceeded eastward 23rd); 24, ar, barge Hauto years and 11 months.
Glover. In Belfast, October 24, Charles C.
Philadelphia and sld 26th for Philadelphia.
Stockton, Oct 20
Sld, sch Longfellow, New Glover, formerly cf Rockland, aged 82 years. 8
Eye-Sight Specialist
months
and 21 days.
York; 21, ar, stm Millinocket. New York; 22.
Art bur Thompson and two children of Poor’s
Hanson.
In Searsmont, October 13, Lucy,
OF THE
ar, sch Edith McIntyre, to load lumber; sld.
Mills were guests of Jsmes Webster and famsch Orozimbo, Boston; 23, Bid, stm
Millinocket, wife of Llewellyn Hanson, aged 76 years.
Mr. Donald Mathison, principal of Liberty
ily Sunday.
Hosmer.
In
October
Nathaniel
22,
Camden,
Philadelphia and New York; sld. Lizzie Lane.
BOYINUTON OPTICAL CO.
will leave Wednesday to attend New York.
Myrick Hosmer, aged 71 years.
Wallace Seekins returned to Augusta Oct, High school,
Knowlton. In National City, Calif Octo- 44 South Main Street, Winteroort, ¥<;
Rockland. Oct 26 Ar, sch F C Pendleton.
the teachers’ convention in Bangor, after
23d after several days’ visit with his parents,
ber 22, Dr. Herbert E. Knowlton of Belfast,
St John, N B. for New York.
which he will pass the week-end with college
OFFICE DAYS, MONDAYS AND TUESDAY
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Seekins.
Vinalhaven, Oct 26. Ar, schs Jas H Hoyt, aged 49 years, 7 months and 24 days.
friends in Orono.
Jones In Union, October 14, William H.
1 WILL BE AT THE
Eastport; William Booth, Boaton,
Mrs. John Cheney has returned from Mas51
and
9
months.
Jones,
aged
years
Forest House, Monroe, Wednesday p
FOREIGN PORTS
Mitchell. In Boston, October 23, Fred L
sachusetts, where she had been visiting rela3
Nov.
FREEDOM.
Liverpool, N S. Oct 19. Ar sch Methebesec, Mitchell of Belfast, aged 60 years.
York’s Hotel, Brooks, Thursdiy, Nov.
tives for several weeks.
Mount Desert Ferry.
Pullen. In Bangor, October 24, Col. Frank
The Hotel, Thorndike, Friday a. m„ N
N
Oct 19. Ar, schs Mary A D. Pullen, aged 72 years, 6 months and 19 days.
Messrs. Irvin Toothaker, H. P. White and
A large number from the village attended
iohn.
Central
House, Uuity, Friday p. m., N<
Hall. New York; Robert A Snyder, do.
Pitcher. In Los Angeles, Calif., October 15,
David Wingate have gone to northern Maine the play, “Birth of the Nation,” in Waterville
Bellows’ House, Freedom, Saturday a
Cay Francis, Oct 19. Ar, sch Melbourn P Anson Pitcher, formerly of Belfast, aged about j
Nov. 6.
on a hunting trip, going in Mr. Toothaker’s
the past week.
Smith, Bradford, Philadelphia.
70 years.
Liverpool, Eng, Oct 21. Sld, sch Calumet.
car.
Murch. In Bar Harbor, October 17, Mrs.
Mrs. James W. Libby was called to Portland
Richardson, Boston.
George Murch, daughter of John and Anna
Mrs. John Peavey, Mr. and Mrs. Percy Pea
Oct. 23d by the illness of her sister, Mrs. Ella
Demerara, Oct 19. Ar, sch John W Dana, (Smith) uonary of Rockland, aged 36 years, 2
Jacksonville.
and
Charles
and
is
and
who
sick
months and 16 days. Interment at Bar Harbor.
Mr,
Mrs,
with pneumonia.'
vey
daughter
Sprowl,
very
Charles E. Howard of
Turks

and

Roy Woodard,

Notice of foreclosure.

Waterman and sen of Belfast, were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Peavey.

SANDYPOINT.

Capt. Ralph Curtis of tug John I. Perry of
Rockland is here for a few days* visit.

Dutch Eros.,

J. H. McAuliffe,
Searsport, Grain
E. P. Murray,

a

n&flt week.

Fred Grant.

No purer or more wholesome dessert could
be wished for. It will win the immediate

Mrs. C. E. Lane is making
ArooBtook.

week

in

Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Donnell spent a day in
Appleton recently, guests of Mr. and Mrs.

CheJnvens’
Geladme

WHITE’S CORKER, (Winterpoit).

Brooks.|

The News of

Henry Thompson of Solon

_

Miss Drinkwater of Northport is visiting
brocers is jyear Mrs. John Cummings for a few weeks.

[ Your Home.

typhoid fever, is
hoped that he will

home.

EAST SEARSMOMT.

Rodney

Belfast, returned Satur-

Mr. T. S. Erskine and Mr. Penson Clements
motored to Winslow Sunday, where they spent
s few hours with relatives.
Will Mehuren has been dangerously sick
and
threatened with typhoid fever. He is attended
by Dr. C, B. Hoit of Liberty.

the Faith of Tennyson.
Donald Walker of New York city is passing
especially instructive to the
a few days at his home here.
street.. The captain is on a three weeks’vaca- pupils of the higher grades, and in fact, no
Walter Young bought a new Ford car last
tion, being worn by the hardships encountered one in the vicinity of Brooks should miss hearweek which he will use on his mail route.
during the passages of the present tall. With ing them.
his wife he will spend the time between StockMr. Clyde Wilkins and Miss Alice Lowell of
ton friends and his wife’s mother, Mrs. AdelOAK BILL (Swanville.)
Augusta called on friends in town Saturday.
bert Crockett, in Brewer,
^Mrs, James Lovett of Winterport is the
F. O. Seekics is doing meson work for Mr. the guest of her aunt, Mrs Walter Knowlton.
Quite a number of our people availed themS. Richards in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Woodard and Mrs. George
selves of the iffer of special rates on the railA. W. Dr mm was in northern Maine on a
Palmer were business visitors in Belfast last
road to attend the photo play, “The Birth of a
Thursday.
Nation,” in Bangor Wednesday. The tickets hunting trip the past week.
a
Leon Webster is sick with the jaundice and
for the trip were $1, and included return by
Walter Young took Mrs, Ira Davis to the Insane Hospital at
special train after the entertainment. There is attended by Dr, Tapiey of Belfast.
Augusta last Sunday for
will also be a session of the Teachers’ and
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Webb of Portland treatment.
on
arrived Oct. 25th to visit his uncle, C. H.
Superintendents’ Convention in that city
Mrs. Ned Taylor and son and Mrs. Alfred
Thursday and Friday, with banquet and caba- Webb.
Pulsifer left Monday for their home in New
ret, Wednesday evening. An additional 30
Mrs. Edward Harvey and Mrs. Bullard of Haven, Conn.
cents on the trip ticket allows the purchaser
Bangor were week-end guests of Mrs. Ann
The household goods of the late Miss Eva C.
It is exto remain through this convention.
Webb.
Hurd were sold at public auction Oct. 23d by
be
will
in
our
teachers
that
of
several
pected
C. M. Hurd, administrator, Herbert Jackson of
Mrs. Emma Cunningham, who had been
attendance.
visiting in Belfast the past week, has returned Montville, auctioneer.

Mrs.

in

Everett Bennett and M. M. Wentworth are
ioing carpenter work for Mrs. Rilla Merrithew
of Morrill.

Absolutely Pure

us

Capt. Harry Hicfcborn of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
of the “Red D Line,” accompanied by his
wife, arrived Oct. 20th to visit his mother,
Mrs. Hattie (Clifford) Hichborn, West Main

Mr. and Mrs. Eli

At

hat

Ralph

Mr. Will Mehuren, who

Mr. William C. Magune, Middle street, is
wiring and installing fixtures for electric
lights in the residence of Mrs. James P.

I Saturday

son

I
|

I

Pure warm air in constant circulation is what you want. A
Clarion will give it to you.
Send us a plan of your Building
and ask for estimate.

Mr. Lewis Whitcomb of Belfast spent Sunlay at the home 6f his sister, Mrs. T. S.
Erski.ie,

Made from Cream of Tartar

re-

Stowers, Sandypoint.

Walker of Bangor.

on

Albert C. Colcord, East Main atreet,

Mrs. Ella Sanborn arrived early laat
Isleaboro for a brief viait with her daughShe left
ter. Mrs. Seth Brown, Middle atreet.
Friday for Morrill.

Wallace is taking down and removing
the cut buildings of the late Capt. John CIobbought by J. P.
son homestead, recently

been visiting his parents,
Colson.

ng her

BAKING POWDER

from

Isaac

was

more.

or

There is no other apparatus
that will accomplish so much and
work at so small expense.

iay.

week

Mack’s Point and sailed for Norfolk.

perferred by

to Port-

turning Monday.

Barranger, finished
P. C. & W. pier at

lomPU

week

a

trip

auto

Friday

21st at the

A#

an

Mrs. Elden S. Shute and daughter Louise,
New
Sylvan street, arrived home Friday from
on his
York, having accompanied her husband
recent sea voyage.
Mrs. Harry D. Shute came up from Rockto spend Sunday with her mother,
land

week’s vacation in Rockland.

J-

for

have simplified the heating proposition from every standpoint.

Mr. Percy Bessey and family of Freedom
ipent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Morse,
Mrs. Pembroke Carter, who has been visit-

ternoon.

A. A.
George E. Carr, night watchman at the
C. Co. pl%nt at Mock's Point, left Monday for a

rr.1

IrlRgWVt

among them.

ones

Mrs. James P. Stowers of Sandypoint village
called upon the Misses Hichborn, Church
afstreet, and other village friends, Monday

Amboy

Steamer Meteor, Capt.

Carney Shure is making extensive repairs
>n his lumber mill at the Kingdom.

land and will be absent

W. Co. at Mack’s Point.

discharging Oct.

Rev. and Mrs. A. A. Blair called upon
in the village Friday, finding many

Capt.
Brook, left Saturday

Mies B. Edith Thurston returned Monday
from a week’s visit with relatives in Sangerville and Bangor.^
Perth
Barge Hauto arrived Oct. 24th from
with 1,600 tons of coal to the P. C. &

Mr. and Mrs, E. W. Gilkey and Dr, and
an
Mrs. S. C. Pattee returned Friday from
auto trip as far north as Fort Kent.

-t

..

Bluehill bay.

the convenAmong other teachers attending
tion in Bangor are Miss Abbie Chase and Miss
Swasey of the village schools.
and Mrs. Warren C. Haskell, Lbwder

for New York.

line, Mass., to spend the winter.

.1

Miss Bethia Bates visited friends in Morrill
ast week.
Allen Goodwin is attending the U. S. Court
n Portland this week.

sick

West on Main street.
ing Capt. and Mrs. W. H.
Bailed
Sch. Lizzie Lane, Capt. A. G. Closeon,
from Cape Jellison Oct. 22nd, lumber-laden,

house
Mrs. Lillias L. Nichols has closed her
for Brookon Water Btreet and left Wednesday

NO ALUM-NO PHOSPHATE

parishioners

Elder and Mrs. George Brooks left Thursday
to visit relatives in Providence, R. I.
were
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Smith of Portland
over Sunday.
guests of Mrs. Emma Dyer
Mr, and Mrs. Arnold Knight of Lincolnville
Emma Dyer.
were guests Sunday of Mrs.
moved into the
has
Nichols
Amos
Capt.
for the winter.
True homestead on Main street
Miss Devetia Anderson of Portland is visit-

Oct.
Sch. Ella May, Capt. Eastman, arrived
to the
22nd from Rockland with 200,000 staves
A. A. C. Co. at Mack’s Point.

lay.

injured

into
Richard Swift and family have moved

CLARION COAL FURNACES I

Mr. Fred Gay had his grain threshed Mob

Monde;
Mn. Forest Wert went to Senreport
to visit her sister, Mrs. Nickerson.
for a week
Forest West, after being at home
hand, left last week to return
with an

to Boston.

Dr. A. A. Jackson of Everett, Mass.,
town Saturday on business.
house

CENTER M0NTV1LLE.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

SEARSPORT.

Viola Seekins met with quits an accident.
While riding horseback she was thrown from
the horse, throwing one elbow out of jof“*t
and breaking the small bone. She is gaining
as fast as can be expected.

NORTHPORT.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira M, Cobe returned Oct. 22nd
a ten days* trip to New York and Boston*

from

The residence of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hills is
to include a new
ell which will contain several rooms and a bath
room. Electric lights will be installed slid other
improvements made. Leroy Southard & Son
have the contract for the work.

undergoing extensive repairs,

The annual meeting of the Ladies’ Aid of the
Methodist church was held Oct. 22nd at the
home of Mrs. Effie Mink. After reading
the reports of the year the following officers
were elected: President, Mrs. Effie Mink; vice
president, Mrs. Bradley Whitten; secretary
and treasurer, Mrs. Harriet Whiting: work
c ommittee, Mra. Isaac Hills, Mrs. L. C. Ross,
Mias Althea Mahoney. Plana for the winter
were diacuaaed and refreahmenta were sewed,
Mrs. Whitten will be the hostess next week. 1

Effie M. Flye is passing her vacation
friends in Portland and Miss Winifred
Dodge is attending her store during her abMiss

Island, Oct 19.

Powers, McKown, Boston.

Sld, sch

Governor

sence.

Mrs. Arthur Watts died Oct, 19th after a
shore illness. Her brothers from Massachusetts arrived in time to attend the funeral.
Interment was in Pleasant Hill cemetery.
There will be an exhibition of the work done
in the public schools at the Grange hall Tuesday afternoon, Nov. 2nd. Each school will be
represented, and written work will also be on
exhibition. The superintendent, Mrs. Edith4

Small, requests
There is

no

as

many

as can

to be

present.

admission fee; all is free.
green

petunia.

To the Editor of The Journal. I noticed in a recent issue of the Portland Press
an item which said that a petunia with a green
blossom had been raised in Oregon, the only
one ever known.
I enclose a blossom from my
garden, picked Oct. 24th,which is the only one
of the kind ever heard of in this vicinity and
am wondering if it is like the green Oregon vaMrs N. C. Partridge,
riety.
Sandypoint, Me.
The blossom enclosed is purple, fringed with
a light green, an,d we should doubt if its like
can be found.

o

WHEREAS.
port, in the County

In Belfast, October 27, Maitland B.
Hartford, Conn., and Belfast, aged 50

1VHAT

IS HEALTH?

How to

Keep

Well

Health is ease, sickness is dis-ease.
Health is ac-cord, sickness is dis-cord.

Bodily harmony

bodily health.
When every organ does its share of
work, and is in harmony with the
other organs, there is robust, joyous
health. If you are out of sorts and
unhappy, know the joy of living by
means

getting yourself healthy with'the aid
of “L.

F.” Atwood’s Medicine.
It
eases. the body of common ills and

in tune.

Oakland, Maine.
We have used £•. F. Atwood’s Medicine for
nine years and find, it excellent for sick headaches. My husband takes it for gas in his
stomach.
We give it to our two little girls
for biliousness and when troubled with worms.
Mrs. Ernest L. Booker.

35c bottle at your nearest
write today for a free sample.
FREE.—On receipt of a yellow outside

Buy

Store,

a

or

BELFAST
Jorrected
produce

Duck.

Geese,
retail price.

retail

18

“L. F.” MEDICINE CO,

Lard,

gl
76
8
52
75
10

7.00
26a30
2

market.

Lime,

Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18s22 Oat Meal,
85 Onions,
Corn,
80 Oil, kerosene,
Cracked Corn,
80 Pollock,
Corn Meal.
22 Pork,
Cheese,
2 00 Plaster,
Cotton Seed,

Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,

001a41
06

12al3
20'Veal,
40 Wool, unwashed,
8
16 Wood, hard,
6.00
18 Wood, soft,
3.60

Eggs,
Fowl,
Beef, Corned,

10

Rye Meal,
10 Shorts,
IBtSugar,
6 50a8 76jSalt, T. I.,
8 76ISweet Potatoes,
"£141 Wheat Meal,
10

am

3tanding,situated in

paid producer.

Apples.per nbl,1.00f\2.90 Hay,
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
3 25a3 50 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
3 75 Lamb Skins,
Beans, Y. E.,
28a30 Mutton,
Butter,
Beef, sides,
8£al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
8 Potatoes,
Beet,forequarters,
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
22 Straw,
Cheese,
18. Turkey,
Chicken,
18 Tallow,
Calf Skins,

Clover Seed,
Flour,
H. G. Seed,

Portland, Mo.

uURRNET.

Weekly for The Journal.

market.

wrapper with your opinion of the medicine,
will send one of our Needle Books with a
good assortment of high grade needles, useful
in every family.
we

PRICt

of Waldo

Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the
teenth day of August, A D. 1913, and r«
in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 305,
455, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a
tain lot or parcel of land with buildings ?

years and 1 month.

keeps the stomach, liver and bowels

;a

Smith.

Smith

with

110
6

|

said Searsport anti l><
and described as follows to wit: At the east
of land of Thomas Dorr on the count\
leading from the Mount Ephraim Road t.'
ville Mills; thence east on said county
thirty-six rods to land of George Seek
thence nort>h ten rods by said Seeking
thence west twenty rods; thence north I*:
Smith’s land, thirty-eight rods; thence
twenty-nine rods; thence southerly fifty
to place of beginning, containing eight a
and fifty square rods, and known as a pari
the Josiah Lane lot; and whereas the coniiui
of said mortgage has been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure
■aid mortgage.
Dated this eighteenth day of October, A. 1
1915.
EUGENE A. NICKERSON.
3w43
D. & m
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For Sale
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1.18
4

145
47
40
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business of one of the best seed, grooer>
and grain concerns in Knox county, well located in Rockland, Maine. Has been a successful
business for more than 60 years. Inquire of
|ALAN L. BURD.
43tf
Rockland, Maine

The

